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Abstract

In response to renewable energy policies and incentives, the parabolic trough (PT) concentrated 

solar power (CSP) industry has recently experienced much national and global growth. 

Although thermal energy storage (TES) is a commercial technology that can extend PT power 

plant operational hours beyond sunny periods, currently no United States PT plants use this 

technology. This study examines the question o f whether renewable energy policies should 

include provisions to encourage TES for CSP. This question is examined through an analysis o f 

the economic and environmental tradeoffs associated with the choice o f a backup system for a 

PT plant.

An engineering-economic model has been created to quantify the levelized cost o f electricity 

(LCOE) and expected annual profit o f a parabolic trough plant with three different backup 

configurations: 1) no storage/ no natural gas backup (except for heat transfer fluid freeze 

protection); 2) 1-12 hours o f two-tank indirect molten salt TES; and 3) natural gas backup (in the 

form o f a heat transfer fluid heater) to match each TES capacity. An overview o f the key inputs 

and outputs related to this model is presented in Figure 1, which displays an iterative process 

used to select the solar field area that minimizes the LCOE for each plant configuration modeled. 

The results o f this model show that TES can increase the unsubsidized, pre-tax LCOE o f a PT 

power plant by 4-26% compared to no storage/backup. TES and NG backup also have similar 

LCOE values across most storage/backup capacities. Under current federal incentives and with 

fixed electricity pricing, TES can increase the expected annual profit compared to no 

storage/backup and compared to NG backup.



Figure 1 - Engineering-Economic Model Overview1

In addition, a life cycle assessment was conducted to compare the cumulative energy demand, 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, water and land use associated with different storage/backup 

configurations. The results o f this analysis show that TES can reduce life cycle GHG  emissions 

up to 7% compared to no storage/backup and up to 210% compared to NG backup. Life cycle 

water use decreases with increasing storage capacity/NG backup. In each case, TES and NG 

have similar life cycle water use values. On-site water use increases slightly with TES/NG 

backup. Life cycle land use is similar for the three plant configurations overall.

1 DNR = direct normal radiation; TES = thermal energy storage; HTR = natural gas-fired heater; O&M = operation 
and maintenance; LCOE = levelized cost of electricity
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A  sensitivity analysis was conducted to understand how key model inputs affect economic and 

environmental results. This analysis revealed opportunities for a multi-variable optimization that 

incorporates variations in heat transfer fluid mass flow rates along with changing storage 

capacities and solar field areas. When these changes are incorporated, TES can lower the LCOE 

o f a parabolic trough plant compared to the no-storage alternative and NG backup alternative.

A  further analysis was conducted to examine the tradeoffs between the economic and 

environmental implications o f TES. The analysis included comparisons between environmental 

and economic results; a multi-criteria decision analysis that considers a range o f preferences for 

different attributes; and a calculation o f the carbon price required for each configuration modeled 

in the study to be competitive with new coal-fired electricity generation. The results o f the 

decision analysis show that under most preference scenarios examined, no storage/backup is 

preferred over any o f the TES/NG capacities. I f  some backup system is required, TES is 

preferred over natural gas backup, except where economic outcomes are strongly preferred. A  

carbon price o f $150-$240/tonne CC>2eq is required for PT to be competitive with coal-fired 

generation, depending on the TES configuration. The study concludes with recommendations 

for research to further refine and extend the current analysis.
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Chapter 1: Background

Climate change concerns have motivated thirty-seven states and Washington D.C. to adopt 

renewable portfolio standards (RPS) or goals. Seventeen o f these states include a specific 

provision to encourage solar energy development [1]. W ith the United States electricity industry 

responsible for approximately 40% o f national greenhouse gas emissions [2], these policies, 

along with federal incentives, have created a recent momentum for the development o f large 

solar energy projects. Parabolic trough (PT) concentrated solar power (CSP) has dominated the 

utility-scale solar electricity market since the 1980s, with a current U.S. capacity o f 419 

megawatts (M W ) and nearly 6 gigawatts (GW ) under development [3]. One key advantage o f 

CSP over other solar technologies is its ability to store energy for later use. As the PT market 

continues to grow, industry leaders are divided over the question o f whether a thermal energy 

storage (TES) system should be included in new installations. Proponents claim that TES 

improves power plant economics by extending operational hours into peak demand periods, 

while opponents argue it represents a significant increase in the already high capital cost o f a PT 

plant, further reducing the likelihood o f obtaining project financing. This dissertation explores 

the TES question from a policy perspective with the overall goal o f analyzing the benefits and 

costs associated with TES from a societal standpoint.

1.1 Overview of Concentrated Solar Power

Concentrated solar power (CSP) uses solar heat energy to heat a fluid to generate electricity, in 

contrast to photovoltaic (PV), which converts solar radiation directly to electricity. Since CSP
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relies on heat energy, it can use only the direct normal portion o f the global solar irradiance that 

enters Earth’s atmosphere, in contrast to PV, which can use direct and indirect radiation. In 

other words, one limitation o f CSP compared to PV is that CSP cannot generate electricity 

during cloudy periods, while PV can. However, since CSP uses heat energy, it is possible for 

there to be enough thermal inertia in the operating fluid to sustain energy production for cloudy 

periods that last up to a half hour [4]. CSP also has the capability o f storing thermal energy for 

later use during periods with little or no solar radiation. In addition, utility-scale CSP has 

historically been seen as less costly than PV, although this perception is changing as 

international PV cell manufacturing costs continue to decrease rapidly. Anecdotal reports 

indicate that developers are even going as far as to switch from CSP to PV due to these declining 

costs, but most sources indicate that the cost o f CSP and PV are approximately equivalent. In 

any case, this study focuses on CSP electricity generation rather than PV because o f the unique 

thermal storage capabilities CSP possesses.

Although several types o f CSP exist, there are three technologies that are currently under 

construction and development in the U.S. [3]: parabolic trough, dish engine, and power tower 

(also known as central receiver). Table 1 displays the current installed and operating capacity 

and capacity under construction and development for each o f these three technologies. Parabolic 

trough has historically led the pack with a 97% share o f installed capacity, but i f  all projects 

under construction and development proceed as planned, this share will drop to 55% with power 

tower and dish gaining a larger portion o f the market.
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Table 1 - Status of key CSP technologies in the United States (adapted from [3])

CSP Technology Current installed 
capacity (MW)

Approximate capacity under 
construction/development (MW)

Parabolic Trough 420 5,500

Power Tower 4 3,600

Dish Sterling Engine 4 900

Other 5 0

Total 433 10,000

Figure 2 displays photographs o f three prominent CSP technologies in the U.S. Each o f these 

technologies uses a reflective surface to concentrate direct normal solar radiation (DNR) onto 

some type o f receiver. In the case o f dish engine, a series o f mirrors arranged in a satellite dish 

formation concentrate D N R  onto a p o in t receiver - the power conversion unit (PCU) in the 

center o f the dish [5]. The receiver transfers the heat to a fluid, and as the fluid expands against a 

piston or turbine, it produces mechanical power, which is used to run a generator [6]. 

Traditionally, the dish engine has been characterized as a small-scale distributed generation 

resource, but three o f the projects currently under development in the U.S. range from 145 M W  

to 409 M W  in capacity [3].

Figure 2 - Prominent CSP Technologies in the U.S.

From left to right: Power Tower [7], Parabolic Trough [8], Dish Engine [9]
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The power tower is also called a central receiver or solar tower and consists o f a large array o f 

dual-axis tracking mirrors, called heliostats, which concentrate the sun’s energy onto a p o in t  

receiver on top o f the tower. The heat is transferred to a heat transfer fluid (HTF) in the tower 

and used to generate electricity through a traditional steam power cycle. Although power towers 

do not yet make up a significant portion o f U.S. CSP capacity, the feasibility o f the technology 

has been demonstrated in field tests around the world over the last 15 years.

The parabolic trough CSP uses a series o f long, curved single-axis tracking mirrors to 

concentrate D N R  onto a line  receiver - a steel absorber tube in the center o f the trough. The heat 

transfer fluid in the absorber tube transfers the thermal energy to a traditional steam power cycle 

to generate electricity. Many developers have selected power tower over parabolic trough 

recently because it is expected to be less costly and more efficient over the long run [10]. 

However, with decades o f utility-scale operational experience, parabolic trough is still favored 

because investors and loan-granting institutions have more confidence in the technology than 

power tower. W ith the high capital cost associated with any CSP option, many financiers are 

more w illing to put their money on the less risky option [3]. Therefore, despite the potential 

benefits o f power tower, trough technology still dominates the U.S. CSP industry in the near- 

term, and for this reason, it is the subject o f this study.
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1.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Thermal Energy Storage (TES) for 

CSP

As mentioned above, a key advantage o f CSP over PV is the ability to store energy as heat for 

later use during periods o f low or no DNR. Although the concept o f thermal energy storage is 

not new, its application in the CSP industry is still considered somewhat experimental. The first 

commercial CSP plant to use TES was Andasol 1 in Spain, which began operation in 2008. This 

50 M W  parabolic trough power plant stores heat in molten salt, which provides up to 7.5 hours 

o f plant operation during periods o f no D N R  [11]. Several plants under construction and 

development globally have plans to implement a TES system, yet the advantages and 

disadvantages o f TES are still a hotly debated topic in the industry.

TES allows a CSP plant to extend operational hours into the evening and can help operators 

manage variability during extended cloudy periods. Reduced variability enables the CSP plant to 

become a dispatchable generator. Operating during evening hours, especially during the 

summer, could enable the CSP plant to earn more revenue by capitalizing on peak demand 

pricing. In addition, since the thermal energy is stored before being converted to electricity, the 

round trip efficiency o f a TES system for a CSP plant may be close to 100%, which is higher 

than any other energy storage technology [12]. From an environmental standpoint, TES has 

another important advantage in that it enables the plant to generate more low-carbon energy and 

rely less on fossil fuels for backup.

A ll o f these advantages come at a price, however. There may be a performance penalty 

associated with the TES system if  a heat exchanger is required. There is a significant increase in
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the capital cost o f the plant due to the TES system itself (storage medium, tanks, piping, and heat 

exchanger if  necessary) and possible additional solar collectors to maintain the same power 

output while storing energy. In the current economic recession, these cost increases are 

particularly important because it is already difficult for many developers to find financing for 

plants without storage. TES may increase operation and maintenance costs as well since the TES 

system itself w ill require maintenance and additional workers, and any increase in solar collector 

numbers requires additional mirror washing and potential repairs. Additional collectors also 

mean an increase in land use, which is especially important in the ecologically sensitive desert 

regions that are particularly well-suited for CSP technology. In fact, several CSP projects 

currently under development in the U.S. are now facing lawsuits from environmental groups due 

to this issue, and some have even had to withdraw applications or significantly alter construction 

plans due to these environmental concerns [13].

1.3 Research Motivation

Figure 3 shows a map created by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), which

indicated areas in the United States most suitable for CSP deployment. This map indicates the

potential for up to 200 G W  of installed CSP capacity in the southwest U.S using existing

transmission lines [14]. This translates to between 12-20% o f current U.S. electricity generation,

assuming: 4,119 terawatt-hours (TWh) o f net electricity generation in the U.S. in 2008 [2], and

30% to 50% capacity factor2. Given the urgent directive by climate experts to drastically reduce

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as quickly as possible [15], and the complicated set o f

limitations associated with low-carbon electricity generation technologies in general, it is

2 30% capacity factor is the average capacity factor reported in Price et al, 2002 [15]; 50% was selected to represent 
a plant with molten salt storage



imperative that the nation explore each technology option that is ready for deployment. CSP is a 

proven technology, and if  the potential outlined by N REL is to be realized, policy-makers must 

consider how best to steer that deployment. Thermal energy storage (TES) could enable CSP to 

approach baseload electricity generation, which may be critical in the long-term for replacing 

fossil fuel generation. There may be reason to include provisions for encouraging the use o f TES 

in future CSP plants through RPS or other policy measures.

Figure 3 - Concentrating Solar Power Prospects of the Southwest United States [14]

1.4 Framing the Problem

State renewable portfolio standards and goals encourage CSP deployment in southwestern states 

either by mandating that utilities purchase a certain percentage o f their energy from renewables, 

and sometimes from solar in particular, or by granting financial incentives to develop low-carbon 

electricity generation capacity. Federal incentives, like the 30% investment tax credit/cash grant 

option, accelerated depreciation, and the federal loan guarantee [16] help make building CSP 

projects financially appealing. Clearly these policies are succeeding on some level because, i f  all
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projects currently under construction and development proceed as planned, there w ill be a 23- 

fold increase in U.S. CSP capacity within the next decade. However, very few o f the new 

projects being developed will include TES, which prompts the question: should renewable 

energy policies be doing more to encourage TES?

1.4.1 The Need for Backup Energy in CSP

All CSP plants require a backup system whether at the most basic level to facilitate plant shut

down and start-up or to smooth variable output and extend operational hours. Traditionally, CSP 

plants have used a combination o f natural gas and electricity to provide this backup power. The 

oldest CSP plants, the Solar Electric Generating Stations (SEGS) in California, have a separate 

natural gas boiler that can produce additional steam for the power cycle when there is 

insufficient D N R  in the solar field [17]. These plants traditionally have used natural gas to 

supply up to 25% o f the annual thermal input to the steam generator per Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (FERC) regulations [18]. Nevada Solar One, which began operating in 

2007, uses a natural gas-fired heater to maintain the heat transfer fluid at a constant temperature 

during cloudy periods, and this backup system can supply up to 2% o f the plant’s electricity [19].

I f  a CSP plant does not incorporate its own backup system, it w ill need to use electricity from the 

grid for start-up, shutdown, and other auxiliary loads. Thus, it w ill likely still be using a fossil 

fuel backup system indirectly since these plants are being sited in states that get the majority o f 

their electricity from coal or natural gas [20]. Moreover, the grid operator likely will need to 

ramp up quick-starting natural gas plants during periods o f intermittency to compensate for the



drop in energy output from the CSP plant. So, the concept of a “solar only” plant does not exist 

in the reality of current electricity generation profiles.

1.4.2 Choosing between TES, no TES and Natural Gas at the Plant Level

During the development of a CSP project, there is a choice between three main options: 1) use 

fossil energy backup at the plant level (i.e., install an additional boiler or use heat transfer fluid 

heater); 2) use fossil energy backup at the grid level (i.e., use a small amount of electricity from 

the grid, but don’t incorporate any back-up system at the plant level and rely on the grid operator 

to adjust for variable output); or 3) use a non-fossil energy backup system at the plant level. 

Since the majority of currently operating CSP plants use natural gas for option 1, and the only 

commercially operating non-fossil energy backup system at the plant level is molten salt TES, 

for the purposes of this study, this choice becomes: 1) use natural gas at the plant level; 2) don’t 

use any backup at the plant level; and 3) use molten salt TES at the plant level.

1.4.3 Research Questions

The overarching research question that guides this study is: should renewable energy policies be 

doing more to encourage TES for CSP? This question requires an analysis of the policy 

tradeoffs associated with the choice of a backup system for a CSP plant. These policy tradeoffs 

can be decomposed into economic and environmental concerns from a societal standpoint. 

Although economic implications tend to concern business-owners primarily, they are also 

important to society because high costs and low profits at the plant level often translate into 

higher electricity bills at the consumer level. Environmental concerns are clearly important at
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the societal level due to the growing number of environmental policies, standards, and goals in 

recent decades.

The key economic questions considered in this study are:

• Can TES reduce the levelized cost of electricity from a CSP plant?

• Can TES increase the profitability of a CSP plant?

• How do different electricity pricing structures affect the profitability of TES with

CSP?

• If  TES is economically preferred over other options, how does increasing storage 

capacity change the results?

• Do current U.S. renewable energy incentives encourage or discourage TES from an 

economic standpoint?

• Are there other incentive structures that may encourage TES more effectively?

The key environmental questions considered in this study are:

• How does the TES affect the life cycle greenhouse gas emissions of a CSP plant?

• How does the TES affect the life cycle and operational water use of a CSP plant?

• How does TES affect the land use associated with a CSP plant?

• How does this environmental profile change with varying storage capacities?

These economic and environmental questions lead to a set of policy questions that integrate the

two analyses:

• Is there a clear environmental benefit versus economic cost to incorporating TES with 

CSP (or vice versa)?
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• If  so, do the benefits outweigh the costs?

• If not, in what circumstances might TES be preferred over other backup options?

• How might renewable energy policy be adapted to better reflect these social 

tradeoffs?

1.5 Thesis Structure

This document describes the methods and results associated with an analysis of the social 

tradeoffs associated with TES for CSP. Chapter 2 describes the history and current status of 

parabolic trough (PT) CSP technology and TES. It also summarizes the literature on 

engineering-economic modeling and environmental life cycle assessment (LCA) of TES for 

CSP. Chapter 3 describes an engineering model that was created to simulate the hourly and 

annual electricity generation associated with a PT plant in order to observe the effect of varying 

storage capacities on plant performance. This chapter also describes a parallel model that was 

created to compare a PT plant with natural gas backup instead of TES. Chapter 4 explains the 

economic model used to calculate the levelized cost of electricity, expected annual profit, and net 

present value of each plant. Chapter 5 outlines the procedure for the hybrid life cycle assessment 

that was conducted to calculate the greenhouse gas emissions and water use associated with each 

plant. This chapter also describes the land use and operational water use calculations that are 

part of the environmental portion of the analysis. Chapter 6 describes an uncertainty analysis 

that was conducted to quantify uncertainty associated with key parameters used in the models 

and the level of sensitivity in model results associated with variations in these parameters. 

Chapter 7 explores the social tradeoffs associated with the results of the environmental and 

economic analyses through straightforward comparisons and also through the use of a multi
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attribute utility function. Chapter 8 offers a broad set of conclusions from the results and 

synthesizes policy recommendations regarding how TES may be included in future renewable 

energy policy.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Parabolic Trough (PT) Technology

The main components of a parabolic trough plant include the solar field, power cycle and power 

backup system (see Figure 4). The solar field consists of a series of solar collector assemblies 

(SCAs) that concentrate the sun’s energy onto an absorber tube called a receiver in the center of 

the curved reflector surface. A heat transfer fluid (HTF) - usually, a synthetic oil called 

Therminol VP-1 - is heated in the receiver and pumped to a heat exchanger, where the thermal 

energy is transferred to water to generate steam in a traditional Rankine steam power cycle. The 

cooled HTF is then re-circulated through the solar field.

Heat transfer fluid (HTF) pum p

Figure 4: Diagram of a Parabolic Trough Plant

The red lines on the left represent heat transfer fluid flows. The blue lines on the right represent steam flows 

in the power cycle, and the green lines in the middle represent molten salt flows in the backup thermal energy 

storage system (TES). Three backup options are shown here: HTF heater, TES system and backup boiler; 

however, most plants will use one or two of these options. (Adapted from [21 j)
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2.1.1 Solar Collector Assembly: Metal Support Structure

Each SCA is comprised of a set of collectors and a tracking system (see Figure 5) that includes 

sensors, controls, and a drive. The collectors in a parabolic trough solar field are normally 

aligned on a north-south horizontal axis and track the sun on a single axis (east to west) to 

maximize electricity production during the summer [10]. Each collector (see Figure 6) consists 

of a metal support structure, a set of parabolic reflector panels, and the receiver tube, also called 

the heat collection element (HCE). Each collector rotates independently from the one next to it 

by means of a ball joint, and header piping connects each set of SC As in a row with all other 

rows and the power block [22],[23].

Figure 5: Solar Collector Assembly (SCA) - adapted from [24]
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Figure 6: Main Components of a Solar Collector (adapted from [14|)

Although the CSP industry still has a relatively small number of manufacturers and suppliers for 

collectors, receivers, and other key solar components, the industry is growing quickly, and there 

is a small variety of choice for each component. In terms of the SCA, there are four main 

designs for the metal support structure (see Figure 7). The LS-2 was designed by Luz 

International Limited and implemented at the earlier Solar Electric Generating Stations (SEGS I 

through VI) in California. It has a torque-tube structure that gives torsional stiffness but uses 

more steel than other designs. Luz designed the LS-3and implemented it at SEGS VII through 

IX in order to reduce manufacturing costs by using less steel and reducing the precision of the 

design [23]. The LS-3 is larger and uses a bridge truss structure instead of the torque tube [22]. 

Unfortunately, the manufacturing costs associated with the LS-3 were not as low as expected, 

and LS-3 operational experience at SEGS indicated reduced thermal performance and 

maintainability (alignment) compared with the LS-2 [23].
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From left

The EuroTrough collector was created by a consortium of European companies and research 

laboratories (Inabensa, Fichtner Solar, Flabeg Solar, SBP, Iberdrola, Ciemat DLR, Solel, and 

CRES) [23] and uses a metal support structure that combines the advantages of the two Luz 

designs by using a torque box with the stiffness of the LS-2 but the lower steel content of the LS- 

3 [22]. The stiffer design allows the collector length to be extended from 100 to 150 meters, 

which decreases the number of drives and interconnecting pipes required in the solar field and 

reduces collector cost and thermal losses. Additional advantages of the EuroTrough design are 

less glass breakage during high wind conditions, the ability to be mounted on an inclined site 

(3%), a weight that is 14% less than the LS-3 collector, simplified manufacturing processes, 

more compact transport from factory to plant, a 10% reduction in cost, and a 3% improvement in 

performance over the LS-3 [23]. The third generation Eurotrough collector is called the SKAL- 

ET and is currently in commercial use at Andasol 1 and 2 [25].

The metal support structure used in the Solargenix (formerly Duke Solar) collector is made of 

aluminum and is patterned after the LS-2 structure but is about half the weight of the LS-2. It 

uses a unique design that was originally developed for bridges and buildings and is easier to 

assemble than other designs. It achieves the same performance as the LS-2 but at a lower 

installed cost [23]. Acciona Solar Power bought 55% of Solargenix in 2006 [25]. A fourth 

design was created by Industrial Solar Technology (1ST) but was historically used in lower
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Figure 7 - SCA Métal Support Structure Designs.

to right: LS-2 Torque-Tube [22], LS-3 Bridge Truss [22], Solargenix Space Frame [22], Eurotrough
Torque Box [25]



temperature process heat applications. However, the 1ST collector became the foundation for the 

Abengoa ASTRO, now in operation at the Solnova plants in Spain [26], [27]. Table 2 displays 

technical details concerning each of these solar collector options. As the CSP market continues 

to grow, more and more companies are developing proprietary collector designs. Femandez- 

Garcia et al. [25] present more specific information about these designs and describe the variety 

of pre-commercial collector designs that were tested prior to the first trough plants.

Table 2 - Technological Specifications of Main Solar Collector Types (adapted from [23])

Collector Structure Aperture

width

(m)

Focal

Length

(m)

Mirror

Area

per

drive

(nr)

Receiver

diameter

(m)

Module

Weight

(kg/m2)

Peak

Optical

Efficiency

(%)

Operational

Experience

LS-2 Torque
tube 5 1.49 235 0.07 29 76 SEGS I-VII

LS-3 Bridge
truss 5.76 1.71 545 0.07 33 80 SEGS VII- 

IX
EuroTrough
SKAL-ET

Torque
box 5.76 1.71 817 0.07 29 80 Andasol 1 & 

2

Solargenix
(now

Acciona)
Space
frame 5 1.49 235-

313 0.07 24 80

Alvarado I, 
Majadas I, 
Palma del 

Río II, 
Nevada 

Solar One, 
Saguaro

1ST
(now

Abengoa
ASTRO)

Space
frame 2.3 0.76 424 0.04 24 78 Solnova 1, 

3 ,4

2.1.2 Solar Collector Assembly: Reflector Panels

All currently operating parabolic trough power plants use mirrors to reflect the sunlight onto the 

absorber tube. Flabeg Solar International manufactures the majority of parabolic mirrors in 

operation today, but RioGlass Solar, Guardian, and Saint-Gobain also manufacture glass for
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trough plants [25], [28]. These mirrors have a reflective silver layer on the backside of the glass, 

covered with several protective coatings, and are relatively expensive to replace [22]. They are 

made from a low-iron 4-mm float glass with a solar-weighted transmittance of 98% [23], which 

refers to the fraction of sunlight that strikes the glass and passes through [29]. New mirrors have 

a solar-weighted reflectance of 93.5% [23], which refers to the fraction of sunlight that strikes 

the mirror and is reflected away from it [29]. Price et al. [23] describe a number of alternatives 

to glass mirrors that have been under development for more than 20 years, but so far, these 

technologies have not been able to prove the long-term performance of glass, which is required 

to secure the type of financing required by current trough projects. The potential exists for 

mirror costs to decline as competition increases in both the manufacture of mirrors and the 

supply of glass to parabolic mirror manufacturers.

2.1.3 Solar Collector Assembly: Receiver Tubes

The SC A peak optical efficiency displayed in Table 2 is influenced by the maintainability of the 

metal support structure, the accuracy of the tracking mechanism, the mirror reflectance and 

transmittance, and the absorptivity of the linear receiver tube. The receiver, which is also called 

a heat collection element (HCE), consists of a 4-meter-long, 70-mm diameter stainless steel tube 

at the mirror focal line of the parabola. The tube is coated with a cermet solar-selective absorber 

surface. An anti-reflective evacuated glass tube, 115-mm in outer diameter, surrounds the HCE 

to reduce convective and radiative heat losses to the environment [22]. Traditional glass-to- 

metal seals and metal bellows help to ensure a vacuum-tight enclosure and to allow for the 

thermal expansion difference between the steel and glass materials. The vacuum is normally
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maintained at 0.0001 mm Hg (0.013 Pa). Maintenance issues that must be addressed with this 

type of receiver include loss of vacuum in the glass envelope, glass breakage, and degradation of 

the cermet coating. This last problem usually occurs when the vacuum fails or the glass breaks 

and oxygen interacts with the coating. Receiver tubes at SEGS are typically replaced every 1-5 

years due to damage [23]. Figure 8 presents a diagram of a typical receiver.

Luz International Limited used to manufacture the receivers for all of the SEGS plants, but Solel 

Solar Systems acquired the Luz receiver manufacturing line when Luz went bankrupt. Solel has 

been manufacturing spare parts for the SEGS plants using their improved design, the “UVAC”, 

which has better solar-selective absorber coating and an internal reflective shield that protects the 

inside of the glass-to-metal seal when the sun angle is low. The improved cermet coating also 

eliminates the oxidization failures that used to occur in the Luz receivers when the tubes lost 

vacuum [23]. The latest version is the Solar Receiver UVAC 2010, now manufactured by 

Siemens, with an absorbance factor greater than 96% and vacuum maintenance designed for 25 

years [30]. Schott Solar is currently the main competitor for Solel/Siemens, providing receiver 

tubes for Nevada Solar One and Andasol 1 and 2 [31].
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Figure 8 - Typical Heat Collection Element [23 J

2.1.4 Heat Transfer Fluid

The type of heat transfer fluid (HTF) used in the solar field ultimately determines the operational 

temperature of the solar field and what type of thermal storage system can be installed at the 

plant. The operational temperature of the solar field determines the maximum power cycle 

efficiency that can be maintained [23]. Table 3 lists the maximum operating temperature 

possible with several HTFs that have been used or considered for use with parabolic trough. The 

first CSP plant, SEGS I, used a mineral oil called Caloria, but the use of biphenyl-diphenyloxide 

(more commonly known as Therminol VP-1) became more common since it increases the 

operating temperature up to 400°C. Archimede, in Italy, is the only commercially operating 

trough plant in the world that uses Solar Salt as the HTF [32].
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Table 3 - Heat Transfer Fluid Options

Fluid Chemical
Composition

Max
temp
(°C)

Min
temp

CO

Volume
specific

heat
capacity
(kWh/m3)

Cost
($2010/

kg)

Properties
[23]

Caloria 
(mineral oil)

Hydrotreated or 

solvent dewaxed 

heavy paraffinic 

petroleum 

distillates [33]

300

[23]

-10

[23]

0.56 [34] $0.60

[34]

Flammable

Therminol VP- 
1 (synthetic oil)

73.5% diphenyl 

oxide; 26.5% 

biphenyl [35]

400

[35]

12

[35]

0.52 [36] $2.60- 

$4.70 

[37],[36]

Flammable

Silicon oil Polymethyl-

phenylsiloxane

[38]

400

[23]

-40

[23]

0.53 [34] $9.60

[34]

Flammable

Solar Salt 60% NaN03; 

40% KN03 [37]

600

[37]

220

[37]

0.79 [37] $1.00

[39]

High thermal

stability,

corrosive

Hitec [37] 7% NaN03; 53% 

KN03; 40% 

NaN03

535 142 0.71 $1.10 High thermal

stability,

corrosive

Hitec XL [37] 7% NaN03; 45% 

KN03; 48% 

Ca(N03)2

500 120 0.80 $1.40 High thermal

stability,

corrosive

Ionic liquids Organic methyl- 

imidazole salts 

[23]; omimBF4 

used as baseline 

[36]

416

[23]

-75

[23]

0.97 [40] $5.50

[40]

Good 

thermal 

properties, 

no mass 

production

Table 3 lists several other characteristics for each HTF as well: minimum operating temperature, 

volume specific heat capacity, cost and key properties. The minimum operating temperature 

determines the temperature at which freeze protection must be provided to the HTF so it does not 

become a solid and clog the vast array of receiver tubes. Freeze protection is typically provided 

through a natural gas-fired heater. The volume specific heat capacity was calculated from the 

data provided in the references cited in Table 3 within the operating temperature of a typical
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trough plant (300-400°C), and provides a measure of the relative thermal quality of each HTF. 

The costs listed in the table were converted to $2010 from the referenced sources using the 

United States Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics CPI Inflation Calculator [41] . 

Although synthetic oil is the HTF of choice in most trough plants today, the high cost and 

flammability associated with oils with higher operating temperatures are not conducive to the 

dual role an HTF may potentially have as a storage fluid in a TES system. On the other hand, the 

high minimum operating temperature and corrosivity of the molten salts (solar salt, Hitec, and 

Hitec XL) present challenges in the operation and maintenance of the solar field. Ionic liquids 

may serve as future HTFs for parabolic trough if a market can be established and the cost 

reduced. Information on other HTFs can be found in [42].

2.1.5 Power Cycle Options

Most trough plants operating today generate electricity using a traditional reheat Rankine steam 

power cycle, which is very similar to that used for many coal, nuclear, and natural gas-fired 

power plants. Alternatives to the traditional Rankine cycle that are in operation at some of the 

newer trough plants include Integrated Solar Combined Cycle (ISCC), Direct Steam Generation 

(DSG), and Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC).

2.1.5.1 Rankine Cycle

In a trough plant with a Rankine cycle, a series of shell-in-tube heat exchangers transfers heat 

from the HTF to the power cycle to generate high-pressure superheated steam. The main 

components of the power cycle (steam generator, superheater, preheater, reheater, turbines,
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pumps, condenser, feedwater heaters, and deaerator) are displayed in Figure 4. After passing 

through the steam cycle heat exchangers, the cold HTF returns to the solar field to be reheated. 

An expansion vessel accommodates the additional volume that ensues when the HTF is heated 

from the minimum operating temperature to the maximum operating temperature [43].

A cooling system is required to reduce the temperature of the condensate after passing through 

the turbines, and all commercially operating trough plants use a “wet” cooling system, which 

consists of cooling towers, circulating pumps and a chemical feed system. The cooling water, 

which is at ambient wet bulb temperature, is pumped through the condenser and rejects the heat 

absorbed from the steam cycle condensate through a counter-flow water-to-air cooling tower by 

latent heat of evaporation [43]. Although the cooling water is re-circulated through a “closed 

loop”, the wet cooling system loses about 1,000 gallons/MWh of water through evaporation, 

blowdown, and drift [44], An alternative to this system is a “dry” cooling system, which uses a 

series of fans to condense the steam from the turbine outlet through forced convection heat 

transfer at the dry bulb temperature. This type of system requires a larger heat transfer surface 

area than the wet system because air has a much lower heat transfer coefficient than water 

(W/m2K), and it requires more parasitic energy to operate the fans. The dry system also has a 

higher capital cost than the wet system and results in a performance penalty on the Rankine cycle 

because the steam is condensed at a higher temperature than with the wet system [45]. These 

limitations have prevented current trough plants from using dry cooling; however, concerns over 

water supply in desert areas are driving developers to consider dry cooling for future plants as it 

reduces overall water consumption by about 90% [44].
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2.1.5.2 Integrateci Solar Combined Cycle (ISCC)

ISCC uses the solar field to generate steam for a Rankine bottoming cycle in a combined-cycle 

power plant (see Figure 9). The steam turbine can be oversized so the steam generator uses the 

steam generated by the solar field, and the waste heat from the gas turbine is used to reheat and 

superheat the solar steam. However, this results in partial load operation of the steam turbine 

during non-solar hours, which reduces efficiency compared to using a more consistent heat 

source in the bottoming cycle [23]. Compared to a conventional parabolic trough plant with a 

Rankine cycle, ISCC offers three main advantages: 1) the conversion of solar thermal energy to 

electrical energy is more efficient; 2) the incremental unit cost of the larger steam turbine in the 

ISCC system is smaller than the unit cost in a conventional trough plant; and 3) an ISCC plant 

does not suffer from the thermodynamic inefficiencies associated with daily shutdown and start

up [46]. A number of ISCC plants are in various stages of planning and development. One is 

currently operating in the U.S. (the Martin Next Generation Solar Energy Center in Florida), and 

one is currently operating in Italy (Archimede in Sicily). Archimede has approached the partial 

load problem by integrating TES with ISCC [47]. Although ISCC has some key advantages over 

traditional parabolic trough design or trough with storage/natural gas backup, it is a technology 

that is primarily based on electricity generated by fossil fuels as the solar portion is usually only 

a small percentage of the overall plant generation. This study does not consider ISCC as one of 

the plant configurations to be modeled because this study focuses on technologies that are 

primarily based on solar energy. It is recommended that future studies examine how ISCC and 

primarily solar-based technologies compare across economic, environmental and social 

indicators.
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Figure 9 - Schematic of an Integrated Solar Combined Cycle Plant [23|

2.1.5.3 Direct Steam Generation (DSG)

DSG is the process of producing steam directly in the solar field instead of using a HTF to 

indirectly generate steam through heat exchangers. DSG is projected to reduce overall plant 

investment costs and increase heat transfer efficiency and power cycle efficiency. The cost of 

the solar field piping increases with DSG because the solar field fluid working pressure increases 

above 100 bar, but overall costs may decrease because there is no longer a need for HTF-to- 

steam heat exchangers, an oil expansion tank, an oil blanketing system, or any other component 

associated with the HTF circuit. Heat transfer efficiency increases because there is no 

intermediate heat exchanger, and power cycle efficiency increases because the system can 

operate at higher temperatures and pressures, and less pumping energy is required [23]. 

Svoboda, Dagan, and Kenan conducted a study on a trough field attached to an ISCC plant 

(equivalent to a 10-MW trough plant) and found that DSG could result in a 7% increase in
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annual performance, 9% decrease in capital costs associated with the solar field and HTF circuit, 

and a 10% decrease in the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) [48].

The Direct Solar Steam (DISS) project at Plataforma Solar de Almeria (PSA) in Spain 

successfully demonstrated the feasibility of DSG with a small array of 11 parabolic trough 

collectors (aperture area of 3,000 m2) for 3,000 hours between 1999 and 2001 [49] ,[50]. The 

results of this experiment indicated that two main issues need to be resolved with DSG before it 

can be commercially viable: 1) advanced solar field components need to be developed to allow 

temperatures to reach 550°C at a pressure of 100 bar (the DISS test reached a maximum 

temperature of 375 °C at 100 bar) in order to achieve the main performance advantage of DSG - 

increased steam cycle efficiency; and 2) cheaper water/steam separator replacement options need 

to be developed in order to achieve cost reductions.

The INDITEP project, promulgated by a Spanish-German consortium of engineering companies, 

power equipment manufacturers, research centers and businesses, advanced the knowledge 

gained at DISS by using DSG in a 5 MW solar field to power a Rankine cycle. The INDITEP 

project expanded the solar field to 700 Eurotrough collectors and experimented with some of the 

key solar field components, including water/steam separators and controls. DISS and INDITEP 

participants are collaborating on two new DSG projects: 1) the Puertollano GDV pre-commercial 

plant and 2) the REAL-DISS project. The Puertollano GDV pre-commercial plant will use 400 

Eurotrough collectors to generate steam at 411°C and 70 bar for a 3 MW Rankine power cycle 

with dry cooling [25]. A consortium of partners, including PERSEO, IDAE, CIEMAT, 

AGECAM and Navarro Piquer, initiated construction of this plant in October 2010, and
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commissioning is scheduled for mid-2012. Iberdrola Renovables coordinates the project, which 

had a budget of 20.8 million Euros at the end of 2009 [51]. Figure 10 presents a simplified 

schematic of the Puertollano GDV pre-commercial plant.

Figure 10 - Simplified Puertollano GDV Plant Schematic [51J

A consortium of German and Spanish partners, including ENDESA, Flagsol GmbH, MAN 

Ferrostal, Senior-Berghofer, SCHOTT, Ziiblin, and Solar Millenium are developing the REAL- 

DISS project, which intends to demonstrate DSG at 500°C and 100 bar and develop commercial 

components for future commercial-scale DSG plants. The first stage of this project, which was 

expected to end in 2009, involves designing components such as receiver tubes, receiver 

connectors, and an energy storage system, and testing them at the 1.1 GW ENDESA coal power 

plant in Carboneras, Spain under real operating conditions. Once this phase is complete, the next 

steps are a 5 MW demonstration plant and, eventually, a 50 MW commercial DSG plant [25].

Five DSG projects in different stages of planning and operation use the Solarlite collector, which 

is made of composite materials and a thin glass mirror [52]. The first is a co-generation power
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plant called Woltow in Germany that operates a 40 kW turbine at 64-215°C and 16.5 bar and 

provides heat for a fish farm. Two other trough DSG co-generation plants are planned for 

operation at 330°C and 30 bar: Soneva Fushi (Maldive Islands) and Soneva Kiri (Thailand). 

These plants will also provide cooling and/or sea water desalination [25]. The Kanchanaburi 

power plant (KTSE-9100) in Thailand is expected to be the first large-scale DSG trough plant in 

Asia. A solar field area of 45,000 m2 will generate steam at 330°C and 30 bar for a 5 MW 

turbine and incorporate 62 MWh (approximately 3-4 hours) of thermal energy storage [53]. The 

plant is owned and will be operated by Thai Solar Energy, and it is expected to begin generating 

electricity for the grid in March or April 2011 [54]. The Suphanburi project, which is very 

similar to KTSE-9100, will begin operation in Thailand soon after Kanchanaburi is complete 

[53].

2.1.5.4 Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC)

Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) uses an organic fluid, such as butane or pentane, instead of water 

in the power cycle and has been used traditionally with small applications that operate at lower 

temperature/pressure (i.e., geothermal power plants). Compared with a Rankine cycle, ORC has 

the following potential advantages for power plants ranging from 100 kW to 10 MW in size: 

simple design, lower capital cost of components, lower operational pumping parasitics, higher 

efficiency than more complex steam cycles operating at the same solar field outlet temperature, 

less need of on-site operations personnel, and reduced water consumption by about 98% 

compared to conventional CSP plants [23]. Saguaro, a 1 MW plant in Arizona, is the only 

commercially operating trough plant with ORC in the U.S.
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2.1.6 Power Backup System

CSP plants can only operate with direct normal solar radiation and, therefore, require a backup 

system to respond to extended cloudy periods during the day, whether to enable the power cycle 

to continue to operate at full capacity or to enable the plant to shut down. Figure 4 shows three 

different backup systems that are currently being used at commercially operating parabolic 

trough plants: a natural gas-fired heater, a natural gas-fired boiler, and a thermal energy storage 

system. All trough plants currently use a heater for HTF freeze protection when ambient 

conditions threaten to solidify the HTF in the solar field. Some plants use this heater to provide 

backup capacity during cloudy periods and/or night time, and older plants use a natural gas-fired 

boiler to generate additional steam for the power cycle during evening peak demand hours. 

Several recently constructed power plants in Spain use a TES system, and this option is 

described in more detail in the following section.

A fourth option is ISCC, but this option is excluded from further consideration on the basis that it 

represents a different type of power plant. The backup systems depicted in Figure 4 can be used 

with a power plant that is designed to be primarily a solar power plant; whereas, ISCC represents 

a primarily fossil fuel-fired power plant that is adding solar capacity. Another backup system 

that is not depicted in Figure 4 is auxiliary electricity, which is required by all plants for 

equipment such as computers and controls that need to be operated 24 hours per day.
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2.2 TES Technology

The term “thermal energy storage” encompasses the storage of hot or cold energy for later use. 

On the demand-side, “hot” TES is usually coupled with rooftop solar thermal collectors, which 

capture heat energy during the day to be stored in a hot water tank, and a “cold” TES system runs 

a chiller at night to generate ice, which is used during the day to produce chilled water for air 

conditioners. On the supply-side, the term is usually used to describe a system that stores the 

heat energy from a CSP plant in a solid or liquid medium. Many industry leaders see thermal 

energy storage (TES) as the “holy grail” of CSP because it smoothes out variation in solar power 

during the day and allows electricity generation to extend into nighttime peak demand hours (see 

Figure 11). Others criticize TES because it raises the already high capital cost of a CSP plant, 

increasing the difficulty in obtaining financing. There is a wide variety of ways TES can be 

implemented with CSP, and this section describes a selection of technologies that have been 

studied for decades and are already in operation or have the potential to be coupled with CSP 

plants in the near future. TES technologies can be categorized in three main ways: 1) by the type 

of storage material; 2) by the containment system used for the storage material; and 3) by the 

heat transfer process.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12131415 1617181920 21 222324

Figure 11 - Using Energy Storage to Meet Demand with CSP [55J
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2.2.1 TES Storage Materials

Fernandez et al. categorize the chemical and physical properties of thousands of TES candidate 

materials that have been investigated in recent decades [56]. For simplicity, this section 

summarizes a selection of TES candidate materials that have been investigated for use in 

commercial parabolic trough applications. Currently-operating trough plants with TES use 

liquid storage materials, but many researchers are investigating solid and phase change materials 

for future trough plants. Liquid storage materials that are currently in use or have been used in 

the past with solar thermal applications include water, oil and molten salts. Water is currently 

suitable only for low-temperature applications due to its relatively low energy density and the 

need for costly pressurized tanks and insulation at higher temperatures [23].

Researchers have been investigating storage media and HTFs for CSP for decades. Table 4 

presents a summary of demonstration projects implemented between 1981 and 1996. All of 

these projects used power towers to capture solar thermal energy, but were nonetheless 

influential in shaping future storage media research for trough plants. The first commercially 

operating parabolic trough plant (SEGS I - 1984) used mineral oil as the storage fluid. This TES 

system was damaged in a fire in 1999 and not replaced. Subsequently, trough plants switched to 

synthetic oil as the HTF in order to operate the steam cycle at higher temperatures. Synthetic 

oils are currently not suitable as storage material because they are too expensive, would require 

expensive pressurized storage tanks, and represent too great of a fire hazard at the operating 

temperature [23].
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Table 4 - Summary of Early TES Storage Media Power Tower Demonstrations [57]

Project diuntry Power
..pütptip
(MWe)

Heat transfer 
fluid

Storage
medium

Operation
began

SSPS v. j p a t t f - : 0.5 Liquid sodium. Sodium 1981
EURCLIOS Italy : 1 : Steam Nitrate sait/water 1:981
SUNSHINE Japan : 1 Steam Nitrate salt/water :: 1981: : : : ::
Solar One USA m. Steam Gii/rock ' 19S2: ' •
CESA-f Spain I Steam Nitrate wit. . 1983
MSEE/Cat B USA 1 Molten nitrate Nitrate sait 1984
THEMIS : F r a n c e : 2.5 • ï Hitec salt •':? Hitec salt 19S4
SPP-5 Russia 5: Steam Water/steam 1986
TSA Spain : x : 1;.V ,::V: Air Ceramic 1993 .
Solai Two USA 10 ’•.Mofteii:'• • 

nitrate salt
Nitrate salt ■ 1996

Molten salts have become the CSP TES industry leader because they are non-toxic, have high 

operating temperatures and relatively high energy density, have low vapor pressures, and are 

relatively inexpensive (compared with oils) [58]. The term “molten salts” encompasses a variety 

of materials; the selection presented in Table 3 represents the salts that have been proven feasible 

with CSP in a number of studies and applications. Solar salt (otherwise known as nitrate salt) is 

currently preferred because it is the least expensive of the options, but it also has the highest 

freezing point, which leads to technical difficulties in maintaining the temperature of the salt 

above freezing in the pipes and tanks. All currently operating trough plants with TES use Solar 

Salt [47]. Researchers at Sandia Laboratories are investigating the chemical and physical 

properties of several varieties of molten salts with the overall goal of identifying a cost-effective 

composition with a lower melting point than commercially available molten salts [58].

The term “ionic liquids” is a term that generally describes a group of organic and semi-organic

salts in order to distinguish them from the more advanced (in terms of time and money spent on
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research and development) “molten salts” in TES research. Chemists make the distinction 

between these groups mainly through the selection of a rather arbitrary melting point limit, 

which may be subject to change in the future. The term “ionic liquids” generally refers to a 

group of salts with melting points below 120°C, whereas the term “molten salts” describes a 

group of salts with melting points above this threshold. The names can be a bit misleading since 

molten salts are also ionic, and ionic liquids are also molten salts. Furthermore, although molten 

salts are usually inorganic and ionic liquids are mostly organic, some ionic liquids are inorganic 

[40].

Table 5 presents the cost and average volumetric heat capacity at 400°C of several solid media 

that have been the subject of CSP TES research. Concrete has been the subject of most recent 

solid media CSP TES investigations due to its relatively low cost and acceptable heat capacity 

[34], In this system, an array of pipes is built into the solid storage structure and the heat fluid 

passes through them, transferring the thermal energy to and from the concrete (see Figure 12). 

Two concrete storage systems were tested at the storage test facility at the Center for Solar 

Energy and Hydrogen Research ZSW in Stuttgart, Germany between 1991 and 1994. The results 

of these tests showed that the highest uncertainty with a concrete thermal storage system is the 

long-term stability of the concrete after thousands of charging cycles [23],
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Table 5 - Characteristics of Solid Media for CSP TES [34]

Storage Medium

Average Heat 
Capacity 

kWht/mJ
Media Cost 
USS/kWh,

Reinforced concrete IOO 1
Nad i solid l 100 ?

Cast iron 160 32
Cast steel 180 150

Silica fire bricks 60 13
Magnesia fire bricks 120 30

Figure 12 - Concrete Thermal Energy Storage System [59|

Laing et al. [60] designed and tested two different 350 kWh solid media storage systems with a 

parabolic trough collector loop up to 390°C at Plataforma Solar de Almería in Spain. One of the 

systems used castable ceramic as the storage medium, and the other used high temperature 

concrete. Results showed the concrete to be preferable because it had lower cost, higher material 

strength, and it was easier to handle. However, the ceramic had the following advantage of 

higher storage capacity and higher thermal conductivity. The overall results of this project, 

called WESPE, indicated that a solid media storage system is technically feasible at a total cost 

of 20 euros/kWh thermal capacity [61].
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The German Aerospace Center (Deutches Zentrum fur Luft-und Raumfahrt e.V - DLR) 

implemented a follow-up project called WANDA, through which they examined the cost 

associated with the external equipment needed for a concrete TES system, and compared the 

levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) and environmental profile of a trough plant with molten salt 

storage to a plant with concrete storage. This analysis indicated that the use of a concrete TES 

system could reduce LCOE by about 2% and reduce environmental impacts compared to the 

molten salt system [62]. Currently, there are no large-scale commercially operating trough 

plants with concrete TES, as the technology is still considered to be experimental.

The solid and liquid storage materials discussed above store sensible heat, or heat generated 

through a change in temperature. Phase change materials (PCMs), on the other hand, enable the 

storage of latent heat in the form of heat of fusion (solid-liquid transition), heat of vaporization 

(liquid-vapor), or heat of solid-solid crystalline phase transformation. PCM TES systems are 

attractive because they can be smaller in size (lower cost) than sensible heat TES systems since 

the energy density can be higher; however, unresolved issues include: more complicated heat 

transfer design, difficulty in selecting appropriate storage materials, and degradation after several 

phase change cycles [34]. Although PCMs have not yet been demonstrated with conventional 

trough plants, they have a promising future in DSG research [63],[64].

2.2.2 TES Containment System

The containment for the TES system is determined by the storage media: a solid TES system is 

contained in the solid media, and there is a wide variety of containment options for PCMs [65]. 

Liquid TES containment systems generally come in two forms: single-tank and two-tank. The
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simplest and most widely used design currently is the two-tank system, which involves one tank 

(or set of tanks) for the cold fluid and one tank/set for the hot fluid. The single-tank 

configuration is called the “thermocline” because it stores the hot and cold fluids in a single tank 

with a thermocline region in between to separate the two temperatures. The advantage of this 

system is that it most of the storage fluid can be replaced with low-cost filler material. The main 

challenge is in maintaining the thermal integrity (proper temperature difference between hot and 

cold storage fluids) of the thermocline zone [59]. Sandia National Laboratory’s National Solar 

Thermal Test Facility demonstrated that a filler material comprised of quartzite and silica sand 

can replace about two-thirds of the salt required for a two-tank thermal storage system (see 

Figure 13). The thermocline maintained its integrity for three days while the plant was not in 

operation during this experiment, and the results of further analysis showed that it has the 

potential to be up to 35% cheaper than the two-tank storage system [23].

Figure 13 - Thermocline Storage System Demonstrated by Sandia National Laboratory [59|

An oil-based thermocline TES system was demonstrated to work well at Solar One from 1982- 

1988 [55]; although, this project resulted in fires due to the mineral oil storage fluid, and there 

were problems integrating the system with the power tower steam cycle [23]. The National
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Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has continued the work conducted by Sandia to conduct 

computational fluid dynamics modeling of thermocline tanks and the heat transfer between solid 

filler material and molten salt. Due to operational issues that still need to be resolved with 

thermocline systems, NREL advocates the use of a two-tank system in near-term CSP plants

2.2.3 TES Heat Transfer Process

There are two main options for the heat transfer process in a TES system: indirect and direct. An 

indirect system uses a heat exchanger to transfer heat from the HTF to the TES system (see 

Figure 4), and a direct TES system stores the HTF directly without the use of a heat exchanger 

(see Figure 14). Most current systems are indirect due to the issues associated with molten salts 

as HTFs and oils as storage fluids (see sections 2.1.4 and 2.2.1, respectively). However, direct 

systems are expected to improve power plant performance and cost by eliminating the efficiency 

penalty and capital cost associated with the heat exchanger.

[66].

Molten salt as heat 
transfer fluid

V
> •  U n t  f l u i r f  S

Solar collector OV ^
Llz-wt f l u i r f

29D°C Cold fluid

Figure 14 - Diagram of a Direct TES System [32|
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2.2.4 Commercially-Operating TES Systems

Despite the variety of TES options that have been researched for decades, only two TES 

technologies are in use in commercially-operating trough plants: two-tank indirect molten salt 

and two-tank direct molten salt. The first technology has been operating commercially since 

2008, and is employed in five trough plants in Spain with a combined turbine capacity of 250 

MW and 37.5 hours of energy storage (see section 2.3). The second technology has been 

operating since 2010 in Italy at a turbine capacity of 5 MW and 8 hours of storage. Roughly 

10% of global trough capacity under construction/development includes plans for TES: nine 

plants (total capacity - 450 MW) will be located in Spain, and 1 plant (Solana - 280 MW) will be 

in the United States.

2.3 History and Current Status of Parabolic Trough and TES

Luz International Limited built the first commercial parabolic trough (PT) solar thermal power 

plant in the Mojave Desert in 1985, and installed eight more solar electric generating stations 

(SEGS) by 1991. Today, these nine SEGS plants have a combined capacity of 354 MW, and 

their daily operation over the last two decades has enabled much research and development in 

parabolic trough technology. Luz attempted to build a tenth plant but ended up filing for 

bankruptcy because they could not secure construction financing, and the cost of the technology 

became too high to compete with declining energy costs and reduced federal incentives for 

renewable power [23]. SEGS I and II are now owned by Cogentrix [67], and SEGS III through
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IX are owned by Nextera Energy [68]. From 1985 to 2001, SEGS gross production was 

approximately 8.3 gigawatt-hours (GWh) [10].

Table 6 summaries key characteristics of the SEGS plants and the other seventeen PT plants now 

in operation around the world. After Luz went bankrupt, PT development ceased until 2006, 

when Arizona Public Service installed a 1 MW operation called Saguaro in order to help the 

utility meet the goals of the Arizona Corporation Commission’s Environmental Portfolio 

Standard [69]. The following year, Nevada Solar One began selling PT-generated electricity to 

Nevada Power Company and Sierra Pacific Power to help these utilities meet the requirements of 

the Nevada renewable portfolio standard [70]. In 2007, Spain enacted Royal Decree 661, which 

granted a fixed tariff of 0.269375 Euro/kWh for CSP plants up to 50MW for 25years [71]. This 

legislation began a wave of PT installations in Spain beginning with Andasol 1 in 2008, and 

continuing today with 600 MW of PT capacity currently operating in Spain. Italy and Iran 

followed suit to contribute to a current global PT operational capacity of approximately 1 GW. 

In addition to the current operations displayed in Table 6, there are nearly 19 GW of CSP 

capacity under construction or development worldwide [3].
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Table 6 - Current Parabolic Trough Plants3

Plant Location Owner First Turbine Solar Total Annual CF4 Backup Cap.
Name Op.

Year
Capacity

(MW)
Field
Area

(acres)

Land
Area

(acres)

Output
(GWh)

System5 Cost
($2010/
kWe)6

SEGS l-ll Daggett, CA Cogentrix 
Energy, LLC

1984-
1985

43.8 68 217
[73]

111
[23]

29% NG
boiler
(25%)
[19]

Un
known

SEGS III- Kramer NextEra 1987- 310 505 2,000 970 36% NG $5,945
IX Junction & 

Harper Lake, 
CA

Energy
Resources

1991 [68] [23] boiler
(25%)
[19]

[23]7

Saguaro Tucson, AZ Arizona
Public

Service

2006 1 3 14
[74]

2 23% Un
known

$6,490
[74]

Nevada Boulder City, Acciona 2007 64 88 400 134 23% NG $4,108
Solar
One

NV Energy heater
(2%)
[19]

[70]

Andasol Granada, ACS/Cobra 2008- 100 252 988 316 36% 7.5 hr $8,496
1 &2 Spain Group 2009 TES;

NG
heater
(12%)

[75]

Alvarado
I

Badajoz,
Spain

Acciona
Energy

2009 50 908 321
[76]

105 24% Un
known

$6,684
[77]

Ibersol Puertollano, IBERCAM 2009 50 71 371 103 24% NG $5,308
Ciudad

Reai
Spain heater

Shiraz Iran Un-known 2009 0.25 1 Un Un Un fossil Un
[78] [78] [79] known known known fuel [79] known

Archi- Sicily, Italy ENEL 2010 5 8 20 9 21% 8 hr $15,250
mede TES; NG 

heater; 
ISCC

[80]

3 Except where indicated, the data in Table 6 were obtained from: [47] (February 18, 2011, March 8, 2011). NREL: 
Concentrating Solar Power Projects - Parabolic Trough Projects. Available: 
http://www.nrel.gov/csp/solarpaces/parabolic_trough.cfm
4 CF = Capacity factor; calculation: (Annual Output x l,000)/(Turbine Capacity x 8,760 hours)
5 Backup systems: percentages in parentheses indicate the maximum amount of thermal input that can come from 
natural gas; “NG boiler” refers to a natural gas-fired boiler that is used to add steam to the power cycle; “NG heater” 
refers to a natural gas-fired heat transfer fluid (HTF) heater that is used to raise the temperature of the HTF; “TES” 
refers to a thermal energy storage system and “hr” refers the number of hours the thermal energy from the TES 
system can run the power cycle with no solar input; “ISCC” = Integrated Solar Combined Cycle
6 Capital cost figures were obtained from the references cited and converted to $2010 using the CPI Inflation
Calculator ([41] BLS. (March 10, 2011). U.S. Bureau o f Labor Statistics: CPI Inflation Calculator. Available: 
http://www.bls.gov/data/infiation_calculator.htrn) and the average $US per Euro exchange rate ([72] (March
10, 2011). jc-rates.com: American Dollars to I Euro. Available: http://www.x-rates.eom/d/USD/EUR/hist2009.html) 
for the year in which the capital cost was cited.
7 Assumption: SEGS III-VI had the same cost per kWe, and SEGS VIII and IX had the same cost per kWe.
8 2 2Solar field area calculation: 768 x 470m x 2E-04 acres/m“; where, 768 = the number of solar collectors
(manufactured by Acciona) and 470 = the aperture area of the solar collectors at Nevada Solar One (also 
manufactured by Acciona)
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La
Florida

Badajoz,
Spain

Renovables
SAMCA

2010 50 137 544
[81]

175 40% 7.5 hr 
TES; NG 

heater 
(12%)

Un
known

Majadas 1 Majadas de 
Tietar, Spain

Acciona
Energy

2010 50 100
[82]

334 105 24% NG
heater
(15%)
[82]

$6,290
[82]

Martin 
Next Gen. 

Solar 
Energy 
Center

Indiantown,
Florida

Florida 
Power & 

Light

2010 75 1319 500 155 24% ISCC $6,351

Palma del 
Río II

Cordoba,
Spain

Acciona
Energy

2010 50 10010 334 115 26% Un
known

$6,661
[85]

Solnova
1,3,4

Sevilla,
Spain

Abengoa
Solar

2010
[86],
[87]

150 222 853 344
[88]

26% NG
heater
(15%)
[88]

$7,44811 
[89]

Extresol 
1 &2

Badajoz,
Spain

ACS/Cobra
Group

2010-
2011
[90],
[91]

100 252 988 316 36% 7.5 hr 
TES; 
NG 

heater 
(12%)

$7,961 
[91], [90]

As mentioned in Chapter 1, all PT plants require a backup system of one kind or another. Table 

6 summarizes the backup systems used in each currently operating PT plant. The SEGS plants 

use a natural gas-fired boiler to provide up to 25% of the thermal energy input to the power 

cycle. Twelve of the newer generation PT plants use a natural gas-fired heat transfer fluid (HTF) 

heater to raise the temperature of the HTF during periods of low or no solar radiation. This type 

of heater supplies 2-15% of the thermal input to the power cycle depending on the specific plant. 

Many people refer to PT plants with these two types of backup systems as “solar only”, which is 

a misnomer since natural gas is also used in the energy generation. In reality, PT plants with NG 

boilers or NG heaters are solar-fossil hybrid operations even if they are on the low end of the

9 Solar field area calculation: 190,000 x 2.8 m2; where, 190,000 = approximate number of mirrors [83] FPL. 
(March 10, 2011). FPL's Martin Next Generation Solar Energy Center: World’s First Hybrid Solar Energy Center. 
Available: http://www.fpl.com/environment/solar/pdf/Martin.pdf, and 2.8 m2 = estimated mirror aperture area [84]

FLABEG. (2010, March 10, 2011). MIRRORS FOR PARABOLIC TROUGH. Available: 
http://www.flabeg.com/index.php?id=142&L=l
10 Assumption: Palma del Rio II has the same solar field area as Majadas I since both have the same number of solar 
collectors and are owned by the same company
11 Assumption: cost of Solnova 1 = cost of Solnova 3 = cost of Solnova 4
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hybrid spectrum (2% input). On the higher end of the hybrid spectrum are the two Integrated 

Solar Combined Cycle (ISCC) plants listed in Table 6: Archimede in Italy and Martin Next 

Generation Solar Energy Center in Florida. These two plants use the steam generated by the 

solar field in the bottoming cycle of a natural gas combined cycle plant. Archimede is unique in 

that it is the first commercially-operating plant to use molten salt as the HTF and to combine a 

TES system with ISCC. Five other plants listed in Table 6 incorporate a TES system, but these 

plants all use synthetic oil as the HTF in the solar field and molten salt in the TES system.

The technical differences and variety of locations associated with the currently operating fleet of 

PT plants make it difficult to calculate meaningful average characteristics such as capacity factor 

or cost. However, most of the newer generation plants can be categorized according to three 

main backup technologies: 1) NG heater (12-15%); 2) 7.5 hr TES with NG heater (12%); and 3) 

unknown. Four plants use a NG heater capable of providing up to 12-15% of the thermal input 

to the power cycle: Majadas I and Solnova 1, 3, and 4. Five plants incorporate a NG heater with 

up to 12% thermal input and a two-tank molten salt indirect TES system capable of running the 

power cycle at full-rated capacity for up to 7.5 hours without any solar input: Andasol 1 and 2, 

La Florida, and Extresol 1 and 2. There was no information in the available literature about the 

specific backup system for four plants: Alvarado I, Ibersol Ciudad de Real, Palma del Río II, and 

Saguaro. Although the details of the backup system for these plants are unknown, it is unlikely 

that they incorporate TES because plants that do incorporate TES tend to advertise it to show 

they are using cutting edge technology. The plants with an “unknown” backup system, 

therefore, likely use a natural gas heater, but the percentage of thermal energy input that comes 

from natural gas is unknown.
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Figures 15 and 16 display the average capacity factor and average capital cost, respectively, of 

the 14 currently operating PT plants that could be classified according to their backup 

technology. Figure 15 indicates that currently operating PT plants with storage and natural gas 

backup have capacity factors up to 12% points higher on average than plants with just natural gas 

backup and no thermal storage. Figure 16 indicates that on average, current plants with TES cost 

approximately 20% to 30% more than plants without TES. The fact that the capacity factor and 

cost of the plants with unknown backup systems are so similar to the capacity factor and cost of 

the plants with NG heaters lends support to the speculation that plants in the “unknown” 

category probably use a NG heater.

40%

30%

tou_>•
S 20%Q.CDU

10% 23% 25%

37%

NG heater (2%) NG heater (12-15%) 7.5 hr TES per p lan t w ith
NG heater (12%)

Type of Backup System

24%

Unknown

Figure 15 - Average Capacity Factor of Current PT Plants
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Figure 16 - Average Capital Cost of Current PT Plants

Thermal energy storage has been an integral part of CSP since the first commercial parabolic 

trough plant, SEGS I, began operating in 1984. SEGS I initially operated with a direct two-tank 

TES system that stored the HTF (a mineral oil called Caloria) for up to three hours of backup 

energy [Advances in CSP], This system was damaged in a fire in 1999 and never replaced 

[NREL power plant data website]. Newer plants began using a synthetic HTF called Therminol 

VP-1 in place of Caloria because it could operate at higher temperatures (up to 400°C versus up 

to 307°C with Caloria). This choice precluded future TES systems similar to SEGS I because 

Therminol VP-1 is eight times more expensive than Caloria [Survey of Thermal Energy Storage 

for PT Power Plants]. Herrmann and Kearney [Survey of Thermal Energy Storage...] 

summarize the state of TES research as it applies to CSP through 2002, and conclude that “the 

most cost-effective near-term option for thermal storage for parabolic trough power plants is 

currently a two-tank storage system, with molten salt as storage medium”. This conclusion 

appears to have been accepted and echoed by the CSP industry at large as the only commercially 

operating CSP plants with storage today use a two-tank molten salt TES system. Greentech
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Media maintains an up-to-date list of CSP projects under development and/or construction 

throughout the United States [92]. Only 1 trough plant under development in the U.S. includes 

plans to incorporate TES, while nine planned trough operations will use TES in Spain [3]. There 

has been speculation that this discrepancy is due to the different incentive structures in each 

country, a topic that will be explored more in later chapters.

2.4 Engineering-Economic Analysis of PT and TES

In the past three decades, several models have been developed to estimate the performance and 

cost of parabolic trough CSP and TES [93]. However, very few of them are currently available 

for public use. NREL developed a spreadsheet-based model of trough performance and cost, 

called Excelergy [94], which was used for several in-house studies between 2002 and 2006. A 

study conducted by KJC Operating Company and Sandia on the SEGS plants [95] describes 

some physical and economic parameters specific to the SEGS plants that served as the basis for 

Excelergy. The objective of this study was to reduce the operation and maintenance (O&M) 

costs at the SEGS plants. O&M technologies were developed and tested at the Kramer Junction 

SEGS plants in Boron, CA. Annual O&M costs were reduced by 37% (from about $0.04 to 

$0.025/kWh) and an optimum solar field O&M plan for future CSP plants was developed based 

on the lessons learned through the study.

An NREL study prepared by Nexant and Pilkington Solar International GmbH (now Flabeg 

Solar) [46] examined two potential approaches for improving the economic feasibility of trough 

plants, using models developed by Pilkington, which were incorporated in the development of 

Excelergy. The first approach was TES, and the second was ISCC. The study was divided into
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five tasks: 1) Survey of TES; 2) TES for Rankine Cycle; 3) Preferred ISCC Configuration; 4) 

Annual Performance of Integrated ISCC with TES; and 5) Annual Performance of Integrated 

ISCC without TES. During the first task, they examined several TES concepts in the 

temperature range of 200-425°C, and concluded that molten salt and concrete TES systems 

should have priority for near term deployment based on the cost and state of technology at the 

time. The study conducted for the second task identified a preferred near-term TES concept for a 

55 MW trough plant located in southern California desert with a storage capacity of 440 

megawatt-hour thermal (MWht) (3 hours). The results showed that a two-tank direct oil TES 

system offered the best combination of predictable performance, thermal efficiency, and capital 

cost, but a two-tank direct salt system offered the best combination of predictable performance 

and low technical risk.

The third task involved the evaluation of nine ISCC plant concepts with the goal of selecting a 

potential ISCC design for near term projects. The conceptual designs were developed using 

GateCycle™, and the preferred design used a 125 bar single reheat steam cycle with variable live 

steam conditions. Task 4 involved estimating the performance of various ISCC plant 

configurations based on the design selected in Task 3 at a Barstow, California site. LCOE was 

calculated for 12 modeled configurations at a range of $127-178/MWh, using a solar field size 

that minimized the LCOE. Task 5 examined the potential for annual solar contributions as high 

as 20 percent in ISCC plants by integrating a two-tank molten salt TES system with ISCC at 

LCOEs in the range of $128-223/MWh. This study proved the technical feasibility of the ISCC- 

TES system design and analyzed the results with varying TES capacities and solar field sizes. 

The results showed that the solar share could be increased from 8.2 to nearly 17 percent by
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integrating a 16 hour TES system, achieving 24-hour operation at design capacity during summer 

periods. During the course of completing these specific tasks, Nexant and Pilkington also 

developed estimates for the solar collector field and associated equipment and analyzed the 

effects of plant design parameters and fuel types on carbon dioxide emissions from ISCC plants.

Kelly, B. and Kearney, D. [96] describe in detail a spreadsheet piping model they developed for 

Excelergy, and several other studies describe cost estimations that have been performed using the 

program. Kearney et al. [37] report on an investigation of the feasibility of using parabolic 

trough technology with molten salt as the heat transfer and storage fluid. This study showed that 

the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of a trough power plant could be reduced by 14% by 

using a two-tank direct TES system at an operation temperature of 450°C. This paper indicates 

that Excelergy was based on earlier programs developed by Flabeg and Luz.

Sargent and Lundy [10] was selected by the U.S. Department of Energy to conduct an 

independent “due-diligence-like” analysis of the cost and performance of parabolic trough and 

power tower solar technologies, to be compared with similar results from Sunlab that used 

Excelergy. Sunlab is a cooperative virtual laboratory created by NREL and Sandia National 

Laboratories [97]. The Sargent and Lundy study concluded that CSP technology is a proven 

technology for energy production, there is a potential market for CSP technology, and significant 

cost reductions are achievable if CSP is deployed at a reasonable rate and incentives are 

maintained to reach market competitiveness. The study estimated initial trough subsidized 

electricity costs to be about $130/MWh, and future costs (in 2020) to be $62/MWh (both values 

are in $2002 and include a 10% investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation). These costs
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were similar but slightly larger than the Sunlab/Excelergy estimates, which included the same 

financial assumptions. Sargent and Lundy reported that these cost reductions could be achieved 

through aggressive deployment scenarios, plant scale-up, and technological advance.

Price, H. and Kearney, D. [98] review the cost of energy and potential for reducing the cost of 

energy from trough plants, and concludes that there is significant opportunity for reducing the 

cost by increasing plant size and incorporating several advanced technologies, including larger 

collectors, improved receiver selective coatings, and advanced thermal storage technologies. 

They also note that financial and market incentives and other approaches such as hybridization or 

ISCC might be necessary to encourage near-term development and set the stage for accelerated 

trough growth. The results indicate a trough LCOE of $110/MWh (in $2002), which is expected 

to decrease to $90/MWh with advanced technologies. These cost estimates appear to be derived 

from Excelergy.

In 2004, NREL subcontracted the Center for Business and Economic Research at the University 

of Nevada to investigate possible economic impacts from different levels of investment in CSP 

generation in the state of Nevada. Schwer, R.K. and Riddel, M. [99] use costs presented in the 

Sargent and Lundy study to examine three deployment scenarios by varying the number of 100- 

MWe trough plants constructed and operated in the state. They conclude that developing the 

state’s solar resources will have a significant, positive effect on Nevada’s economy, and the 

degree of impact depends on the scenario and the timing of the construction and operations and 

maintenance (O&M) schedule.
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Around the same time as the Nevada study, Black & Veatch Corporation conducted a CSP 

feasibility study for the state of New Mexico [100]. The study objective, as defined by Governor 

Richardson’s CSP Task Force, was to “identify a viable commercial CSP project of 50 MW or 

larger that could be in operation by 2007”. Black & Veatch assessed the commercial viability of 

several CSP technologies based on the following factors: development status, risk assessment, 

equity requirements, water issues, equipment reliability, storage options, O&M costs, siting 

requirements, industry capability and depth, performance, cost of energy, and transmission 

considerations. The team used cost and performance data from SunLab and from vendors, and 

identified a 50 MW trough plant in southwest/central New Mexico as the most favorable option 

at a LCOE of $89 to $117/MWh (including a 10% federal investment tax credit, accelerated 

depreciation, $0.02/kWh state production tax credit, a property tax exemption, a GRT 

exemption, and a state-sponsored partial performance guarantee). However, they conclude that 

this LCOE is still nearly double the wholesale price of electricity, which means that load serving 

entities would have to purchase CSP electricity at an above-market rate to induce the commercial 

development of a CSP plant in New Mexico by 2007. The report states that one 50 MW CSP 

plant built in New Mexico would increase net state tax revenues by $70 million if New Mexico 

provided the full set of state incentives.

Kelly [101] conducted an analysis for NREL to determine the effect of Rankine cycle capacities 

greater than 80 MWe on the LCOE of trough plants. This study used GateCycle™ to develop 

performance models for three Rankine cycles: 88 MWe, 165 MWe, and 220 MWe. Kelly used 

the Excelergy optimization function to determine the preferred “solar multiple” for each plant as 

a solar-only project without thermal storage and as a solar-fossil hybrid project with a natural
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gas-fired HTF heater. The solar multiple is a coefficient to The solar field piping model 

developed by Kelly, B. and Kearney, D. [96] had been integrated into Excelergy by this time, 

and the LCOE for each case were estimated using the default cost values in the program. This 

study indicated that LCOE decreased with increasing plant capacity for both plant types (solar- 

only and hybrid), and the lowest LCOE occurred with a net plant capacity of 220 MW at 

$140/MWh for the solar-only plant and $ 147/MWh for the hybrid plant.

Kelly [102] performed a follow-up study, which incorporated an economic analysis of a 80 MW 

trough plant located near Barstow, CA to determine the preferred design conditions for a dry 

cooling tower and the anticipated increase in LCOE that could result from using a dry cooling 

system instead of a wet cooling system. He used GateCycle™ to create 6 different dry cooled 

models with different initial temperature differences, and calculated the turbine output and 

cooling fan power demand for each dry cooled configuration and for a reference wet cooled 

plant. Kelly also estimated the annual plant performance and capital cost of the air cooled 

condenser and developed Excelergy equations to estimate Rankine cycle performance as a 

function of dry bulb ambient temperature. The annual net electricity and water consumption for 

all 7 configurations was estimated at ambient temps from 40-130°F. Capital and O&M costs 

were developed for the 7 plants and used as inputs to an annual cash flow analysis to calculate 

LCOE, which ranged from $127/MWh (wet) to $141/MWh (dry). The overall conclusion of this 

study was that dry heat rejection imposed a nominal 8-9% penalty on LCOE, which could be 

reduced to 7-8% with further optimization efforts, but the results depend heavily on the cost of 

water (Kelly assumed $1.4 per 1000 gallons).
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In a separate study, Kelly and Kearney [103] used GateCycle™ and Excelergy to compare the 

effect of different heat exchanger areas and TES capacities on the performance and cost of a 50 

MW trough plant operating with a two-tank indirect molten salt TES system. This study 

concluded that this type of TES system could help reduce the plant’s LCOE, but the lowest cost 

TES design will not necessarily result in the lowest LCOE (calculated in the range of $ 10- 

12/M Wh). Therefore, it is essential to conduct a detailed analysis of the system design in order 

to determine the optimum TES configuration and solar field size for a given set of objectives.

Stoddard et al. of Black and Veatch [104] were contracted by NREL to assess the potential 

economic return, energy supply impact, and environmental benefits of CSP for the State of 

California. This study used Excelergy data to calculate an LCOE of $148/MWh for near-term 

CA trough installations (including incentives) and $115/MWh for CSP plants installed in 2015. 

The representative plant design in this study was a 100 MW trough plant with 6 hours of TES. 

These costs were found to be competitive with simple cycle natural gas-fired combustion 

turbines, commonly used as “peakers” in CA, which Black and Veatch calculated to have an 

LCOE of $168/MWh. Black and Veatch concluded that CSP investment delivers greater 

economic and employment returns to California than corresponding investment in natural gas 

equipment. More specifically, each dollar spent on CSP could contribute approximately $1.40 to 

California’s Gross State Product (GSP); whereas, each dollar spent on natural gas plants was 

estimated to contribute about $0.90 - $1.00 to GSP. The results of this study were based on the 

following financial assumptions: 30 yr economic life, 5 yr tax life, 42.5% debt percentage, 8% 

cost of debt, 12.7% cost of equity, 9.3% weighted average cost of capital (WACC - used as 

discount rate), 40.75% tax rate (state and federal combined), 11.8% levelized fixed charge rate,
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30% and 10% ITC, 2.5% inflation rate, real discount rate 6.8%. The study also assumed no 

natural gas purchase for the CSP plant. The future CSP cost projections were based on “learning 

curves” that describe the reduction in capital and operating costs observed as more CSP plants 

are deployed. These learning curve cost reductions relate to technology advances, scale up, 

effects of mass production resulting from large scale deployment and improvements in 

construction efficiency.

Cavalcanti and Petti [105] describe a performance model they created to estimate the potential 

for trough technology to generate electricity in the semiarid area located at the Brazilian 

northeast region, throughout the Sao Francisco river basin. They simulated the performance of a 

30 MW SEGS-like power plant using experimental solar irradiation and a Microsoft Excel model 

based on the TRNSYS STEC library, SEGS VI data, and the methodology employed by 

Excelergy. The results indicate that 94,190 MW installed capacity is feasible for this region.

In 2004, NREL, Sandia, and the U.S. DOE Solar Energy Technologies Program (SETP) began 

collaborating to develop the Solar Advisor Model (SAM), which is an open source software 

program that models the performance and cost of CSP and other energy technologies [106]. 

SAM was originally based on Excelergy and the Transient Systems Simulation program 

(TRNSYS), developed at the University of Wisconsin to model thermal and electrical energy 

system components. TRNSYS is a commercially available program that includes a special 

trough library developed by DLR and Sandia National Laboratory [107]. Since TRNSYS is a 

performance-only model, it requires the development of a separate cost model that is compatible 

with the TRNSYS software to calculate LCOE. Excelergy was integrated into SAM for this
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purpose, and early versions of SAM calculated the LCOE of trough plants based on empirical 

data and analysis from the SEGS plants [108].

In 2008, at the outset of this study, I conducted a parametric analysis in SAM version 2.0 to 

observe how changes in TES inputs affect performance and cost outputs, and this analysis 

revealed three inconsistencies between the model and literature: 1) changes in the type of storage 

fluid and type of TES had no effect on the model outputs, 2) the model made no adjustment to 

solar field size with increased TES capacity, and 3) SAM used a flat cost per kWh for TES ($40). 

Price et al. [23] report that direct TES may increase plant efficiency and reduce cost, and solar 

field size must increase to adjust for increasing TES capacity. Kelly, B. and Kearney, D. [103] 

report a range of TES costs from $26-80/kWh. Between 2008 and 2010, several new versions of 

SAM were released with each version improving on the accuracy and flexibility of the model 

and the documentation.

Between 2008 and 2010, several new versions of SAM were released with each version 

improving on the accuracy and flexibility of the model and the detail of the documentation. In 

2010, SAM developers recognized the limitation in the software to predict the performance and 

cost of new technologies or component configurations since the original software was based on 

top-level empirical performance curves specific to the SEGS plants. Therefore, a new version of 

SAM was implemented by NREL to augment the Excelergy-based empirical model by including 

a new “physical” trough model derived from physical first principles. The physical trough 

model matches the annual performance of the empirical model, adds flexibility in modeling
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different system configurations, and enables more detailed performance calculations in the major 

system components [108],

SAM has also evolved to incorporate a dry cooling option and updated costs developed by 

WorleyParsons [43], [45], Turchi et al. [109] summarize the analyses WorleyParsons conducted 

on trough cooling technologies and describe how the systems were integrated with and validated 

by SAM. The results indicate that switching from 100% wet to 100% dry cooling results in 

LCOE increases of approximately 3% to 8% for 100 MW parabolic trough plants throughout 

most of the southwestern United States. The LCOE was calculated to be $173-$186/MWh for 

the wet-cooled case and $177-$195/MWh for the dry-cooled design. The authors concluded that 

adding TES can reduce the negative impact of dry cooling on LCOE. For example, the paper 

shows that replacing wet cooling with dry cooling in a trough plant with no storage in Las Vegas 

increased LCOE by $9-15/MWh, and the increase in LCOE between the same plants with 6 

hours of storage at the same location was $8-$12/MWh. In this example, adding storage reduced 

the increase in LCOE associated with dry cooling by 11-23%. In addition, in all cases modeled 

in the study, the transition from wet to dry cooling reduced water consumption by over 90%. 

The study noted that hybrid cooling can reduce the LCOE increase (LCOE = $178-$189/MWh 

for the hybrid option), but at a higher capital cost and operational complexity.

Wagner and Kutscher [110] describe a hybrid wet/dry cooling model (see Figure 17) created for 

use with the physical trough model in SAM, but not yet publicly available. They use this model 

to explore the effect of various hybrid cooling technology specifications on revenue for trough 

plants in four representative locations of the American Southwest. The paper also introduces a
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cost model that was developed to estimate the additional expense associated with a hybrid plant. 

Key assumptions used in this study include: 6 hours of full-load thermal storage, a solar multiple 

of 2.0, a solar field area of 910,500 m2, power block gross output rating of 110 MW, and 35.48% 

thermodynamic cycle efficiency. The results of this analysis show that the hybrid cooling system 

reduces water consumption significantly compared to wet cooling while providing a noticeable 

improvement in bid price compared to dry cooling, where bid price is a combined metric of plant 

performance with respect to cost, revenue, profitability, and utility rate factors. Hybrid cooling 

during peak demand periods can reduce the bid price penalty for dry cooling by up to 2% in hot 

climates.
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Figure 17 - Diagram of a Trough Plant with a Hybrid Cooling System [110]

Turchi et al. [I l l] use SAM to estimate the current and future costs for parabolic trough and 

molten salt power towers in the US market. By assuming that future trough plants (2015-2020) 

will achieve higher field temperatures by deploying molten-salt heat transfer fluids with low 

melting-points, they find that the LCOE for both technologies will drop below $110/MWh 

(assuming a 10% investment tax credit and other financial inputs outlined in the paper). They 

also conclude that both technologies can be deployed with large amounts of TES, yielding 

capacity factors as high as 65%, while maintaining an optimum LCOE.
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Sioshansi and Denholm [112], use a mixed-integer program (MIP), which is based on SAM 

Version 2.0, to examine the value of CSP and TES in several regions of the southwestern U.S. 

The model optimally dispatches CSP with TES into existing electricity markets in Texas, 

California, Arizona and New Mexico for maximum net revenue from energy sales, in order to 

examine how the potential operating profits of a 110 MW trough plant vary with plant size. The 

study describes the sensitivity of the results to the optimization process selected, the plant 

cooling technology, and the possibility of selling ancillary services. Profit is defined as revenue 

from energy sales less variable costs of $.70/MWh generated (not LCOE). The study also 

compares the total capital cost of the plant (including incentives) to the first year annual revenue, 

and calculates the year-1 break-even cost and return on investment, assuming 11% CCR. The 

authors conclude that TES has the potential to increase CSP value by allowing generation to be 

shifted to higher-priced hours and by increasing the use of thermal energy from the solar field.

All of the above studies were either conducted by NREL, conducted by consulting firms 

contracted by NREL or DOE, or used methodologies in connection with NREL’s 

Excelergy/SAM programs. No academic studies, independent of these NREL-based 

investigations, could be found that evaluate the performance and cost of PT/TES for U.S. 

installations. Lazard [113], a U.S.-based financial advisory and asset management firm, 

conducted an in-house investigation of the LCOE of various competing electricity technologies, 

including trough CSP. They estimate the capital cost of a 200 MW trough plant with no TES to 

be $4,500/kW with wet cooling and $5,800/kW with dry cooling, including capitalized interest 

costs during construction, and the annual O&M cost to be $66/kW. These costs translate to a 

LCOE in $2008 of $108/MWh (wet cooling) and $145/MWh (dry cooling) based on the
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following assumptions: capacity factor of 29% (wet) and 26% (dry), 2-yr construction time, 20- 

yr facility life, 30% investment tax credit, accelerated asset depreciation, 60% debt at 7% interest 

rate, 40% equity at 12% cost, 20-year economic life, 40% tax rate, and 5-20 year tax life. The 

dry cooling LCOE reaches $349/MWh in the absence of U.S. federal tax incentives under the 

same financial assumptions. Lazard collaborated with “a leading consulting and engineering 

firm to the power & energy industry” to determine the LCOE that would provide an after-tax 

IRR to equity holders equal to an assumed cost of equity capital.

Several international researchers have conducted performance-cost analyses of parabolic trough 

for non-U.S. locations. Quaschning [114] examined 61 sites in Europe and North Africa with 

global annual irradiation ranging from 923 to 2,438 kWh/m2 and calculated the usable 

irradiation, annual system output, and LCOE for PV and trough CSP systems. This study used 

Greenius, a model developed by DLR, to provide key economic inputs and to calculate the 

system output, efficiencies and other technical parameters. The results include near term trough 

LCOE of 12 euros/MWh, and 9 euros/MWh in 10 years, both with highest irradiance values 

modeled. Quaschning concludes that a minimum solar irradiance value of 1,300 kWh/m2 is 

required for trough to be more economical than PV. However, the source of cost data in this 

study is unclear, and it is unclear whether the reported costs include incentives.

Montes et al. [115] describe a parametric optimization of the LCOE for a 50 MW solar-only PT 

plant in Spain (no TES or fossil fuel backup) with five different solar field sizes. The lowest 

unsubsidized LCOE obtained was 133 euros/MWh at a solar multiple of 1.16. Poullikkas [116] 

conducted a feasibility study to investigate whether the installation of trough CSP is
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economically feasible for the island of Cyprus. He performed a parametric cost-benefit analysis, 

which involved 1,470 simulations that varied plant capacity (25-100 MW), capital investment 

(2,000-8,000 euros per kW), operating hours (5-24 hrs per day), required land leasing (0-3 euros 

per m2), and CO2 price (0-30 euros per ton). Andreas used the independent power producer 

technology selection (IPP) algorithm version 2.1 software tool to calculate the LCOE, net present 

value (NPV), internal rate of return (IRR), and payback period were calculated for each case 

based on the following assumptions: annual solar potential of 2,000 kWh/m2 to the solar field, 

14% solar to electric efficiency, 20 year power purchase agreement (PPA) and 0.26 euro/kWh 

feed-in tariff (current market regulations). The results of the study indicate that for every 1 

euro/m2yr increase in land leasing price, the LCOE increases by 1.43 euro/kWh, and the largest 

plant size resulted in the most attractive investment. Andreas concludes that trough installation 

in Cyprus can be profitable and economically feasible under certain conditions that depend on 

the size of the plant, degree of storage, initial cost and cost of land.

Izquierdo et al. [117] examine the effect of the solar multiple, capacity factor and storage 

capacity on the cost of electricity from CSP plants in Spain in order to define the optimal 

operational range in terms of solar electricity produced and its generation cost. They find the 

optimal solar multiple values to be between 1.5 and 2.5 for no storage, and storage capacity 

varies the optimal SM (see Figure 18). Key assumptions used in this study include 75% 

collector optical efficiency, 380°C absorber temperature and costs from the European 

Concentrated Solar Thermal Roadmap (ECOSTAR) study that was developed in part by DLR. 

Pitz-Paal et al. [118] describe the ECOSTAR study in more detail and demonstrate how 

parabolic trough with DSG has the potential to reach a LCOE of 162-187 euros/MWh by scaling
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up plant size and adopting technological innovations.

SM

Figure 18 - Effect of Solar Multiple and Storage Capacity on LCOE [119]

Purohit and Purohit [120] describe a preliminary attempt to assess the technical and economic 

feasibility of CSP technologies in India. They use Andasol 1 as a reference case for the 

evaluation of trough potential at 50 Indian locations, and calculate the LCOE of these systems to 

be 9.34-28.42 Rs/kWh. They conclude that in the Rajasthan and Gujarat states this LCOE is 

lower than the feed-in tariff, and they recommend that CSP be installed at locations with direct

solar radiation of 1,800 kWh/m*" or more.

2.5 Environmental Life Cycle Assessment of PT and TES

Few studies examine the area of environmental life cycle assessment (LCA) for CSP plants. 

Norton et al. [121] appears to be the first study to address this topic. The paper describes a LCA 

of the CO2, NOx, and SO2 emissions for electricity generation from biomass, hydro, PV, CSP, 

and wind. The article lacks detail in terms of specific assumptions and calculations, but they 

estimate trough CSP life cycle CO2 emissions at 30 g/kWh, with an expected reduction to 20 

g/kWh in the future. The next academic study to discuss the environmental effects of CSP is
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Tsoutsos et al. [122], which provides a qualitative assessment of potential effects including 

noise, visual intrusion, greenhouse gas emissions, water and soil pollution, impacts on sensitive 

ecosystems.

Recently, more studies have attempted to quantify the environmental effects of CSP and 

document assumptions more clearly. Koroneos et al. [123] describe a LCA of the environmental 

impacts associated with 1 MWh of electricity from a power tower CSP plant. Viebahn et al. 

[124] describe a scenario analysis conducted to examine the potential of solar thermal 

technologies for the future. A life cycle assessment of the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 

associated with each technology used in the scenario analysis is presented. Viebahn et al. report 

life cycle GHG emissions of 161 g/MWh and land use of 14 mm2a/MWh (where mm2a refers to 

annual mm2) for a parabolic trough plant similar to Andasol 1 (46 MW turbine capacity, 15% 

natural gas backup, 7.5 hours of molten salt indirect storage, oil HTF).

Lechon et al. [125] also conducted a LCA of GHG emissions for an Andasol-type plant (50 MW 

turbine capacity, 7.5 hours of indirect molten salt TES, 15% natural gas backup, oil HTF). They 

also estimated the life cycle cumulative energy demand (CED) of the plant and the GHG 

emissions and CED of 17 MW power tower plant. Assumptions and date are relatively well- 

documented in this study. The system boundary for the LCA is presented in Figure 19, and the 

results are displayed in Table 7. Figure 20 displays the contribution of different parts of the 

operation phase of the trough plant to the GHG emissions. The study also summarizes literature 

values for trough life cycle GHG emissions for comparison; these values range from 17 to 234 g 

C02 eq/kWh.
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Table 7 - Life Cycle Greenhouse Gas Emissions for CSP Plants in Spain [125]

g CO: equivJkW h
Central
tower Parabolic trough

Solar field 5.61 7.8S
Power block 0.64 0.50
Storage system 9.49 14.60
Tower 0.04

Buildings 1.03 0.46

Construction 0.18 0.34
Decorrimi ss ioiniinig 43UMM- I.98E-QG

Subtotal 17 24

Operation m 161

Total 203 185
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Figure 20 - GHG emissions (g C02eq/kWh) during the Operation of a CSP Plant [125J

Lechon et al. used the software tool Simapro to conduct the life cycle inventory (LCI) with data 

from firms investing in CSP plants in Spain and from the LCI database ECOINVENT 1.2. The 

CED, GHG emissions, and several other impact categories were calculated as defined in the 

LCIA, the impact assessment method developed by the Leiden University Institute of 

Environmental Sciences (CML). A recycling scenario representative of Spain in 2004 was 

selected to estimate disposal impacts. The “energy payback time”, defined as the time it takes 

for the power plant to save the same amount of primary energy that is consumed for its 

production, operation, and dismantling, was calculated to be about one year for each technology. 

The authors conclude that both technologies have an environmental profile much better than the 

current Spanish electricity mix.
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More recently, Piemonte et al. [126] used SimaPro7 to conduct a LCA of the CED, greenhouse 

gas emissions, land use, abiotic depletion, eutrophication, acidification, and human toxicity 

associated with an Archimede-type trough plant (molten salt as storage fluid and HTF). Data for 

the construction phase of the LCI were obtained from the Italian research center, ENEA. It was 

assumed that the case study plant generates 2,880 MWh/year, and a biomass furnace provides 

1.58 megawatt-hours thermal (MW*) back-up energy to balance protracted cloudy periods. The 

results show the life cycle GHG emissions to be 141,788.4 kg C02eq per year (about 49 kg 

C02eq/MWh), which, the authors conclude, is much lower than a conventional fossil-fired plant.

Burkhardt et al. [127] of NREL published the first U.S.-based LCA of trough CSP GHG 

emissions, CED, and water consumption. Their hybrid LCA examines the manufacturing, 

construction, O&M, dismantling, and disposal stages associated with a wet-cooled 103 MW 

trough CSP plant with 6.3 hours of two-tank indirect molten salt TES located in Daggett, CA (a 

hypothetical WorleyParsons plant design). They compare this reference plant with four other 

plant designs: 1) the reference plant with dry-cooling instead of wet cooling, 2) the reference 

plant with a thermocline TES system instead of a two-tank system; 3) the reference plant with a 

synthetic salt instead of salt that is mined; and 4) the reference plant with a thermocline synthetic 

salt TES system. The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 8.

Table 8 - Summary of NREL LCA Results for a Parabolic Trough CSP Plant [127]

Plant
design

Cooling
system

6.3-hr TES system GHG

(g C02ea/kWh)

CED
(MJea/kWh)

Water
(L/kWh)

1 wet 2-tank, mined salt 26 0.40 4.7

2 dry 2-tank, mined salt 28 0.43 1.1

3 wet thermocline, mined salt 24 0.37 4.6

4 wet 2-tank, synthetic salt 39 0.50 4.9

5 wet thermocline, synthetic salt 28 0.40 4.7
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The authors used SimaPro v7.1 and the ECOINVENT LCI database to provide GHG emissions, 

energy flows and embodied water when primary data were unavailable, and they used the U.S. 

2002 Industry Benchmark EIO-LCA model to estimate these burdens for select components and 

systems, including pumps, compressors, turbine generator set, and miscellaneous controls and 

electronic equipment, based on costs extracted from primary data sources. Manufacturers of key 

trough components provided detailed information on embodied materials, transportation 

methods, energy flows, and direct GHG emissions from manufacturing processes. Where 

necessary, the authors estimated the quantity of raw materials to manufacture system 

components. Water data were obtained from a glass manufacturer for the mirrors and from the 

Ecoinvent database for all other components. Design parameters for the TES systems were 

obtained from previous NREL studies mentioned above, and the authors estimated the impacts 

from the manufacture of synthetic salt for the thermal energy storage system with reaction 

equations obtained from industrial chemical literature and LCI data from Ecoinvent. The 

inherent assumptions in this process are that synthetic potassium nitrate is produced by reacting 

potassium chloride with nitric acid, and synthetic sodium nitrate is produced by neutralizing 

nitric acid with sodium hydroxide.

Much fewer water and land use LCAs have been published recently than GHG emissions 

assessments. Fthenakis and Chul Kim [128] present a review of land use data for electricity 

generation technologies, including wind, PV, hydro, geothermal, biomass, coal, nuclear, and 

natural gas and synthesize these data into life cycle land use estimates. Although they do not
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conduct their own assessment of CSP land use, they report that previous studies estimate trough 

to use 366 m2/GWh over a 30-year plant lifetime. Fthenakis and Chul Kim [129] also present a 

review of studies concerning water use in electricity generation and use “full life-cycle 

accounting” to evaluate water demand factors for coal, nuclear, natural gas, PV, and wind power 

plants. In addition, they report operational water use values for biomass, geothermal, hydro, 

concentrated PV, CSP, oil, natural gas combined cycle (with and without carbon capture and 

sequestration (CCS)), integrated gasification combined cycle (with and without CCS), and coal 

with CCS. For trough CSP, they report literature values for operational water use of 300 L/MWh 

with dry cooling and 2,100-3,800 L/MWh for wet cooling.

Two other recent studies assess water use in the operational stage of a trough CSP plant. Florida 

Power and Light (FPL) [130] contracted WorleyParsons Group to provide a conceptual design 

for the Beacon Solar Energy Project, a 250 MW trough facility that is expected to go online in 

California in 2012 [3]. As part of this directive, WorleyParsons compared the capital costs, 

thermal performance, and operational water consumption of the base plant design (wet cooling) 

to alternative designs with dry cooling and hybrid cooling systems. Three options reflecting 

different pricing, sizing, performance and water use were considered for each design in order to 

get a feel for the sensitivity of different options to key parameters. WorleyParsons calculated the 

capital costs (with a range +/-30% range of accuracy) of each design using budgetary quotes 

obtained from vendors and in-house estimates, and they used GateCycle version 5.61.0 to assess 

the effect of each cooling system on cycle output and efficiency. Table 9 displays the results of 

the analysis, and the report concludes that the base design has the lowest capital cost and far 

better thermal performance than the alternative cooling technologies. The authors recommend
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the wet cooling design because the advantages in capital cost, performance, and revenue 

outweigh the concern over the significant amount of makeup water required.

Table 9 - Estimated Water Consumption and Treatment Costs for Beacon Solar Energy 
Project at Annual and Summer Conditions [130]

OPTION 2: 
Pre

treatment

OPTION 4: 
Air Cooded 
Condenser

OPTION 5: 
Hvbrid 

Wei/Drv 
Gooding

Annual/Summer 
Makeup (gpm) 3353/4054 178/192 157/2502

Annual/Summer 
Blowdown (gpm) 197 / 240 0/D 0 1144

Annual/Summer 
Flow to Evap 
Ponds (gpm)

462/563 82 / 92 36 /  349

Annual Makeup 
(AFY) 1599 79 625

Annual Makeup 
Savings (AFY) 
compared to Opt 2

0
(compaired 
to Option 2}

1520 974

08.M Costs 
(51QD0) per year 
(excluding labor)

$1,42D $132 $615

Capital Costs 
(S1DD0) $21,158 52,500 $11,116

As mentioned in Section 2.4, Turchi et al. [109] also calculate the operational water use 

associated with trough CSP. They describe an assessment of the performance, cost, and water 

use associated with 13 different cases covering three different geographic locations and wet, dry, 

and hybrid cooling technologies (see Figure 21). The results for the average water consumption 

per unit electricity generation are: 3.5 m7MWh (wet) and 0.3 m3/MWh (dry). The authors note 

that the water consumption for the wet-cooled trough design is greater than that of other wet- 

cooled Rankine cycle plants (2.2 m3/MWh for coal and 3.2 m3/MWh for nuclear - assuming 

closed-loop cooling towers with onsite evaporation ponds) because the trough plant has lower 

cycle efficiency and more frequent startup and part-load operation. In addition, the authors
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compare CSP water use with other land-intensive activities (see Figure 22), and conclude that “in 

a relative sense, “growing megawatts” uses much less water than growing other commodities”.

Daggett, 6 hrs storage, dry 
Las Vegas, 6 hrs storage, dry 
Las Vegas, 4 hrs storage, dry 

Las Vegas, no storage, dry 
Alamosa, 6 hrs storage, dry

Las Vegas, 6 hrs storage, hybrid 
Las Vegas, no storage, hybrid 

Alamosa, 6 hrs storage, hybrid

Daggett, 6 hrs storage, wet 
Las Vegas, 6 hrs storage, wet 
Las Vegas, 4 hrs storage, wet 

Las Vegas, no storage, wet 
Alamosa, 6 hrs storage, wet

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50

Water Consumption (m3/MWh)

Water Consumption (gal/MWh)

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Figure 21 - Estimated water consumption for the 13 cases [1091
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Figure 22 - Water consumption by different land-intensive activities in the Southwest [109|

Wet-cooled CSP includes parabolic trough and power tower. Power towers are at the low end of the range because 
they have higher thermal efficiency than trough. Dry-cooled CSP includes troughs, towers, and dish/engine 
systems. PV plants use water for panel washing only.
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2.6 Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis

Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is a tool that allows decision-makers to incorporate a 

diverse set of criteria in the evaluation of a set of alternative choices. Although it has become a 

more popular decision-making tool in recent decades, relatively few studies have applied it to 

energy issues, and even fewer have applied it to CSP. This section describes three studies that 

investigate the historical use of MCDA in environmental and energy decision-making in general 

and two studies that apply MCDA to CSP specifically.

Kiker et al. [131] present a literature review of MCDA techniques and propose a generalized 

framework for applying these techniques to environmental projects to make environmental 

decision-making more structured and tractable. They note that almost all decision analysis 

methods involve creating a decision matrix, synthesizing the information in the matrix, and 

ranking alternatives accordingly. Each method approaches these last two steps in different ways 

and incorporates some type of algorithm to select an optimal solution. Some MCDA methods 

rank options; some provide a partial ranking; some select a single optimal choice; and some 

differentiate between acceptable and unacceptable choices. The authors describe in detail three 

main MCDA methods: multi-attribute utility/value theory (MAUT/MAVT), the analytical 

hierarchy process (AHP), and outranking, and summarize environmental management studies 

that have used each of these techniques in the past.

MAUT and AHP are similar in that they communicate comparative merits of alternatives based 

on a numerical score derived from a single scale. The numerical scores are derived by assessing 

the performance of alternatives with respect to an individual criterion and aggregating into an
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overall score. The overall scores can be summed, averaged, or weighted to indicate preference 

for some criteria over others. MAUT attempts to transform a set of “messy” attributes into a 

simple expression that decision-makers can synthesize in order to maximize the utility (or value) 

of a decision. This method assumes the decision-maker is rational, has perfect knowledge, 

makes consistent judgments, and always maintains the same preferences.

AHP is similar to MAUT but uses a quantitative comparison method based on pair-wise 

comparisons of decision criteria instead of using utility and weighting functions. The results are 

compiled in matrix form, and each individual criterion is paired against all others. The decision

maker applies a numerical scale to all pair-wise comparisons of criteria and alternatives. This 

method relaxes the rationality assumption of MAUT to reflect the idea that people are better at 

making relative judgments than absolute judgments.

Outranking does not assume that there is one optimum solution to a problem, but rather 

acknowledges that one choice may have a degree of dominance over another. These models 

compare two alternatives at a time in terms of each criterion, and evaluate to what degree a 

preference for one choice can be established without using a prescribed scale. The focus of the 

outranking method is on the strength of evidence that favors one alternative over another, and it 

is most often selected when criteria are not easily aggregated, measurement scales vary over 

wide ranges, and units are too different to be comparable.

Based on this review of MCDA techniques and a review of previous studies that apply these 

techniques to environmental problems, Kiker et al. create a framework for applying MCDA to
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environmental decision-making. The key recommendations are: 1) involve a diverse group of 

people to represent the “decision-maker” (i.e. policy-makers, financiers, scientists, engineers, the 

general public, etc); 2) design an adaptable structure to approach the problem and ensure that 

local concerns can be incorporated; 3) generate alternatives, evaluation criteria, and value 

judgments; 4) apply MCDA methods to rank alternatives; 5) iterate through the process as much 

as necessary to generate the required outputs.

Greening and Bemow [132] state that MCDA methods are the ideal tools for environmental and 

energy policy development. They review and classify several different MCDA methods and 

provide recommendations for the implementation of these methods in currently evolving 

integrated assessment (IA) frameworks. They note that the key strength of MCDA methods 

compared to neoclassical economical approaches is the ability to identify tradeoffs, co-benefits, 

and compromise solutions to complex policy and planning problems. They also list similar 

characteristics for all MCDA methods: a finite number of alternatives, a quantity of attributes 

that depends on the nature of the problem, a set of units specific to each attribute, a system of 

characterizing the importance of each attribute, and a matrix format that combines attributes and 

alternatives. A table is presented that classifies different MCDA methods based on the level of 

information required and the relevant feature of that information. The table identifies 

“mathematical programming models”, which use various weights for decision variables, as the 

primary method for energy and environmental policy evaluation. These models generally 

include cardinal ranking of alternatives and require “information on value judgments regarding 

the importance of an overall objective and the development of weights proportional to the 

relative value unit changes in the value function”.
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The authors explain that in the beginning stages of any MCDA process, the methods used to 

elicit value judgments can strongly influence the results of the analysis. They describe AHP in 

similar terms as the above study and note that it is the most widely applied MCDA method in the 

analysis of energy and environmental issues. Several examples of studies that have applied AHP 

to these issues are presented in the article, including studies of national energy policy 

development and analysis in the UK, U.S. and other regions, electricity expansion and planning, 

and the evaluation of impacts from new technologies. Greening and Bemow also describe 

MAUT and identify applications of this method to the selection of sites for nuclear repositories, 

integrated resource planning, the selection of power generation facility sites, the development of 

national energy policy, and water use planning.

In addition, the authors describe a set of mathematical programming methods that generate many 

possible non-dominated alternatives and represent the decision variables in a single-objective or 

multiple-objective function(s) as the distance from an established goal for each objective. A key 

advantage of these methods is they can represent attributes by their physical quantities rather 

than by monetized estimates of costs and benefits. Mathematical programming methods 

incorporate weights that sum to one and are proportional to the relative value of unit changes in 

the true attribute value function. In this way, the objective function can be additive and linear, 

and ideally identify the Pareto efficient alternative (i.e., no single attribute can be improved 

without degrading at least one of the other attributes). Greening and Bemow present a set of 

studies that have incorporated mathematical programming MCDA methods, including studies 

that analyze national energy policies, electrical generation expansion, regional energy system
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planning, risk assessments, facility siting decisions for energy supply technologies, and analyses 

of tradeoffs between market and non-market valued attributes like environmental amenities.

Greening and Bemow suggest that future MCDA methods be incorporated with IA to combine 

geophysical/ecological and socioeconomic models to evaluate emissions reduction or adaptation 

strategies. These methods should address: the ultimate choice between policy options, 

communications necessary to involve decision-makers, and possible future investigations. The 

authors suggest a transparent, flexible and iterative environmental and energy policy decision 

support framework with the following components: 1) credible environmental change process 

models; 2 ) a model of the qualitative and quantitative impacts on social, cultural, economic, 

environmental and energy systems; 3) an option screening model that presents tradeoffs between 

a small subset of key attributes; 4) a décision-support model that incorporates several MCDA 

methods and accurately depicts desired environmental and energy goals, decision-maker 

preferences, and techno-economic detail.

Diakoulaki and Karangelis [133] use MCDA and cost-benefit analysis to examine four mutually 

exclusive scenarios for the expansion of the electricity system in Greece, with a strong focus on 

the role of renewable energy sources in this mix. They calculate the technical, economic, and 

environmental performance of the four scenarios for the year 2010. Diakoulaki and Karangelis 

use the Preference Ranking Organization Method of Enrichment Evaluation (PROMETHEE) 

method for MCDA, which uses a pair-wise comparison of alternatives in each single criterion in 

order to determine the potential preference of one alternative other another. The decision-maker
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defines indifference and/or preference thresholds for each criterion. Diakoulaki and Karangelis 

use the methodological framework and external cost estimates for energy technologies in Greece 

outlined in the ExtemE project of the EC for the cost-benefit analysis and calculate the sum of 

cost and benefit components on an annual basis. The scenarios represent a wide range of 

parameters and were created by official authorities involved in designing energy policies for 

Greece. The authors consider the following attributes in their analysis: LCOE, baseload 

electricity generation capability, dispatchability (ability to respond to peak load), security of 

“fuel” supply, CO2, SO2, and NOx emissions. The following independent weighting options are 

examined separately: 1) equal weights for all criteria; 2) 50% importance to economic criteria; 3) 

50% to technical criteria; and 4) 50% to environmental criteria. In the cost-benefit analysis, they 

calculate the total social cost as the sum of: private production cost, cost of electricity deficit, 

cost of peak power deficit, cost of CO2 emission allowances, and external cost of SO2 and NOx 

emissions. The authors conclude that the scenario with the highest penetration of renewable 

energy sources is the best compromise for the attributes studied.

Cavallaro [134] also uses the PROMETHEE method and outlines the following procedure for 

this method: 1) identify alternatives; 2) define a set of criteria; 3) categorize preferences as 

outright, weak, indifferent, or incomparable; 4) create a payoff matrix (based on a cardinal or 

ordinal scale), which tabulates for each criterion-alternative pair, the quantitative and qualitative 

measures of the effect produced by that alternative with respect to that criterion; and 5) 

determine the multi-criteria reference index by expressing the degree of preference as a number 

from 0 (no preference) to 1 (outright preference), defining a preference function, and defining a 

vector of importance weights for each criterion. Weights can be set directly by the decision
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maker or a formal elicitation of weights can be conducted by an analyst, which can follow a 

variety of methods. Cavallaro uses the Simos Approach, which involves the following steps: 1) 

write the name of each criterion on a card and give it to the decision-maker in random order; 2) 

ask the decision-maker to order the cards by increasing importance; and 3) calculate the 

importance weight from the rank order.

Cavallaro uses data from the ECOSTAR study and applies this MCDA method to the selection 

of a CSP technology for power generation while considering a number of technical, economic 

and environmental criteria. He considers twelve alternative CSP technologies: 1) trough with oil 

HTF (50 MW); 2) trough with DSG (47 MW); 3) Fresnel lens (similar to trough but lower 

operational temperature and flat mirrors) with DSG (50 MW); 4) power tower with molten salt 

as HTF (50 MW); 5) power tower with molten salt HTF (17 MW); 6) power tower with DSG (11 

MW); 7) power tower with DSG (5x11 MW); 8) power tower with atmospheric air as HTF (10 

MW); 9) power tower with atmospheric air as HTF (5x10 MW); 10) ISCC power tower with 

pressurized air (14 MW); 11) ISCC power tower with pressurized air (4 x 14 MW); and 12) dish- 

engine system. He does not consider any trough options with TES. The analysis incorporates 

the following criteria: investment costs, O&M costs, LCOE, technological maturity (measured 

qualitatively on a 3-point scale), environmental impacts (area-specific: noise disturbance, odors, 

and risk to ecosystems - measured qualitatively on a 3-point scale, operating temperature, and 

solar capacity factor. He does not consider quantitative environmental impacts such as pollutant 

emissions, wildlife mortality, or water use. The two hybrid technologies received the highest 

score in the MCDA, prompting Cavallaro to conclude that “pure thermal solar power is not yet 

close to being competitive”, yet he is not explicit about what he means by “competitive”.
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Cavallaro conducted a second study [57] in which he investigates the feasibility of using a 

molten salt HTF in a trough CSP plant through the fuzzy multi-criteria Technique Order 

Performance by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method. In this method, “fuzzy” refers to 

the use of a “fuzzy-set”, which allows for uncertain approximate reasoning and allows decision 

making with estimated values where information is incomplete or uncertain. The TOPSIS 

method selects as the optimal solution the alternative with the shortest distance from the positive- 

ideal solution (maximize benefit) and the longest distance from the negative-ideal solution 

(minimize cost). Cavallaro uses the following specific TOPSIS algorithm: 1) generate 

alternatives; 2) identify evaluation criteria; 3) choose ratings for alternatives with respect to 

chosen criteria; 4) ascertain the weight of the criteria; 5) construct a fuzzy decision matrix; 6) 

normalize the fuzzy decision matrix; 7) apply weights to decision matrix; 8) determine the 

positive-ideal and negative-ideal solutions; 9) calculate the distances between each alternative 

and the positive-ideal and negative-ideal solutions; and 10) calculate a closeness coefficient to 

determine the ranking order of all alternatives.

His results rank the following alternative HTF/TES configurations in a trough CSP plant in order 

from most preferred to least preferred: 1) direct 2-tank molten salt TES at 500°C (highest rank);

2) direct thermocline molten salt TES at 500°C; 3) Therminol VP-1 with no TES; 4) direct 

thermocline molten salt TES at 450°C; 5) direct 2-tank molten salt TES at 450°C; 6) direct 2-tank 

Therminol VP-1 TES; 7) direct thermocline Therminol VP-1 TES (lowest rank). The following 

criteria were incorporated in the analysis quantitative data mainly from Kearney et al. [135]: 

investment costs, O&M costs, LCOE, LCOE reduction potential, electricity production, state of
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knowledge/degree of reliability (qualitative), environmental risk and safety (qualitative), land 

use, and freezing point (qualitative).

2.7 Conclusions from Literature Review

The extensive literature review presented in this chapter highlights the necessity for further 

research in CSP and TES. Although parabolic trough CSP plants are being developed at an 

increasingly rapid pace, there are very few published academic studies that examine the social 

implications of this development in the United States. The following limitations can be seen in 

the research area of performance and economic modeling as it applies to CSP and TES:

1) The majority of published work is directly or indirectly linked to NREL’s Excelergy and 

SAM models.

2) In published studies, there little consideration for the link between varying TES 

capacities/configurations and selecting the optimal solar field area.

3) Many studies are based on European solar insolation values and markets.

4) Many studies do not document assumptions precisely enough to provide a transparent 

analysis

5) Many cost calculations either include subsidies or are unclear about whether they include 

subsidies

In the area of environmental life cycle assessment, the limitations are even more severe. There 

are a few studies that calculate the life cycle greenhouse gas emissions for trough CSP plants, but 

not one of them has transparent documentation of assumptions; is specific to U.S. CSP 

development; accounts for varying storage capacities/configurations; considers the current
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industry standard in TES (indirect molten salt TES); and also considers varying solar field sizes. 

In addition, there has been little investigation into life cycle water use and land use associated 

with trough CSP.

There are only two published studies that attempt to combine technical, economic, and 

environmental concerns into a decision framework that policy makers can use. However, they 

have limitations in terms of the data they use, the technologies they incorporate, and the 

environmental criteria they model. Renewable portfolio standards/goals and federal renewable 

energy incentives have become the main driving force behind CSP development in the U.S. So 

far, these incentives have not encouraged TES as a key component of the U.S. CSP industry. If 

the nation is serious about moving toward a low-carbon future in which solar energy may need to 

take on a baseload role, it is critical that policy-makers understand the social implications of 

developing CSP with TES so they can decide whether to target TES in future policy decisions. 

The study conducted here is unique in that it combines a complex hourly physical engineering- 

economic model with an environmental life cycle assessment of pollutant emissions and resource 

use (based on the physical parameters in the physical model) in a MCDA framework to provide 

recommendations to policy-makers as to whether TES should be incorporated with near-term 

trough installations from a societal standpoint.
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Chapter 3: PT Plant Performance Model
This chapter describes the performance model I developed in Matlab to simulate the hourly and 

annual electricity generation of three different parabolic trough plant configurations: 1) with no 

thermal energy storage and no backup system; 2) with 1-12 hours of molten-salt thermal energy 

storage (TES); and 3) with a natural gas-fired heat transfer fluid heater (NG) that matches the 

hourly and annual electricity generation of each TES capacity (1-12 hours). As mentioned in the 

previous chapter, these configurations were selected to enable a comparison of primarily solar 

plants with different backup technologies. Technologies such as ISCC, in which solar energy 

contributes a small percentage to overall electricity generation, are not included in this study in 

order to limit the focus to primarily solar-based technologies. The following sections describe in 

detail the inputs and calculations used in the performance model to set the design parameters for 

each plant configuration. They also describe the inputs and calculations used in the hourly 

simulation, which estimates the annual electricity generation as the sum of the hourly electricity 

generation over the course of a year.

Figure 23 shows that the results from the performance model described in this chapter are used in 

the economic model, which is described in Chapter 4, to calculate the levelized cost of electricity 

(LCOE), which is used to select the final solar field size for the plant with no storage/backup and 

for all of the cases with TES. It is necessary to use an iterative process based on a particular 

objective function to select the final solar field area because the aperture area of the collectors 

greatly influences the cost and electricity generation of the power plant. The unsubsidized, pre

tax LCOE has been selected as the objective function for solar field area selection for the plants
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with TES because it is a measure of the cost of plant construction and operation over the 

economic lifetime of the plant compared to electricity generation. Chapter 4 provides more 

information about the LCOE calculation, and Chapter 6 provides more information about how 

the selection of a different objective function affects the selected solar field area. The 

engineering-economic model diagram for the parabolic trough plants with natural gas backup 

would look very similar to Figure 23 except that the hourly electricity generation from the plant 

with TES is a key input to the NG backup performance model, and the final solar field size is 

selected to minimize the difference between the annual electricity generation from the plant with 

TES and the plant with NG backup. The difference in annual electricity generation was selected 

as the objective function for solar field area selection for the plants with NG backup in order to 

simulate two plants that are the same size and with the same hourly and annual electricity 

generation for comparative purposes. The performance model results presented at the end of this 

chapter are based on the solar field sizes selected through these two different processes.
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Figure 23 - Engineering-Economic Model Diagram for Plant with TES and no storage/backup12

Figure 24 presents a plant schematic of the no storage/backup configuration. A gross turbine 

capacity of 110 megawatts (MW) was selected. The turbine size, along with the design state of 

the steam entering the turbine and the design state of the HTF leaving the solar field determine 

the design parameters for the main components of the steam cycle: steam generator, solar 

reheater, deaerator, low-pressure preheater, and condenser. These design parameters determine 

the design mass flow rates of the steam and the heat transfer fluid, which, in conjunction with the 

design direct normal radiation, determine the base solar field area. The size of the HTF heater is 

determined by the changes in temperature and mass flow rates that result from the hourly 

simulation. Typical meteorological year (TMY3) direct normal radiation (DNR) and ambient 

temperature data for Daggett, California [136] were used as inputs to the hourly simulation,

12 DNR = direct normal radiation; TES =  thermal energy storage; HTR = natural gas-fired heater; O & M  =  operation 

and maintenance; LCOE =  levelized cost o f electricity
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which consists of a series of component-based mass and energy balances to simulate the hourly 

and annual performance of the system. This location was selected to represent the general area 

of the country where most developers are considering new CSP projects. Chapter 6 explores the 

effect of weather data for other locations and the effect of parameters input values that differ 

from the base case presented in this chapter on key model results.

Figure 24 -  Schematic of Parabolic Trough Plant with No Storage/Backup (adapted from [10])
Hourly D N R  enters the solar field and is concentrated on the heat transfer fluid (HTF) in the receiver tubes (red). 

The HTF is pumped to the power cycle where energy is transferred to steam (blue) via the steam generator and 

reheater. The heat from the steam drives the turbines to generate power (W out) and the cooled HTF returns to the 

solar field. The HTF heater (Q m on the red line) is used to maintain the HTF temperature above freezing when 

altering the HTF mass flow rate fails to prevent freezing. Five pumps are used in the system, and the work required 

to operate them is shown as W in. Red numbers refer to HTF thermodynamic states, blue numbers refer to steam 

states, and numbers and letters in parentheses represent mass flow fractions.

Figure 25 presents a schematic of the parabolic trough plant configuration with thermal energy 

storage. This diagram is similar to Figure 24 except for the presence of the two-tank molten salt 

thermal energy storage system shown in green, the salt heater, and a larger solar field area. The 

size of the storage tanks and heat exchanger are determined by the storage capacity specified at 

the beginning of the model simulation. The size of the salt heater is determined by the 

temperature and mass flow rate calculations in the hourly simulation. The solar field area is

Win
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larger in Figure 25 than Figure 24 so the solar field can capture and store more energy 

throughout the day than is needed to run the power cycle.

Figure 25 - Schematic of Parabolic Trough Plant with Thermal Energy Storage (adapted from [10|)
When the TES system is charging, some HTF flows to the heat exchanger to transfer energy to molten salt. Hot salt 

is stored in one tank and cold salt in the other. When the ambient temperature threatens to freeze the salt, the salt 

heater is activated to maintain the temperature above freezing. The heat energy input to the two heaters from natural 

gas combustion is represented as Q in.

Figure 26 presents a schematic of the third parabolic trough plant configuration modeled in this 

study: natural gas backup. This picture is very similar to Figure 24 except that the solar field 

area is larger to capture enough energy to match the hourly and annual electricity generation of 

the plant with TES. It is also necessary to increase the HTF heater size as the NG plant attempts 

to match the electricity generation of TES plants with larger and larger storage capacities.
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Figure 26 - Schematic of Parabolic Trough Plant with Natural Gas Backup (adapted from [10|)

Sections 3.1 through 3.3 describe the specific input values and calculations used to calculate the 

design parameters for the solar field, power cycle, and HTF system in all three plant 

configurations. Section 3.4 describes the specific input values and calculations used to calculate 

the design parameters for the storage system in the plant configuration with TES. Section 3.5 

describes the hourly simulation that was created to represent plant operation under DNR and 

ambient weather conditions that deviate from the design point for each plant configuration. Each 

hourly simulation runs for 8,760 cycles to simulate plant operation for a full year. Section 3.6 

describes the final calculation of performance model outputs, and Section 3.7 presents 

performance model results.

3.1 Solar Field Design Parameters

Section 3.5 describes the hourly simulation, which involves several distinct plant operation 

modes for each different plant configuration (see Table 14). One of these operation modes, 

Day_SOLAR, is used to specify design point conditions for the solar field, HTF system, and
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power cycle for all three plant configurations. Figure 27 displays a schematic of this specific 

operation mode, including the main components and material flows modeled. The TES system 

and HTF heater are not shown in this diagram because they remain idle while only the energy 

from the solar field is used to provide heat input to the power cycle.

Figure 27 - Plant Schematic for Day SOLAR mode.

The design parameters associated with the solar collector assemblies (SCA) were identified first, 

in order to calculate a base solar field area and design solar field thermal output. These 

calculations required an estimate of the total length of absorber and header piping in the solar 

field. Figure 28 shows the general solar field layout used in the piping calculations, where “hot” 

header piping refers to the pipe that carries the hot HTF from each SCA loop to the power block, 

and “cold” header piping refers to the pipe that carries the cooled HTF from the power block 

heat exchanger to each SCA loop.
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Figure 28 - Solar Field Layout for Piping Calculations

Table 10 presents the design parameters used to calculate the base solar field area, piping length, 

and design solar field thermal output in Equations 1 through 21. The location selected for this 

analysis was Daggett, California. A  solar multiple was used to vary the total solar field area to a 

value larger than the base solar field area (A b )  during two different solar field area selection 

processes described at the beginning of this chapter. In the design configuration shown here, the 

solar multiple has a value of one for simplicity.
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Table 10 - Solar Field Design Parameters for Daggett, CA
(Bold-faced items were calculated using the equations displayed below)

Symbol Description Design
Value

Units

DNR Direct normal radiation [137] 950 W /m2

Fr Mirror reflectivity factor - the fraction o f D N R  that is reflected from 

the mirror toward the receiver tube [138]

93 %

F, Intercept factor - the fraction o f D N R  reflected by the mirror that 

reaches the glass cover o f the receiver tube [138]

95 %

Ft Transmissivity factor - the fraction o f D N R  incident on the glass 

receiver tube that passes through the tube to the steel pipe [139]

96.5 %

Fa Absorptivity factor - the fraction o f D N R  incident on the outer wall 

o f the steel absorber pipe that is absorbed by pipe [139]

96 %

llopt Collector peak optical efficiency 82 %

a Coefficient for SC A  thermal loss function [138] 2.895474

b Coefficient for SCA thermal loss function [138] -0.0164

c Coefficient for SCA thermal loss function [138] 0.000065

t5 Temperature o f HTF state 5 [103] 293 °C

T, Temperature o f HTF state 1 [103] 393 °C

Tamb Ambient temperature 25 ° c

Ktl SCA therm al loss coefficient 4.25 W/m2K
wout Turbine gross power output 110 M W

d0 Outer diameter o f the steel absorber pipe [138] 0.07 m

Isca Length o f one Euro trough SCA [140] 148.5 m

e Sun incidence angle on the aperture plane 0
0

A iam Coefficient for I A M  calculation [137] 1

Biam Coefficient for I A M  calculation [137] 0.0506

Q am Coefficient for IA M  calculation [137] -0.1763

Fiam Incidence angle modifier - quantifies the effect o f the incidence 

angle on the collector optical efficiency and useful aperture area o f 

the SCA [141]

1

Fs Mirror soiling factor - represents the progressive soiling o f mirrors 

and glass tubes after washing [138]

97 %

Hrc Initial Rankine cycle efficiency (used to calculate base solar field 

area) [141]

37.5 %

■̂b Base solar field area - the collector aperture area necessary to 
capture sufficient therm al energy to run the power block at the 
design param eters

388,979 m2

SM Solar multiple - coefficient used to calculate total solar field area 1

A Total solar field area 388,979 m2
^sca N um ber of SCAs in solar field 476

W sca SCA width [140] 5.77 m

^scacalc Calculated SCA aperture area 856.8
2m

A
' ‘■sea Useful SCA mirror aperture area [23] 817.5

m 2
m

A
gap Area of gaps between m irrors and modules in SCA 39.3 2m

Lgap Length of absorber pipe for m irror and module gaps 3,245 m
Lsca Total length of SCA absorber pipe 70,659 m
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flscarow Number o f SCAs in a row 4

lbetweensca Distance between each SCA in a row [137] 1 m

N rows Num ber of rows in solar field 119
Lbetweensca Total length of absorber piping used to connect SCAs within a 

row
357 m

N|oops Number of SCA loops in solar field 59
lbetweenrow Distance between each row [137] 15 m

Lendpipe Total length of absorber pipe used to connect SCA loops 892 m
Labsorber Total length of absorber pipe in solar field 75,152 m
Lcoldheader Length of “cold” header piping 1,215 m
Lhotheader Length of “hot” header piping 1,173 m
Lheader Total length of header piping in solar field 2,388 m
Lpjpe Total solar field pipe length 77,540 m
Q sf Design solar field therm al output 270 MW

riopt = FR* F I * F T * F A [138] (1)

Ktl = a + b  * ((T5+T,)/2 - Tamb) + c * ((T5+T,)/2 - Tamb)2 [138] (2)

9 = ACOS[SQRT(l - (COS(Salt) - 1 * COS(Salt) * (1 - COS(Saz - 1)))2)]; 

where Sait = solar altitude and S ^  = Solar Azimuth [141]

(3)

F ,am  = A iam + ( B iam -  COS(0)) * 0 + (C IAM - COS(0)) * 02 [137] (4)

Ab = (W 0Ul/nRC + K TL * 71 * d0 * lsca * ((T5+T,)/2 - Tamb)) / (D N R  * cos(0) * F1AM * nopt * Fs) [138] (5)

A = Ab * SM (6)

Nsca A • A sca (7)

Ascacalc — lsca * W sca (8)

Agap — A scaca|c — A sca (9)

Lgap — Nsca * (Agap ~ W sca) ( 1 0 )

Lsca — Nsca * l sca ( 1 1 )

Nrows N sca • nscarow ( 1 2 )

Lbetweensca (flscarow- 0  * lbetweensca * N r0ws ( 1 3 )

l̂oops Nrows ~ 2 (14)

Lendpipe lbetweenrow * loops (15)

Labsorber ~ Lgap + Lsca + Lbetweensca Lcn(jpipe (16)

Lcoldheader — (N|00ps - 1 ) * (wsca+ lbetweenrow) (17)

Lhotheader Lcoijbeader 2  (wsca + lbetweenrow) (18)

Lheader L co|dhcadcr ^ Lhotheader (19)

Lpipe — Labsorber ̂  Lbcac¡cr ( 2 0 )

Qsf= (A * D N R  * cos(0) * T|op( * F iam * F s - K t l  * 71. d0 , Lpipc * ((T5+T,)/2 - Tamb))/1000000 [138] ( 2 1 )
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3.2 Power Cycle Design Parameters

After the solar field area, piping length, and design solar field thermal output were calculated, the 

Rankine power cycle design conditions were identified. Table 11 lists the key design parameters 

used in Equations 22-29 to calculate the thermodynamic states and mass flows in the Rankine 

power cycle. All of these parameters were either taken directly from or calculated from Kelly 

and Kearney [103], which has the most transparent and comprehensive technical description of a 

trough plant with storage currently available in the literature. State 6 was set using the specified 

temperature and pressure as inputs to Cantera, which is an open source program that can be used 

to set thermodynamic states using a pair of thermodynamic properties [142]. Equations 22 

through 30 were developed by applying mass and energy balances based on the thermodynamic 

principles to the main Rankine cycle components. Equations 22 and 24 were used to calculate 

the enthalpy at states 7, 9, 10, and 11, and Equations 23 and 24 were used to calculate the 

enthalpy of states 13 and 18. The enthalpies of states 8 , 16, and d were calculated using 

Equation 25, and states 12 and 14 were set in Cantera by assuming a vapor fraction of zero and 

an isobaric closed feedwater heater and condenser. The trap valve was assumed to be isenthalpic 

to find state 15, and Equation 29 was used to find the power output for the low and high pressure 

turbines, as well as the required power input for the three pumps. Equation 30 calculated the 

design net Rankine cycle power output. Figure 29 displays the T-s diagram for the design 

Rankine cycle that resulted from these calculations.



Table 11 - Rankine Cycle Design Conditions (adapted from [103])
(Bold-faced items were calculated using the equations displayed below)

Symbol Description Design
Value

Units

P6 Steam pressure at state 6 100.01 bar

P7 Steam pressure at state 7 19 bar

P8 Steam pressure at state 8 17 bar

P9 Steam pressure at state 9 7 bar

pio Steam pressure at state 10 2 bar

T jo Steam temperature at state 10 373 °C

Pn Steam pressure at state 11 0.08 bar

P18 Steam pressure at state 18 102 bar

Tc Cooling water temperature at state c 25 °C

Pc Cooling water pressure at states c and d 1.01 bar

Td Cooling water tem perature at state d 37 °C
tin Isentropic efficiency o f high-pressure turbine 85.2 %

n*2 Isentropic efficiency o f low-pressure turbine 85 %

nP Isentropic efficiency o f pumps 80 %

Hsg Steam generator effectiveness o f heat exchange 97 %

Tlrh Reheater effectiveness o f heat exchange 97 %

He Condenser effectiveness o f heat exchange 73 %

Îfwh Closed feedwater heater effectiveness o f heat exchange 80 %

ITIstcam Mass flow rate of steam in Rankine cycle 107 kg/s
Z Mass flow fraction of steam exiting LP turbine at state 9 0.05
z' Mass flow fraction of steam exiting LP turbine at state 10 0.17
wtl Power output from HP turbine 31 MW
Wt2 Power output from LP turbine 79 MW
Wp2 Power required for pump 2 0.09 MW
W p3 Power required for pump 3 1.4 MW
wnctR Net Power from Rankine Cycle 108.5 MW

w, = nt . (hj - hes), (22)

where w = power per unit mass, h = enthalpy, i = inlet, e = exit, and s = isentropic 
wp = (hj - hes)/ Tip (23)

he = hj - w (24)

Heat exchanger: hc = h; + r| * (hcs - hj) (25)

where n = effectiveness o f heat transfer (used for steam generator, reheater, condenser and fwh
z = (h17- h 16) - ( h 9- h 16) (26)

z’ = (z • (h,6 -  h14) + h,4 -  h,6) + (h]4 -  h12) (27)

mstcam = We+(h6 + h8- h 7- z « h 9- z ’ *h12- ( l  - z - z ’)*hn) (28)
W = w . mstcam (29)

WnctR = Wtl + Wa -  (Wp2 + Wp3) (30)
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E n t r o p y  ( J o u l e s )

Figure 29 -  T-s Diagram for Rankine Cycle at Design Point
Blue numbers refer to unique thermodynamic water/steam states indicated in Figure 27

3.3 HTF System Design Parameters

Once the Rankine cycle design states were set, the design states for the Therminol VP-1 cycle 

needed to be defined (see Table 12). Similar to the Rankine cycle, the specified parameters for 

the HTF cycle were derived from Kelly and Kearney [103]. Again, this study has the most 

transparent and comprehensive technical description of a trough plant with storage currently 

available in the literature. Equations 31-41 were developed by applying mass and energy 

balances based on thermodynamic principles to main components in the cycle (except where 

noted). A mathematical program was created to calculate the enthalpy and temperature of states

2, 4, 5, the HTF mass flow rate, and the power input to pump 1. The challenge was that each 

state depended on the state before it, and although state 5 was specified in the beginning of the 

program, a new state 5 would be calculated by the end of the program. Therefore, the program
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was set up to calculate the difference between the initial and resulting temperature values for this 

state (A T 5). This A T 5 value was then minimized using the Matlab optimization function 

“fmincon” to find the initial T 5 value that resulted in the smallest A T 5 at the end of the program. 

The key constraint in this optimization was that mHTF had to be between 0.00001 kg/s and 1.2 

times the design value.

Table 12 - Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF) Cycle Design Conditions
(Bold-faced items were calculated using the equations displayed below)

Symbol Description Design
Value

Units

QHTFmin The minimum heat input needed to run the Rankine cycle at design 
conditions

245 MW
T2 HTF tem perature at state 2 300 °C
t3 HTF temperature at state 3 225 °C
t 4 HTF tem perature at state 4 292 °c
P4 HTF pressure at state 4 1.1 bar
t 5 HTF tem perature at state 5 292 °C
P5 HTF pressure at state 5 6.2 bar

m HTF Mass flow rate of HTF in solar field 1,206 kg/s
y Mass flow fraction of HTF entering the reheater 0.11

w pl Power required for pump 1 0.94 MW
w net Net power output 107.6 MW

QHTFmin (^s team  * ( h  18 h f i)) (31)

mHTF =  QHTFmin / (hi — h5) (32)

h HTF =  1.377 .T 2+ 1.498e3 *T - 1.834e4 [141] (33)

y = - (m s,eam * ( h 7 -  h 8) )  - (m HTF * ( h i  - h 3) ) (34)

h 2 = h 1+ ( m stCa m * (h i8 - h 6) ) / ( (  1 -y)*mHTF) (35)

h4 = (l-y)*h2+y*h3 (36)

Density: phtf=-7.762e-4*T2 - 6.367e-l*T + 1.074e3 [141] (37)

W pi = p4"‘ * (p4 - Ps)/ n) (38)

h5= h 4- Wpi (39)

Thtf= 7.4333e-17*h3 - 2.4625e-10*h2 + 6.3282e-4*h + 1.2403el [141] (40)

w nel =  w n etR - w p, (41)

First, an initial Therminol VP-1 mass flow rate (mHTF) value was calculated using Equations 31 

and 32, and initial enthalpy values (hi and h5) were calculated using the design inputs and
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equation 33. Next, the mass fraction of HTF to the reheater was calculated using Equation 34, 

and the enthalpy of state 2 was defined using the steam generator energy balance, shown as 

Equation 35. State 3 was defined based on thermodynamic property values obtained from Kelly 

and Kearney [103], and the enthalpy of state 4 was calculated through the expansion vessel 

energy balance depicted in equation 36. Equations 37 and 38 were used to calculate the 

intensive power input to pump 1, and Equation 39 defined the enthalpy of state 5 at the end of 

the cycle. After the enthalpy of each state was defined, the temperature of each state was found 

through Equation 40. Once the minimization of AT5 was complete, the total power of pump 1 

could be calculated using equation 29 (substituting m H T F  for m s te a m ) ,  and finally the design net 

power output of the system (before factoring in parasitic losses from auxiliary equipment) was 

calculated using Equation 41.

3.4 Thermal Energy Storage System Design Parameters

Once the system design point was established for the “solar only” operation mode, the molten 

salt thermal energy storage system could be designed. Figure 30 and Figure 31 display the 

system designs associated with the “TES charge” (Day TESC) and “discharge” (Day_TESD) 

cycles, respectively (see Table 14 in section 3.5 for a description of these operation modes); 

variables “a” and “b” represent the molten salt thermodynamic states flowing between the hot 

and cold storage tanks and the oil-to-salt heat exchanger.
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Figure 30 - Schematic of Day TESC Mode.
Green lines and variables “a” and “b” refer to molten salt flows and states, respectively

Figure 31 -Schematic of Day TESD Mode.
Green lines and variables “a” and “b” refer to molten salt flows and states, respectively
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Table 13 shows the key parameters associated with the TES system design states. The design 

temperatures and heat exchanger effectiveness values were obtained from Kelly and Kearney 

[103], and Equation 42 calculated the enthalpies for these states. Equations 43-54 were 

developed by applying mass and energy balances based on thermodynamic principles to main 

components in the TES system. The enthalpies were used to calculate the heat exchanger 

effectiveness values in Equations 43 and 44. The minimum HTF mass flow rate was calculated 

as ten percent of the design point based on personal communication with experts in the industry, 

and the design mass flow fraction from TES (x<i) was calculated using equation 46. Equations 47 

and 48 define the storage capacity as the amount of energy needed to operate the turbine at full 

capacity for the number of storage hours specified. The storage capacity was calculated to 

reflect the maximum amount of heat that would be needed from the system during any single 

hour, using the design i t i h t f  multiplied by an increase factor (Fn̂ -m™). There is a tradeoff in the 

selection of FmHiFmax in that a greater value will increase plant operational hours by increasing the 

size of the storage system, but a larger storage system will also increase the capital cost of the 

plant. In order to prevent unreasonable sizing of the storage system, a nominal value of 1.5 was 

selected after observing that ihhtf rarely exceeded 1.5 times the design value during several 

hourly simulations. Equations 51 and 52 illustrate how the total amount of salt for the storage 

system was calculated and how the maximum allowable amount of salt in one tank was 

calculated for the hourly simulation. Equations 53 and 54 re-calculate the net system power 

output to include the pump power required for the TES system.
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Table 13 - Thermal Energy Storage System Design Parameters
(Bold-faced items were calculated using the equations displayed below)

Symbol Description Design
Value

Units

Ta Temperature o f salt at state a [103] 291 °C

Tb Temperature o f salt at state b [103] 381 ° c

Tsaltmin M inim um  salt temperature in order to keep it well above the 

freezing point (220°C)

250 ° c

Tib Tem perature of HTF at state lb  during discharge cycle 371 °c
Tic Temperature o f HTF at state lc  during charge cycle [103] 301 ° c

l̂hxh TES heat exchanger effectiveness of heating 88 %
Tjhxc TES heat exchanger effectiveness of cooling 91 %
raHTFmin Minimum HTF mass flow rate to prevent freezing in pipes 121 kg/s
Xd HTF mass flow fraction during discharge cycle 0.9
FmHTFmax Factor used to increase m HTF for Q t e s  calculation 1.5

QxEShourly Maximum am ount of heat energy released from the TES 313 MW ht
system during a discharge hour

tTES Hours o f storage - amount o f time the turbine can operate solely 

on heat from TES system (example for data that follow)
6 hrs

QTEStotal TES storage capacity 1,876 MWht
lilsalt Mass flow rate of salt 2,315 kg/s
Fsalt Extra salt factor - to account for amount o f salt that always needs 

to remain in tank [103]

1.14

Msaltmin Minimum am ount of salt that must remain in each tank at all 
times

3,989,664 kg
^salttotal Total mass of salt needed for system 56,995,200 kg
^salthotmax Maximum am ount of salt allowed in hot (or cold) TES tank 53,005,536 kg
FpTES Factor used to calculate TES pump power [141] 150 J/kg

*Sample values (displayed in red) were calculatedfor 6 hr TES with SM = 2.23
hsaU = 8.6e-2 • T2 + 1.443e3 • T [141]

Hhxh = (hb - ha)/(hbs - ha), where hts refers to the isentropic enthalpy 
Tlhxc = (hic - h|)/(h|CS - h (), where hcs refers to the isentropic enthalpy 
hib = Hhxh * (hibs - h4) + h4 where hibs refers to the isentropic enthalpy 
x d =  1 -  (n iH T F m in / H I h t f )

QTEShourlv =  (Xd * m HTF * FmHTFmax * (h4 - h lb))/l 000000

QTEStolal =  QTEShourlv *  tTES

m salt = (QTEShourlv * 1 000000)/ (hb - ha)

^salttotal = m salt * 3600 * tjgs * Fsa|t 

Msaltmin — M sa|ttota| * ((Fsa|t - l)/2)

^salthotmax M sa|tt0tal-Msaltmin 

W PTES= FpTES *  m salt

Wnet = W nctR — W pi — WpXES

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)
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3.5 Hourly Simulation

Once the system design conditions were specified, the hourly simulation was developed as a 

series of conditional statements relating to eight unique operational modes, which are presented 

in Table 14. The table also presents the criteria used to select each mode in the unique hourly 

simulation algorithm for each plant configuration. In order for the mode to be activated, both 

criteria need to be satisfied. The first calculations at the beginning of each hour of the simulation 

are the SCA thermal loss coefficient (KTl) and the solar field thermal energy (Qsf) using 

equations 2 and 21, respectively. These calculations require hourly inputs for DNR, Tamb, Fiam,

0, and T5 and Ti from the previous hour. The first hour of the simulation for each plant 

configuration is on January 1st at 1:00 am. The selected mode is Night SD, and T5 and Ti are 

both set at 100°C for this first hour. Operation modes Day_TESC, DayTESD, Night_TESD, 

and Night_TESFP are only used by the plants with thermal energy storage, and HYBRID is only 

used by the plants with natural gas backup. Modes Day_SOLAR, Night_SD, and Night FFP are 

used by all plant configurations.

Table 14 - Plant Operation Modes for Hourly Simulation
Mode ID Description Criteria

DayTESC “TES Charge” : Only the solar field delivers thermal energy to the 

power cycle; excess solar energy “charges” the TES system

QsF > QHTFmin 

M sa|thot ^  MsaUhotmax

D ayS O L A R “Solar Only” : Only the solar field delivers thermal energy to the power 

cycle; the TES system is idle

0 < Q s f  5: QHTFmin 

M SaIthot — Msaltmin

D ayTESD “TES Discharge” : The solar field and the TES system deliver thermal 

energy to the power cycle

0 < QsF < QHTFmin 

M Salthot '> M sa|tmin

N ightTESD “TES Discharge”: Only the TES system delivers thermal energy to the 

power cycle; HTF circulates through the solar field at a m inimum mass 

flow rate to stay warm

Q sf ^  0

M sa|thot '> Msaltmin

HYBRID The solar field and the natural gas-fired heater heat the oil to the 

temperature required to generate the same amount o f electricity as PT- 

TES

WpT-TES > WpT-NG
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Night SD “Shutdown” : The power cycle is idle; HTF circulates through the solar Q SF < 0

field at a m inim um  mass flow rate to stay warm M salthot < M sallmjn

Night TESFP “TES Freeze Protection” : The power cycle is idle; HTF circulates 

through the solar field at a m inimum mass flow rate, and the TES 

system protects the HTF from freezing

Night FFP “Fossil Freeze Protection” : The power cycle is idle; HTF circulates 

through the solar field at a m inim um  mass flow rate, and the natural 

__________________gas-fired heater protects the HTF from freezing_____________________

Q sf<  0 

Msaithot < min 

THt f < 5 0 °C

3.5.1 Overview of Hourly Simulation Algorithms

Figure 32 presents a flow diagram of the algorithm used in the hourly simulation of a parabolic 

trough plant with no storage and no natural gas backup (except for HTF freeze protection). The 

key inputs are the design parameters described in sections 3.1-3.4, the hourly direct normal 

radiation (DNR) and hourly ambient temperature from the TMY3 weather file for Daggett, CA, 

and the hourly HTF temperature at the inlet of the solar field calculated in the previous hour. 

Equation 21 calculates the thermal output from the solar field ( Q sf ) ,  and if this value is greater 

than zero, then operation mode DAY_SOLAR calculates the hourly electricity generation. If  this 

value is less than zero, or if DAY SOLAR fails, then either Night_SD or NIGHT_FFP calculates 

the parasitic energy needed to keep the power cycle idle and the HTF circulating through the 

solar field at a minimum mass flow rate. The latter mode is selected if the HTF temperature is 

less than 50°C. Any operation mode that involves power cycle operation will fail if it does not 

meet all of the following constraints:

1) 50°C < T2 < 300°C

2) 0 < y < 0.5

3) n i H T F m m  <  H l H T F  <  H l H T F m a x
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4) 50 < Thtf < 393°C [35]

5) Msait + Msaithot, att-1 < Msaitmax (TES modes only)

6) 0 < x < 0.9

The maximum mass flow rate for constraint three is set at two times the design mass flow rate 

for the nominal results, and the effect of this parameter on model results is examined in Chapter 

6.

Figure 32 - Hourly Simulation Algorithm for Plant with No Storage/Backup

Figure 33 displays a flow diagram of the algorithm used in the hourly simulation of a parabolic 

trough plant with thermal energy storage. The key inputs are the same as the plant with no 

storage, except for Msaithot, the mass of the salt in the hot storage tank, which determines whether 

there is enough energy remaining in storage to generate electricity with Day_TESD or 

Night_TESD or provide freeze protection with NightJTESFP. The initial question is the same as 

for the plant with no storage/backup as well, but if there is enough solar input for the current 

array size, then this algorithm determines if there is more than needed to run the power cycle at 

full capacity. If so, then operation mode Day TESC is activated to calculate hourly electricity
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generation and the new Msaithot value based on adding the excess solar thermal energy to the TES 

system. If there is not more energy than is needed to run the power cycle, then Day_SOLAR 

calculates the hourly electricity generation. If there is not enough energy to run the power cycle 

at full capacity and there is energy remaining in storage, then either Day_TESD or Night_TESD 

calculates the hourly electricity generation based on supplementing thermal energy input to the 

power cycle from the TES system.

Key Inputs:
H o u r l y  D N R  

H o u r l y  T e m p

Msaithot

D e s i g n

p a r a m e t e r s

=>
Enough solar 

input for 
current array 

size?
[ Q s f > 0 ]

j

[MSi
n ^

Enough 
energy 

remaining in 
storage?

[MSalthot > MsaltmirJ

More than 
enough?

[Qsf > QHTFmlnl

i

Generate
Electricity
[DAY_TESD, 

NIGHT_TESD, or 

DAY SOLAR]

Shut down 
&

freeze
protect

[NIGHT_SD, 

NIGHT_TESFP, 

or NIGHT_FFP]

Generate Electricity & 
Charge TES system

[DAY_TESC]

Figure 33 - Hourly Simulation Algorithm for Plant with TES

Figure 34 presented a flow diagram of the hourly simulation algorithm for the parabolic trough 

plant with natural gas backup. It differs from the algorithm presented in Figure 32 in that when 

there is not enough solar input for the current array size and the plant with TES generated 

electricity, the plant with NG backup is forced to generate the same amount of electricity as the 

plant with TES using the HYBRID operation mode.
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Figure 34 - Hourly Simulation Algorithm for Plant with NG Backup

This section has described a general overview of the conditional algorithms used to select each 

operation mode presented in Table 14 during the hourly simulation for each of the three main 

plant configurations modeled in this study. The next section provides a more detailed 

description of how each operation mode calculates its key outputs.

3.5.2 Detailed Description of Operation Modes

The first operation mode presented in Table 14, Day_TESC (see Figure 30), operates when Qsf > 

QHTFmin and Msait in the hot tank is less than Msaitmax. This mode initially sets FITF state 1 at the 

design point in order to calculate it ih t f  using equation 32 and h5 from the previous hour, and then 

it calculates the mass flow fraction x as (Qsi/QHTFmin-l)- Day_TESC sets the rest of the HTF and 

salt states using energy balance equations presented in sections 3.1-3.4, under the constraints 

presented in section 3.5.1. These constraints are satisfied through modifications to mass flow 

rates, but if these modifications fail to meet the constraints, the simulation chooses Day_SOLAR 

to operate for that hour instead of DayTESC. Originally, all modes used Cantera and the 

energy balance equations and parameters presented in section 3.2 to set the Rankine cycle states.
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However, the repeated use of Cantera caused the total run time of the 8,760 simulations to 

exceed 15 minutes. Given that 50-100 iterations of the entire program would be required for 

each of the 25 plant configurations modeled in this study in order to select the solar field area 

that minimizes the LCOE, this run time was too long. Matlab identified the Cantera operations 

as the key portion of the code that was slowing the program, so water/steam states 9-18 were set 

at the design point, and a parametric evaluation was conducted to approximate the relationship 

between Ti and both the net Rankine cycle power and the enthalpies of states 6, 7, and 8. The 

parametric evaluation varied Ti from 204 - 395°C and calculated the Rankine cycle water/steam 

states and net power output for each 0.1°C increase in that range. The full results of this 

evaluation are presented in Appendix A, and Equations 53-57 resulted from fitting curves to the 

results. These equations were used in all of the hourly operation modes in place of the more 

accurate Cantera-thermodynamic calculations, reducing the run time to about 30 seconds instead 

of 15 minutes. Day_TESC also calculates the enthalpy of state hic, the power required for pump

1, and the enthalpy of state 5 using Equations 37, 40, 44, 58, and 59.

h6 = 1.4698E+04 • T, - 1.8493E+07 (53)

T6 = 0.8845 - T ,+26.779 (54)

h7 = -11.51 • T,2 + 11320 • Ti - 1.5931 e7 (55)

h8 = 2.6102E+03 • T, - 1.3763E+07 (56)

WnctR = 321830 - T, - 18500000 (57)

Wpi = m HTF * [[x * pic'1 * ( pic - p5)] + Ho + [O x ) * P4'1 * (P4-P5)] - Tip] (58)

h5 = x * h lc+(l-x) * h4 - w Pi (59)

The second mode presented in Table 14, Day_SOLAR (see Figure 27), operates when

Day TESC fails and/or the selection criteria presented in the table are satisfied. Day_SOLAR

operates under Day_TESC constraints 1-4, which are satisfied through modifications to mass

flow rates. If  these modifications fail to meet the constraints, the hourly simulation attempts to
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run DayTESD instead of DaySOLAR. DaySOLAR initially sets HTF state 1 at the design 

point in order to calculate it ih t f  using Equation 32 and hs from the previous hour. If this 

calculation results in h ih t f  less than mHTFmin, Day_SOLAR adjusts h ih t f  to rnnTFmin and uses 

Equation 32 to re-calculate the enthalpy of state 1. The Rankine cycle states are initially 

calculated with Equations 53 through 57, and y and h2 are calculated with Equations 34 and 35, 

respectively. If  these calculations result T2 < 50°C, then Day SOLAR sets T2 equal to this lower 

bound and re-calculates y with Equation 65 and h3 with Equation 67. If the constraints still 

aren’t satisfied, Day SOLAR runs through a series of iterations to adjust mass flow and/or 

enthalpy values with the equations listed this chapter. For example, if y is greater than the upper 

constraint, Day_SOLAR sets y to 0.5 and re-calculates niHTF with equation 64 and hi with 

equation 32.

mHTF = [msteam * (h7-h8)] -  [y * (h,-h3)] (64)

y = 1 + [(mstcam * (hig - h6)) ((h i -  h?) * hihtf)] (65)

niHTF =  -[iTlstcam » (h18 - h6)] + [(1 -y) * (hI -  h2)] (66)

h3 = hi + [mstcam * (hy — hs)] [y * mnTF] (67)

If any of the values violate the constraints at this point, Day SOLAR fails. If all of the 

constraints are satisfied, then Day_SOLAR calculates I14, h5, W p], and W net with Equations 36, 39, 

38, and 41, respectively. This complex set of conditional commands is intended to partially 

represent the flexibility of the power plant to adapt to less-than-ideal conditions. However, these 

commands are far from perfect. In reality, a plant operator would have access to real-time power 

plant operational information and be able to adjust fluid mass flow rates and solar collector 

angles to maximize power output continuously. Moreover, a plant operator would be able to 

adjust the steam mass flow rates and steam cycle states. For simplicity, these parameters have
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been set to the design values in order to attempt to balance the flexibility of a real power plant 

with the need for simplicity required of an engineering model.

If Day_SOLAR fails, the hourly simulation selects Day_TESD for the TES plant configuration 

(see Figure 31) when the Table 14 selection criteria are satisfied. This mode initially sets mnTF 

equal to mnTFmin in order to maximize the temperature of the HTF at the outlet of the solar field 

(Tia). Then, Day_TESD calculates the enthalpy of state la with Equation 32 and hs from the 

previous hour. If  T!a exceeds the design point, Day_TESD sets Tia at the design point and 

calculates an initial mnTF value with equation 32. Next, Equation 68 calculates x; Equation 45 

calculates hib, using I14 from the previous hour as an input; Equation 69 calculates hi; and i ^ t f  is 

re-set to equal mnTFdesign- The rest of the fluid states and mass flow rates are calculated pursuant 

to the same constraints and mass flow rate modifications as Day_SOLAR, with the following 

additional constraint: Msaithot > Msaitmin. In order to ensure this constraint is satisfied, Day_TESD 

used Equations 70 and 71 to calculate the amount of salt needed to obtain hib, and checks 

whether the constraint is satisfied by comparing the result of Equation 72 with the design value 

Msaitmin- If the constraint is satisfied, Day_TESD calculates the remaining salt in the cold tank 

with Equation 73. If the constraint is not satisfied, then the amount of salt in the hot tank 

(Msaithot) is set equal to Msaitmin, and Equations 74-77 and 69 calculate Msa[t, msait, mHTF, hia, and 

hi.

X 1 (iTlHjp/mj-lTFdcsign) (68)

h, = (l-x)*hla+ x*hlb; (69)

msait = (hihtf * x * |hlb-h4o|) |ha - hb|; where h4o = h4 from the previous hour (70)

M sait =  m salt * 3600 (71)

Msaithot=  M saithot t- i  - M sait; where M saith0t, t-i =  M saith0t from the previous hour (72)

Msaltcold =  M sa|tC0|dt_i + Msalt (73)

M sa|t Msaithot, t-1 - Mjaitmin (74)
msalt =  M sa]t 3600 (75)

mHTF = [msal, * |hb - ha|] - [x * |h4o - h,b|] (76)

hia - h5o+ (QSF * 1000000) + (mHTF * (1 - x)); where h5o= h5 from the previous hour (77)
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X - 1 - (m HTFmir/m HTF)

hib = h4o + [msaIt * |hb - ha|] - [mHTF * x]

QsaitFP =  m sait * (ha - hamin) * 3600; where hamin = the m inimum ha value to satisfy the constraint

(78)

(79)

(80)

Once hi has been re-calculated, it is necessary to determine if state 1 satisfies the constraint for 

the steam cycle input as described above (320°C < Ti < 393°C). If the constraint is satisfied, 

Equations 53 through 57 calculate the steam cycle parameters, and the remaining HTF states are 

calculated in a similar manner as Day_SOLAR. If Ti is less than the lower bound of the 

constraint, the mode fails, but if it is greater than the upper bound of the constraint, then 

Day_TESD adjusts x with Equation 78, and Equations 70-73 re-calculate msait, Msait, Msaithot, and 

Msaitcoid- The enthalpy of states lb and 1 are re-calculated with Equations 79 and 69, 

respectively. If  the Ti and Msaith0t constraints still are not satisfied at this point, the mode fails. 

As long as all constraints are satisfied, DayTESD then calculates the Rankine cycle parameters 

and the remaining HTF cycle parameters with the equations listed previously. Finally, if Ta is 

less than 250°C, equation 80 calculates the freeze protection (FP) energy required from the salt 

heater to raise the temperature to this minimum value.

If the first four operational modes listed in Table 14 fail for the plant with TES, the hourly 

simulation selects N ig h t _ T E S D ,  which operates in a similar fashion as Day TESD except that it 

is specifically designed to run when Qsf < 0. The schematic for the two modes is identical, and 

the main difference between the mathematical models is in the way mnTF is calculated. The 

primary objective in Day_TESD is to maintain Tia at or near the design value, and mnTF is 

calculated to reach this objective. The objective in Night_TESD is to keep Tia as high as 

possible, but it is not likely that it will approach the design value since it is unlikely that Qsf > 0. 

The hourly simulation selects Night_TESD in two situations: 1) the selection criteria in Table 14
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have been met; or 2 ) the first three modes in the hierarchy failed, and the simulation is moving 

down the list. In the second situation, it is possible that QSf is actually greater than zero but so 

small that none of the other modes worked. Therefore, Night_TESD initially sets mnTF to 

niHTFmin and calculates h[a with Equation 32 and h5 from the previous hour. If  this results in Tja 

< T50, then the solar field is losing too much heat to raise the temperature of the HTF, and 

Night_TESD re-calculates mnTF with Equation 32 after setting Tia = Ts0 - 2 (T[a needs to be 

slightly less than Ts0 to avoid dividing by zero). If this results in mnTF > niHTFdesign, then 

Night_TESD caps mnTF at 2 times niHTFdesign and re-calculates. The reasoning behind this 

calculation is that it would not be economical to make i t i h t f  too large because then the pump 1 

power would be excessive, and shutdown mode would probably be preferable. Chapter 6 will 

explore the sensitivity of results to changes in this parameter. The rest of the calculations in 

Night TESD are virtually identical to Day_TESD.

The HYBRID operation mode, used only by the plant configuration with natural gas backup, 

uses a natural gas-fired heater to maintain the HTF temperature at a certain level in order to 

generate the same amount of electricity in a given hour as a comparable plant with TES. 

HYBRID operates under one of two conditions: 1) Qsf > 0, and Day SOLAR failed to generate 

the same Wnet as the corresponding PT-TES simulation; or 2) Qsf < 0, but Wnet > 0 for the 

corresponding TES simulation. In other words, HYBRID is activated when the comparable TES 

simulation resulted in more net electricity for that hour than the NG backup configuration can 

accomplish using Day_SOLAR. Figure 35 presents a schematic for the HYBRID operation 

mode.
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Figure 35 - PT-NG Plant Schematic for HYBRID Operation Mode

HYBRID has the same constraints as Day_SOLAR and begins with similar calculations for niHTF 

and hia as Day_TESD. Then, HYBRID sets hi equal to hi from the comparable PT-TES 

simulation, and calculates the Rankine cycle parameters with Equations 53-59, and y and h2 with 

Equations 34 and 35, respectively. After that, HYBRID conducts a similar series of checks and 

balances as Day_TESD to ensure that the y and T h t f  constraints are satisfied, and then it 

calculates the remaining HTF cycle parameters in the same way as Day_TESD and 

Day_SOLAR. The energy required for the natural gas-fired heater to raise the HTF temperature 

from Tia to Ti is calculated with equation 81, substituting state 1 and la enthalpies in place of 

state 4a and 4b enthalpies.
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The first five modes in Table 14 enable the power cycle to operate and the plant to generate 

electricity. If  all of these four modes fail, then the plant must shut down. Night_SD is the 

simplest of the shutdown modes (see Figure 36), in which the power cycle is idle and shaded in 

grey, and the HTF circulates the solar field at mniFmìn to maintain the HTF temperature at 

T4design, in order to reduce start-up time and energy in the morning hours. During this mode, the 

niHTF entering and exiting the expansion vessel is modified to keep as much HTF in the vessel as 

necessary to maintain temperatures at the design value of T4.

C = condenser 

p = pump 
Q = heat energy 

t = turbine 

W = work

Figure 36 - Night_SD Plant Schematic

When Night_SD fails to maintain HTF temperatures above the design value of T4, either 

Night_FFP or NightTESFP is employed to prevent HTF freezing. Night_FFP looks and 

operates like Night_SD except the objective is to keep HTF temperatures above the minimum 

value of 50°C, and a natural gas-fired HTF heater, placed between the expansion vessel and
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pump 1, is used when the expansion vessel energy balance fails to meet this objective. Equation 

81 shows how Night_FFP calculates the required heat from the natural gas-fired heater.

Q h t r = m HT F * ( h 4 a- h 4 b ) *  3600 (81)

The hourly simulation selects Night_FFP only as a last resort when both Night_SD and 

Night_TESFP have failed. Night_TESFP performs the same function as Night_FFP except the 

TES system, rather than a natural gas-fired heater, is used to provide freeze protection when 

there is enough energy in the TES system (see Figure 37). Night_TESFP uses similar 

calculations to Day TESD and Night_TESD to calculate the parameters associated with the TES 

system.

l a

Figure 37 - Night TESFP Plant Schematic
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3.6 Final Calculation of Key Performance Model Outputs

After the hourly simulation code iterates through all 8,760 hours, the annual net electricity 

generation and plant capacity factor can be calculated. The electrical losses due to the HTF, TES 

and Rankine cycle pumps have been accounted for in the hourly Wnet calculation described 

above. There are, however, other parasitic electrical losses (electronic motors, drives, 

computers, etc), which have not been thermodynamically modeled, that must be accounted for in 

the calculation of net electrical output (see Table 15). The equations used to calculate the total 

parasitic losses from the system (Equations 82 through 91) are the same equations used in the 

empirical trough Solar Advisor Model (SAM) [141].

Table 15 - Parasitic Energy Losses and Net Electricity Output (adapted from [141])
(Bold-faced items were calculated using the equations displayed below)

Symbol Description Design
Value*

Units

Egrossd Design turbine gross electric output 110 M W h

Fpb Fixed power block loss factor 0.0055 M W h/ M W h

EpARFIXED Fixed parasitic energy losses for power plant - calculated for each 
hour of simulation

0.605 MWh

Fbop Balance o f plant loss factor 0.02467 M W h/ M W h

EpARBOPD Design parasitic losses from balance of plant operations 2.7 MWh
A bop Balance o f plant coefficient 0.517

B bop Balance o f plant coefficient 0.483

FpBLOAD Hourly power block load factor - ratio of actual to design electric 
output

1 MWh/ MWh

EpARBOP Hourly parasitic losses from balance of plant operations - 
calculated during any hour that the power block operates

2.7 MWh

Fct Cooling tower loss factor 0.017045 M W h/ M W h

EpARCTD Design parasitic losses from cooling tower operations 1.9 MWh
A ct Cooling tower coefficient 0.794

Bct Cooling tower coefficient 0.242

Cct Cooling tower coefficient -0.036

EpARCT Hourly parasitic losses from cooling tower operations - calculated 
during any hour that the power block operates

1.5 MWh
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Fhtr Natural gas-fired heater loss factor 0.02273 M W h/ M W h

EpARHTRD Design parasitic losses from natural gas-fired HTF heater 2.5 MWh
Q htr Hourly therm al energy required from heater for HTF freeze 

protection; calculated in plant operation modes
0 MWh

Fhtrload H eater load factor - the ratio of heat energy supplied by the HTF 
heater to the design therm al input of the Rankine cycle

0

A htr Heater coefficient 0.517

Bhtr Heater coefficient 0.483

EpARHTR Hourly parasitic losses from natural gas-fired HTF heater - 
calculated during any hour that the heater operates

0 MWh

Esca SCA tracking energy for Eurotrough collector 125 W h/ sca

EpARSCA Hourly parasitic loss from SCA tracking - calculated during any 
hour the solar field is tracking the sun

0.13 MWh

Enet Hourly net electricity generation 102 MWh
Esold Hourly electricity sold 102 MWh
Ebought Hourly electricity purchased 0 MWh
Eannuali Annual net electricity generation - the sum of hourly electricity 

generation
380 GWh

EaNNUAL2 Annual net electricity generation - the sum of hourly electricity 
sold

460 GWh

CF, Plant capacity factor, based on E annuali 39 %
c f 2 Plant capacity factor, based on E Annua l2 48 %
* Values in red are reportedfrom hour 129 (mode DA YTESC) o f a full simulation o f a plant with 6hr TES and SM 
of 2.23 for illustrative purposes.

EpARFIXED — FpB *  E g r OSSD (82)

EpARBOPD =  FbOP * E grOSSD (83)

FpBLOAD =  Wnct/ EGROSSD (84)

EpARBOP =  EpARBOPD * (A bOP * FpBLOAD + B bop) (85)

EpARCTD =  FcT * EGRosSD (86)

EpARCT= EpARCTD * (FpBLOAD * A ct' + FpBLOAD * BGt + C Gt ) (87)

EpARHTRD =  FhtR * E grossd (88)

FhTRLOAD =  QHTR/QHTFmin (89)

EpARHTR =  EpARHTRD * (A hTR * FHTRLOAD + B htr) (90)

Eparsca =  (E sca * N sca) /1000000 (91)

EnET=  w nct - (EpARFIXED + EpARBOP + E PARCT + EPARHTR + EPARSCa) (92)

Esold =  Enet, when E net >  0 (93)

Ebought=  |Enet|j when E net <  0 (94)

Eannuali =  Z  E net
(95)

Eannual2 =  I  E sold (96)

CFi =  Eannuali (E grossd * 8760) (97)

CF2 =  EANNUAL2 -5- (Egrossd * 8760) (98)
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The parasitic loss equations are relatively straightforward, and Table 15 presents (in red) 

illustrative results from the 129th hour of a complete simulation of a PT plant with 6 hours of 

TES and a SM of 2.05. The annual electricity generation and capacity factor calculations are 

more complex. Traditional thermodynamic modeling of power systems suggests that Equation 

95 should calculate the annual electricity generation because the net energy is the sum of the 

energy inputs and outputs in the system, in reality, there is a distinction between energy 

consumption during night and day hours. If the power cycle is operating, it is reasonable to 

assume that the electricity generated by the system can be used to power the pumps and auxiliary 

equipment. However, when the power cycle is not operating, the power plant is purchasing 

electricity from the grid to run the pumps and auxiliary equipment for HTF freeze protection. 

From a thermodynamic standpoint, this distinction may not be important because the end sum is 

the same whether you add energy inputs and outputs together in one sum or separate electricity 

sold and bought on an hourly basis and add them together at the end. But from a business 

standpoint, the distinction is very important. It is unclear whether the annual electricity 

generation values that are reported in the literature for currently operating PT plants subtract 

nighttime pump and auxiliary loads, but it is reasonable to assume that they do not because the 

important value for the developer, utility, and public is how much energy was generated and 

sold. Furthermore, it is much more accurate for economic modeling to separate sold energy and 

purchased energy because the power plant is, in reality, purchasing electricity from a utility 

during nighttime hours. Since this study addresses both thermodynamic and economic aspects of 

the power plant, the results of both calculations will be reported in this chapter, but subsequent 

chapters will only use E A n n u a l 2  and CF2.
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The total annual water consumption is an important calculated physical parameter that will be 

used in the economic model and the environmental life cycle assessment. The performance 

model described in preceding sections includes a wet cooling system, and the primary water 

consumption in these power plants is through evaporation, blowdown and drift in the cooling 

system [44]. The model described above uses Equation 99 to calculate the mass of coolant used 

in the Rankine Cycle for each hour of the simulation. The sum of these hourly coolant 

calculations yields an annual mass, which can be converted to an annual coolant volume using 

the density of the coolant at the design outlet temperature. For the nominal results, it is assumed 

that about 4% of the coolant water that cycles through the system will be lost to evaporation, 

blowdown and drift [143]. Equation 100 calculates the total annual water consumption under the 

assumption that 95% of the total water consumption from the plant is due to the cooling system 

[95].

Mcooiant =  -3600 * [(mstcam * ((1 - z - z ’) * h, 1 + z ’ * h 15 - (1 - z) * h ,2)) - (hc - hd)] (99)

Mwater = [0.04 * Z M C00lanl] - 0.95 (100)

Fdc =  -0.00003 * Tamb3 + 0.002 * Tamb2 - 0.045 * Tamb + 1.318 [44] (101)

The performance model also includes a dry cooling option, which uses fans to air-cool the steam 

exiting the turbines (see Figure 38). The following changes were applied to the wet-cooled 

performance model to simulate the dry-cooled systems:

1) Multiply hourly cooling tower parasitic energy losses by a factor of 1.05 [44]

2) During operational hours only, multiply the hourly net electricity output from the wet- 

cooled system by Fdc (see equation 101)

3) Multiply water consumption per MWh by 0.07 

These changes are explained in more detail in Appendix B.
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Figure 38 - Schematic of Dry Cooling System [44]

3.7 Nominal Performance Results

The performance results for the nominal (base case) input parameters outlined in the previous 

sections are presented in the following figures. The results were run for each of the plant 

configurations described at the beginning of this chapter: 1) no storage/backup (0 hours); 2) with 

TES (1-12 hours); and 3) with NG backup (equivalent to 1-12 hours of TES). An hour of storage 

refers to the capacity required to operate the steam cycle at full capacity for an hour. Figure 39 

shows the relationship between hours of storage, storage salt quantity and storage system thermal 

capacity in megawatt-hours thermal (MWht). The relationships are linear as described in 

Equations 48 and 50; although this relationship does not incorporate salt that may be required to 

stay in the pipes.
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Figure 39 - Relationship between hours of storage, storage salt quantity, and system therm al capacity

As explained previously, the selection of the solar field area has a large influence on model 

results. The solar field area for the plant with no storage/backup and the plants with TES was 

selected as the area that gives the minimum levelized cost of electricity (LCOE), and the solar 

field area for the plants with NG backup was selected to match the annual electricity output from 

the respective TES simulation. Although Chapter 4 describes the LCOE calculation, it is 

necessary to present the solar field area results here in order to put the performance results in the 

proper context. For each equivalent storage capacity presented in Figure 39, the LCOE was 

calculated for a range of solar multiples from 0.8 to 4.5. Figure 40 shows the results of these 

simulations for five of the 13 storage capacities modeled. In all cases, the LCOE decreases with 

increasing solar field area as the increase in electricity generation from the larger aperture area 

(at the same turbine capacity) outweighs the increase in costs associated with building, operating, 

and maintaining a larger solar field area. For each case shown in the figure, there is a point 

where the LCOE reaches a minimum, and then it increases as each incremental increase in 

electricity generation is insufficient to outweigh the incremental increase in plant costs.
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Figure 40 - Initial selection of solar field area for TES cases

From this set of results, a narrower range was selected as the set of solar field areas that results in 

LCOEs within 5% of the minimum LCOE from the first set of simulations. Figure 41 displays 

the results of this second level of simulations for two of the 13 storage capacities modeled. The 

minimum LCOE for the no storage/backup case is calculated to be approximately $193/MWh 

with a solar field area of 137 acres, and the minimum LCOE for the 3 hr TES case is $211/MWh 

with a solar field area of 188 acres. The smaller resolution used in this set of simulations (one 

acre instead of ten acres) results in a set of results that appears less smooth than the results from 

the initial range. This is because the hourly simulation is a complex set of conditional statements 

that activate specific operational modes depending on calculations in the previous hour. With a 

smaller resolution to the solar field area steps (one acre instead of ten acres), the differences in 

annual electricity generation, which stem from differences in hourly electricity generation, 

become more apparent.
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Figure 41 - Second tier selection of solar field area for TES cases

Once the nominal solar field areas were selected for each storage capacity, the hourly electricity 

generation values from each plant with TES were used as inputs to run simulations for the NG 

backup configuration at each equivalent TES capacity in order to select the NG backup solar 

field area that resulted in the smallest difference in annual electricity generation between the TES 

and NG cases (EannuaiTEs - EannuaiNG)- Figure 42 shows the results of these simulations for five of 

the 13 NG cases modeled. It is important to note that the algorithm for the NG configuration 

attempts to match the hourly and annual electricity generation of the respective TES case in 

order to model two different power plant configurations that use solar energy with a backup 

system, rather than a power plant that uses natural gas with a small amount of solar energy. This 

constraint causes the NG configuration to be unable to match the TES annual electricity 

generation with smaller solar field areas. With larger solar field areas, the NG configuration 

meets its solar quota and is able to generate more electricity with the natural gas backup system 

than the respective TES plant is able to generate with the storage system.
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Figure 42 - Initial selection of solar field area for NG backup cases

Solar field area (acres)

From this set of results, a narrower range was selected as +/- 10 acres from the minimum 

absolute value of the difference in annual electricity generation for each NG case. Figure 43 

displays the results of this second level of simulations for two of the 13 NG cases modeled. The 

0 hr NG results are much more sensitive to changes in solar field area because this system is 

identical to the 0 hr TES case, and it does not use the natural gas backup system in the same way 

as the NG cases that attempt to match the other storage capacities. Both 0 hr cases only use the 

natural gas-fired heater for HTF freeze protection during plant shutdown; whereas, the other NG 

cases use the heater to match TES input during operational hours. Therefore, the NG 1-12 hr 

results are less sensitive to changes in solar field area than the 0 hr NG case because they have 

more flexibility in meeting the annual electricity generation of the respective TES case.
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Figure 43 - Second tier selection of solar field area for NG backup cases

These two methods of solar field area selection resulted in the nominal solar field areas presented 

in Figure 44. The plant with no storage/backup (represented by the two markers at 0 hr 

equivalent storage) has a solar field area of 137 acres, and the solar field area increases with TES 

capacity and NG backup capacity to a maximum value at 12 hours of 261 acres and 302 acres, 

respectively. Each consecutive increase in TES capacity (shown in orange) results in a solar 

field area 0.4% - 20% higher than the previous storage capacity, and 2-3 hr TES show the largest 

increase. These increases occur in order to capture more solar energy for the larger storage 

capacities. The solar field areas for the NG cases follow a similar pattern as the TES cases 

relative to each smaller NG backup capacity. The NG plants required solar field areas 3-15% 

larger than the respective TES case in order to meet the same hourly solar electricity generation 

requirements during sunny hours.
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Figure 44 - Nominal solar field area results

Figure 45 displays the net annual electricity generated and the annual electricity bought and sold 

for all plant configurations and nominal solar field areas modeled. The plant with no 

storage/backup sells about 300 GWh of electricity to the grid annually, and this value increases 

by 2-12% with each incremental increase in TES and NG. For each plant configuration modeled 

here, there are hours during the year when the power cycle does not operate because there is not 

enough solar input (cloudy periods and nighttime) and there is not enough energy in the storage 

system (during the winter for larger storage capacities). During these hours, it is necessary to 

purchase electricity from the grid for parasitic energy loads from pumps, electronics, and other 

miscellaneous sources. The plant with no storage/backup purchases 82 GWh of electricity 

annually for parasitic nighttime loads, and this amount decreases by 0.1-0.7% with each 

incremental increase in TES/NG backup.
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Figure 45 - Annual electricity generated and purchased

The net electricity generation is the difference between the electricity sold to the grid throughout 

the year and the electricity purchased from the grid throughout the year. The plant with no 

storage/backup generates about 220 GWh of net electricity annually, and this value increases by 

2-17% with each incremental increase in TES/NG backup. As section 3.6 explained, the annual 

electricity purchased from the grid mainly represents the electricity required for nighttime heat 

transfer fluid freeze protection and is incorporated into the cost model as part of the annual 

operation and maintenance costs. Therefore, the annual electricity sold is the metric used in the 

LCOE calculation and for the solar field area selection. The NG annual electricity generation 

deviates by between zero and 0.08% from the respective TES scenarios, which confirms that 

appropriate solar field areas were selected for the NG cases, as described above.

Figure 46 shows the annual capacity factor for each equivalent storage capacity modeled, 

calculated by both methods described in section 3.6. The net capacity factor was calculated as 

the ratio of the net electricity generation and the product of the gross turbine capacity and 

number of hours in a year. The plant with no storage/backup has a net capacity factor of 23%,
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and this value increases to a maximum of 48% with 12 hours of TES/NG backup. By contrast, 

the “sold” capacity factor was calculated as the ratio of the electricity sold to the grid and the 

product of the gross turbine capacity and number of hours in a year. The plant with no 

storage/backup has a “sold” capacity factor of 31%, and this value increases to a maximum of 

56% with 12 hours of TES/NG backup. Each capacity factor value based on net electricity is 8-9 

percentage points lower than the respective capacity factor based on sold electricity because the 

net value calculation essentially subtracts the bought electricity from the sold electricity. The 

capacity factor based on sold electricity is probably more important to grid operators and utilities 

as it represents the overall percentage of the year that the power plant will be operating at full 

capacity.
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Figure 46 - Average annual plant capacity factor

Figure 47 shows the percentage of annual electricity that was generated using the natural gas- 

fired heater for the NG cases. The amount increases from 7% with 1 hr NG backup to 31% with 

12 hrs NG backup as the power plant is required to generate more and more electricity during 

non-solar hours to match the electricity generation of the equivalent plant with TES. The 

majority of electricity generation still comes from the solar input to the power plant, but there is
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a question of whether the NG plants at higher capacities would qualify as renewable energy 

technologies under federal and state incentive guidelines.
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Figure 47 - Percentage of annual electricity sales generated using natural gas

Figure 48 shows the amount of natural gas used annually by all three plant configurations for all 

equivalent storage capacities modeled. The natural gas use for TES plants and the plant with no 

storage/backup is solely for HTF freeze protection and varies from about 40,000 MMBtu/yr with 

no storage/backup to 200,000-320,000 MMBtu with TES. With increasing storage capacity, the 

natural gas use for the NG plants exceeds the natural gas use for the TES plants by up to a 

maximum of nine times the TES quantity at the 11 and 12 hour capacities.
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Figure 48 - Annual natural gas use

It is difficult to compare these performance model results with reported values for existing 

parabolic trough plants for several reasons, including:

1. The results from this model are for a specific location and set of weather data (Daggett, 

CA) and may not be comparable to other locations.

2. It is unclear whether reported annual electricity generation values and capacity factors 

reflect sold or net electricity.

3. This model simulates a specific situation in which the storage system charges whenever 

there is excess direct normal radiation and discharges whenever there is insufficient 

radiation. In reality, plant operators may dispatch storage in order to meet certain 

capacity requirements or to gain the highest electricity pricing during the day.

4. The solar field area for the nominal TES cases was selected to minimize the LCOE. The 

solar field area for existing plants may have been selected for a different goal such as to 

maximize profit or annual electricity generation or to capitalize on peak pricing periods.

With these caveats in mind, the performance model results presented in this chapter compare 

reasonably well with the reported values from existing plants. Based on the weather data input
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for Daggett, California, the nominal results case can be most closely compared with the SEGS 

plants shown in Table 6. The reported annual capacity factors for those plants range from 29% 

for the older plants to 36% for the newer plants. These values correspond to model results for 0- 

2 or 0-5 hrs of storage depending on whether the reported capacity factor is based on sold or net 

power. Although the SEGS plants do not have storage, they have a natural gas-fired boiler that 

can contribute up to 25% of thermal input to the power cycle. However, historically some of the 

plants have used this backup system only to compensate for cloudy periods or to meet summer 

evening peak demand periods. When natural gas prices have been high, plant operators have 

scaled back on the natural gas use [144]. Due to these operational considerations and due to the 

fact that SEGS use a boiler to add steam to the power cycle rather than a heater to heat the oil in 

the solar field, it may not be accurate to compare the SEGS plants to the model outputs for the 7 

hr PT-NG model (which has 25% electricity from the natural gas heater). Since the reported 

SEGS average annual generation values include periods of time during which the full capacity of 

the natural gas backup system has not been used, the SEGS plants may be more equivalent to a 

plant with less than 7 hours of storage. In this case, the performance model results are within a 

reasonable range of the performance of an actual plant.

Using the TMY3 weather file for Las Vegas, Nevada as an input to the performance model 

instead of the weather file for Daggett, CA enables a rough comparison with the reported values 

for Nevada Solar One, which is a 64 MW trough plant with no TES and 2% natural gas backup. 

When the nominal performance model inputs are used for plant with no storage/NG backup at a 

solar field area equal to the reported area for Nevada Solar One (88 acres), the resulting model
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capacity factor based on electricity sales is 22%. This is very close to the reported capacity 

factor of 23% from Table 6.
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Chapter 4: PT Plant Economic Model

The economic model calculates the total plant capital cost, expected annual operation and 

maintenance (O&M) costs, levelized cost of electricity (LCOE), expected annual profit, and 

carbon price necessary for the technology to be competitive with conventional fossil fuel

generated electricity. Reliable and up-to-date cost data for concentrated solar power (CSP) and 

thermal energy storage (TES) are difficult to obtain due to the increasingly competitive and ever- 

changing CSP market. However, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) recently 

contracted WorleyParsons to develop an updated cost estimate for the Solar Advisor Model 

(SAM) in 2009 [43]. That study is the most transparent and comprehensive source of parabolic 

trough and TES cost data currently available. NREL developed the updated cost model for SAM 

after integrating the results of the WorleyParsons study with information gathered from various 

discussions with industry representatives. The cost model described in this chapter is an 

adaptation of the updated SAM cost model, based on a 100 MW PT plant with six hours of 

indirect molten salt TES and a solar field aperture area of 854,000 m2. All cost components were 

obtained from the SAM Parabolic Trough Cost Model 5-12-2010 spreadsheet [39]. The 

following sections explain the overall structure of the cost model used in this study and the 

specific aspects that deviate from the SAM cost model.

4.1 Total Plant Capital Cost

The total plant capital cost is the sum of the direct and indirect capital costs. Table 16 presents 

the key parameters used in Equations 102-158 to calculate the total plant capital cost and 

levelized annual capital cost (LAC) for six scenarios in the three plant configurations modeled in
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this study (no storage/backup, TES and NG backup): 1) pre-tax unsubsidized with wet cooling;

2) post-tax unsubsidized with wet cooling; 3) post-tax subsidized with wet cooling; 4) pre-tax 

unsubsidized with dry cooling; 5) post-tax unsubsidized with dry cooling; 6) post-tax subsidized 

with dry cooling. The NG configuration and no storage/backup configuration use the same 

calculations as the TES configuration, except with the exclusion of any TES inputs. Equations 

102-132 calculate the main plant component costs, which are used in Equations 133 and 134 to 

calculate the direct plant capital costs for the wet- and dry-cooled configurations, respectively. 

These equations and parameters are taken directly from the SAM Parabolic Trough Cost Model 

5-12-2010 spreadsheet, with the following adaptations: 1) Equations 119-122 increase the capital 

cost of the dry cooling system pursuant to the analysis described in Appendix B; and 2) 

Equations 129 and 132 calculate the cost of a salt heater for the TES system and a heat transfer 

fluid heater, respectively. Appendix C describes the origin of heater cost equations in more 

detail. The indirect capital costs are calculated by the same method and same parameters as the 

SAM spreadsheet. Table 16 shows in red the total capital cost results for a PT-TES plant with 6 

hours of TES with wet and dry cooling. Equation 144 shows how the total plant capital cost is 

reduced with the federal investment tax credit (ITC), which is currently applied as a cash grant 

option. For simplicity, Equations 135, 136 and 141 through 158 represent only the wet-cooled 

case, but similar equations are used in the model for the dry-cooled configuration.
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Table 16 - Levelized Annual Capital Cost Parameters
(Bold-faced items were calculated using the equations displayed below)

Param eter Description Unit Nominal
Value

Direct Capital Cost
Aref Reference solar field area m2 854,000

Csi,prep Site improvement cost -  site preparation $M $1.8
Csi,C&G Site improvement cost -  clearing and grubbing $M $0.4
Csi.GDRRD Site improvement cost -  grading, drainage, remediation, 

retention, detention
$M $9.9

Csi,RPF Site improvement cost -  roads, parking, fencing $M $10
C si,wsi Site improvement cost -  water supply infrastructure $M $1.4
Csi Total cost of site improvements $M $24
C hTF,FPS Heat transfer fluid system cost -  freeze protection system $M $0.5
C htf.u Heat transfer fluid system cost -  ullage system $M $0.9
Chtf.p Heat transfer fluid system cost -  pumps $M $5.1
C htf.enbs Heat transfer fluid system cost -  expansion, nitrogen 

blanketing system
$M $6.6

ChTF,SFPIVF Heat transfer fluid system cost -  solar field piping, 
insulation, valves, fittings

$M $43

C htf, PBPIVF Heat transfer fluid system cost -  power block piping, 
insulation, valves, fittings

$M $1.0

C htf.fss Heat transfer fluid system cost -  foundations and 
support structures

$M $1.9

CuTF.f Heat transfer fluid system cost -  fluid $M $19
C htf Total cost of heat transfer fluid system $M $78
CsCA.unit Unit cost o f solar collector assemblies and installation $/m2 $295

Csca Total cost of solar collector assemblies and installation $M $256
CsF Total cost of solar field $M $358
CpBunit Unit cost o f power block $/kW $941

CpB Total cost of power block $M $104
Fcct Fraction o f power block cost that is directly related to 

cooling system

9%

CcT Unit cost of wet cooling system $/kW $85
Fcdc Capital cost increase factor for dry cooling system 2

Cdc Unit cost of dry cooling system $/kW $170
CpBDCunit Unit cost of power block with dry cooling $/kW $1,026
CpBDC Total cost of power block with dry cooling $M $113
QîESref Reference TES thermal capacity kWht 1,750r̂
saltunit Unit cost o f Solar Salt $/kg $1

Csalt Total cost of Solar Salt $M $57
Ctes,phx Therm al energy storage system cost - pumps and heat 

exchangers
$M $31

Ctes,t Therm al energy storage system cost - tanks $M $45
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C j e S,PIVF Thermal energy storage system cost - piping, insulation, 
valves & fittings

$M $1.5

C t e S,FSS Therm al energy storage system cost - foundations and 
support structures

$M $0.5

C t ES,IC Therm al energy storage system cost - instrum entation 
and controls

$M $6

H Dsalth tr Heat duty of salt heater, calculated as the maximum
|QsaltFp|

MMBtu/
hr

1,611

C rESh tr Total cost of natural gas-fired heater for salt freeze 
protection

$M $ 2 2

C tes
Total cost of TES system $M $165

C tE Sun it Unit cost of TES system $/kWh $88
H D(,tfh tr Heat duty of HTF heater, calculated as the maximum

IQ h tr l

MMBtu/h
r

110

CHTFhtr Total cost of natural-gas fired HTF heater $M $1.8
C c Contingency for unforeseen costs that may arise in the 

future; percentage o f total direct capital cost

% o f
r
'-'direct

1 0 %

C jjrect Total direct capital cost of power plant $M $691
CdirectDC Total direct capital cost of power plant with dry cooling $M $701
Indirect Capital Cost
CdirectREF

Reference direct capital cost $M $659

R-hpm c Cost o f engineering, procurement, management and 

construction - includes plant design, construction 

management, commissioning/start-up, owner's costs, and 

interest during construction

%  o f Cdircct 15%

C e p m c Total cost of engineering, procurement, management 
and construction

$M $108

RpLM Project, land and miscellaneous costs - includes permitting, 

licensing, legal, and land costs

%  o f Cdirect 4%

C pLM Total project, land and miscellaneous costs $M $18
fland Ratio o f total land to solar field area 4.1

FlandDC Ratio o f total land to solar field area for plant with dry 

cooling

3.9

Afotal Total land area required for power plant km2 3.6
^totalDC Total land area required for power plant with dry 

cooling
km2 3.4

Cland.unit Unit cost of land $/acre $10,000
C|and Total cost of land $M $8.8
QandDC Total cost of land for plant with dry cooling $M $8.4
RtaxS Sales tax rate, applied to 84% o f direct capital costs % 8.75%

Q a x Total cost of sales tax $M $51
r
'-'indirect Total indirect capital cost of plant $M $186
CjndirectDC Total indirect capital cost of plant with dry cooling $M $188
Total Capital Cost
c
'-'cap Total plant capital cost $878
^capDC Total plant capital cost with dry cooling $M $889
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ITC Federal investment tax credit, currently applied as a grant % Of Ccap 30%

CcapITC Total plant capital cost with ITC $M $614
C'capDCirC Total plant capital cost with dry cooling and ITC $623
Financial Param eters
Fdebt Debt fraction % 40%

kL Loan rate % 8%

F  cquityP Equity fraction (preferred) % 8%

kcp Cost o f equity (preferred) % 5.34%

F equityC Equity fraction (common) % 52%

keC Cost o f equity (common) % 8.74%

tb Book life years 30

i Discount rate % 8.17%
CRF Capital recovery factor % 9.03%
LAC Levelized annual capital cost, pre-tax, unsubsidized $M $79
Ploan Uniform annual loan payment $M $31
loan,, Initial loan balance at time zero $ M $351
Iloanj Loan interest for year j $ M varies
RtaxC Corporate tax rate (federal + California) % 43.84%

NPV ¡nt Net present value of the loan interest as applicable for 
federal tax deductions

$M $115
F
1 asset Percentage o f direct capital cost considered as the 

depreciable asset

% 84%

v
’ asset Value of the depreciable asset $M $580
Fdcp Depreciation factor, varies by year pursuant to federal 

depreciation schedule

% varies

NPVdep Net present value of general depreciation as applicable 
for federal tax deductions

$ M $73

LACtax Levelized annual capital cost, after-tax, unsubsidized $ M $62
NPVdepA Net present value of accelerated (5-yr) depreciation as 

applicable for federal tax deductions
$ M $101

LACjjc Levelized annual capital cost, after-tax, with federal 
investment tax credit applied as a cash grant

$M $39

*Sample values, displayed in red, are presented for 6 hours TES with a SM o f 2.23

Csi,prcp = 1799000 * [A + A ref]09 (102)

Csi,c&g = 376000 * [A - A rcf]0'9 (103)

Csi,gdrrd =  9742000 * [A - A ref]a9 (104)

CSI,RPF = 10176000 * [A - A ref]°'9 (105)

Csi,wsi = 1402000 * [A - A rcf]°9 (106)

Csi — Cg[ prep + Csi,C&G + Csi.GDRRD + Csi.RPF + Csi.WSI (107)

CsF = A  * CsFunit (108)

Chtf,fps =  469000 * [A - A rcf]a9 (109)
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Chtf,u = 926000 *  [A A ref]0'9 (110)

Chtf.p = 5066000 *  [A A rcf]°9
(111)

Chtf.enbs = 6537000 *  [A A rcf]°9 (112)

Chtf,sfpivf = 42200000 *  [A A rcr] (113)

Chtf.pbpivf = 1000000 *  [A + A rc(-]0 9 (114)

Chtf,fss = 1842000 * [A A rcf]0 9 (115)

CHiF,f= 19174000 * [ A - A rcf] (116)

Chtf = CHTF FPS + C htf.u + C htf.p + C htf.enbs + C Htf,sfpivf + CHtf, pbpivf + CHtf,fss + C HTF,f (117)

CpB = CPBunit* W oul* 1000 (118)

CcT = CpBunit *  Fcct (119)

C d c  =  C CT *  F c d c (120)

CpBDCunit = C p B u n it *  ( l - F e e r )  +  C D c (121)

CpBDC = CpBDCunit *  W out *  1000 (122)

Csalt — M sai(t0iai *  Csaitunit (123)

CtES.PHX = 29766000 *  [QTEStotal ^  QTESrcf]°'8 (124)

CteS.T = 42882000 *  [QTEStotal ^  QTESrcl]0 8 (125)

C tE S .P IV F  = 1418000 *  [Q T ES tota l +  Q T E S re f]0 8 (126)

CtES.FSS = 520000 *  [QTEStotal ^  QTESref]0 8 (127)

CtESJC = 5677000 *  [QTEStotal QTESref]0 8 (128)

C TE S h tr=  13402* H D Saithtr + 367158 (129)

CtES = Csalt + CteS.PHX + CjES.T + CjES.PIVF + CteS.FSS + CjESJC + CjEShtr (130)

C rE Sun it =  C jE S  *  (Q T E S to ta l * 1000) (131)

C HT F h ^ =  13402 * H D htfhtr + 367158 (132)

Cjirect = ( C s f  + CpB + CjES + C H T F h tr ) * ( 1 + Cc) (133)

CdircctDC = (Csf + CpßDC + CtES + CHTFhtr) * ( 1 + Cc) (134)

CepmC — R-EPMC * Cjjjrcct * [Cdircct ' CdircctREF] (135)

CpLM — RpLM * Cdircct * [Cdircct ~ CdirectREF] (136)

A .otal = F , a n d * A (137)

^ to ta lD C  =  F landDC *A (138)

C|and C|and,unit * A to ta l (139)

C landDC C |and.unit A to ta lD C (140)

Qax = RtaxS * 0.84 * Cdircct (141)

Cindircct ~ C epmC CpLM Ciand + Ctax (142)

Ccap — Cdircct Cjndircct (143)

CcapITC = (1 - ITC) * Ccap (144)

 ̂~ Fdcbt * l^L  F cquityP ^ o P  F cquityC l^cC (145)

CRF = i -h (1 - (l+i)"tb) (146)

LAC = C cap * C R F (147)

Ploan = Ccap * Fdcbt * [kL + (1 - (1 + kL)-lb)] (148)

l o a n o = Ccap * Fdcbt (149)

Iloan j =  loanQ-.D * kL (150)

loailj — loan(j_D +  Ijoan.j - F*loan (151)



(152)

(153)

(154)

(155)

(156)

(157)

(158)

The financial parameters were selected to be consistent with the SAM default utility independent 

power producer (IPP) financial parameters [137] and the Electric Power Research Institute 

(EPRI) Technical Assessment Guide (TAG) recommendations for renewable power generation 

financing [145]. Equation 147 shows the simplest LAC calculation, the pre-tax unsubsidized 

scenario, which amortizes the capital cost of the plant over the plant lifetime through the use of a 

capital recovery factor. The post-tax unsubsidized LAC calculation uses Equations 148-157 and 

incorporates tax deductions from loan interest and depreciation, using a 30-year general 

depreciation schedule [146]. Equation 158 is essentially the same as Equation 157 except that it 

applies the ITC to the debt and equity portions of the capital investment and uses the accelerated 

5-year depreciation schedule [146].

4.2 Operation and Maintenance Costs

Table 17 and Equations 159-179 display the parameters and calculations used in the O&M 

model, which were obtained from the SAM spreadsheet and adjusted for use in this study in the 

following ways: 1) Equation 167 calculates the cost of service contracts for water treatment for 

the dry cooling case based on decreases observed in Kelly [102] and discussed in Appendix B; 2) 

Equation 169 calculates the annual natural gas use using values from the performance model; 3) 

Equation 171 calculates the annual volume of water for the wet-cooled configuration by dividing
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Mwater from Chapter 3 by the density of water at the design state d and then adjusting this 

calculation from m3 to gallons; 4) Equation 172 reduces the value of VH20a for the dry-cooled 

configuration to 7% of the value of the wet-cooled parameter pursuant to the information 

presented in Appendix B; 5) Equation 175 calculates the annual auxiliary electricity purchase 

primarily as the sum of the nighttime electricity for pumps and other equipment to maintain the 

power plant in shutdown mode; 6) the nominal unit cost of natural gas (CNGunit) presented in 

Table 17 is the national average natural gas price between 1997 and 2008 [147]; 7) the unit cost 

of auxiliary electricity (CaUxunit) is the mean commercial price of electricity in California between 

1998 and 2008 [148]. The natural gas and auxiliary electricity unit costs were obtained from the 

U.S. Energy Information Administration and inflation-adjusted to $2009 using the CPI calculator 

[41]. The sensitivity of model results to both of these parameters is explored in Chapter 6. The 

O&M cost assumptions are nearly identical for all three plant configurations modeled, except 

that the costs for the no storage/backup and NG configurations exclude any reference to TES 

parameters. The red values in Table 17 are illustrative results from the 6 hr TES case with a SM

of 2.23.

Table 17 - Operation and Maintenance Cost Parameters
___________________ ( B o ld - fa c e d  i te m s  w e r e  c a lc u la te d  u s in g  th e  e q u a tio n s  d i s p la y e d  b e lo w )
Parameter Description Unit Nominal

Value

Fixed labor costs

C a d m in Cost of administration personnel: plant manager, administrative aide, 
financial manager, purchasing, human resources, plant engineer, 
performance engineer, information technology, and clerks

$M $0.9

C()PS,PEOT Cost of operations personnel: plant equipment operators and 

technicians
$M $0.5

C o ps ,other Cost of operations personnel: operations managers, senior operators, 
control room operators

$M $0.5

Cops Total cost of operations personnel $M $1

CpBTESm.TC Cost of power block and TES maintenance personnel: 

technicians, electricians, and clerks
$M $0.5
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CpBTESm.other Cost of power block and TES maintenance personnel: supervisors, 
foremen

$0.1

CpBTESm Total cost of power block and TES maintenance personnel $M $0.6

CsFm,TC Cost of solar field maintenance personnel: technicians and clerks $M $0.7

CsFm,other Cost of solar field maintenance personnel: supervisors and foremen $M $0.1

CsFm Total cost of solar field maintenance personnel $M $0.8

Co.Mlabor Total cost of labor for operations and maintenance $M $3.4

Fixed other costs

CsC,G Cost of service contracts: groundskeeping $M $0.1

Csc.MW Cost of service contracts: mirror washing $M $0.4

CsC.WT Cost of service contracts: water treatment $M $0.15

CsC.WTDC Cost of service contracts: water treatment for dry cooling $M $0.09

CsC,other Cost of service contracts: control systems, office equipment $M $0.2

Csc Total cost of service contracts $M $0.8

CsCDC Total cost of service contracts with dry cooling $M $0.7

Variable costs

CNGunit Unit cost of natural gas $/MMBtu $5.92

Tlhtr Efficiency of natural gas-fired heater % 80%

TlHTFhx Efficiency of heat exchanger in natural gas-fired heater % 90%

QnGu Quantity of natural gas needed to supply annual heat input to 

salt and HTF heaters

MMBtu 311,660

CnGb Total annual cost of natural gas for heaters and power cycle $M $1.8

^H20a Volume of water required annually to operate power plant million 

gallons per 

year

689

VH20aDC Volume of water required annually to operate power plant with 

dry cooling
million 

gallons per 

year

$46

CH20unit Unit cost of water $/gallon $0.0014

Ch20h Annual water cost $M $1.0

CH20aDC Annual water cost with dry cooling $M $0.06
r'•'auxumt Unit cost of auxiliary electricity $/MWh $135

F1 aux Factor to represent the quantity of auxiliary electricity required for 
each MWh of electricity generated by the power plant

MWh/MWh
0.0103

Qaux Amount of auxiliary electricity purchased by power plant each 

year
MWh/year 80,172

c'-'aux Annual cost of auxiliary electricity purchase $M $11

Cutilities Total annual cost of utilities $M $14

CoMmisc Annual cost of miscellaneous materials and maintenance for site 

improvements, solar field, HTF, TES, natural gas heaters, and 

the power cycle

$M $4

C om Total annual cost of plant operation and maintenance $M $22

*Sample values, displayed in red, are presented for 6 hours TES with a SM o f 2.23

C0PS,PE0T = 536786 * [A + Arcf] ( 159)

C ops  =  C o p s .p e o t  +  C o p s ,other (160)

CpBTESmjc = 476472 * [A - Arcf]a7 (161)
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CpBTESm =  CpBTESm,TC +  CpBTESm.other (  162)
CsFm.TC = 675505 * [A Arcf] (163)

CsFm = CsFm.TC + CSFm,other ( 164)

CoMIabor = C ADMIN +  C ops + CpBTESm + CsFm (165)

CsC = CsC.G + Csc.MW + CsC,WT + Csc.othcr (166)

C sc .w t d c  =  0.600169516 *  C s c  (  167)

CsCDC = CsC.G + Csc.MW + Csc.WTDC + Csc.othcr (168)

QNGa = [(EIQhtrl + Z|QsaltFp|) - (1000000 * T]htr * ^lHTFhx)] * 0.00094781712 (169)

CnGü = QnG3 * CfvJGunit ( 1 70)

VH20a = (Mwatcr-993.3408) * 264.172052358 (171)

VH20aDC = VH20a:,! (1-0.93) (172)

CH20a= Vn20a * Cnaounit (173)

CffiOaDC = VH20aDC * C^Ounit (174)

Qaux — X [Faux * Esold] + Z  Ebought (175)

Caux — Qaux Cauxunjt (176)

ûtilities CNGa Cn20a Caux (177)

CoMmisc= 0.003* C sf * [A Arc|] + 0.003 * CteS * [QlEStotal + QlESrcf]0 7 + 0.01 * CnTFhtr + 0.02 * CpB (178)

C-OM- CoMIabor Csc Cutilities CoMmisc (179)

4.3 Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE)

Table 18 and Equations 180-185 show the six levelized LCOE calculations performed for each 

plant configuration. The solar field area for the TES and no storage/backup cases shown in 

Chapters 3-5 was selected by minimizing the pre-tax, unsubsidized LCOE, but Chapter 6 

explores how some illustrative results differ when each of the other five LCOE alternatives is 

selected as the objective function for this optimization.

Table 18 - Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) Alternatives
______ (N o m in a l  v a lu e s  w e r e  c a lc u l a te d f o r  6  h r  T E S  w i th  S M  = 2 .2 3 )______

Parameter Description Nominal Value ($/MWh)
LCOE Pre-tax, unsubsidized $220

LCOEqc Pre-tax, unsubsidized $232

LCOEtax Post-tax, unsubsidized $183

LCOEtaxDC Post-tax, unsubsidized $293

LCOE itc Post-tax, subsidized $133

LCOE itcdc Post-tax, subsidized $139
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L C O E  = (LAC + Com) + Eannual2 
LC O EdC  = (LACdC + CoMDc) + EaNNUAL2DC 

LCOEtax = (LACtax + Com) ^  EAnnual2 
LCOEtaxDC = (LACtaxDC + CoMDc) ^  E ANNUAL2DC 

LCOEITc = (LAQtc + Com) * E annua l2  

L C O E ITCdc = (LACitcdc + Cqmdc) ^  EAnnual2dc

(180)
(181)
(182)
(183)
(184)
(185)

4.4 Expected Annual Profit

Table 19 and Equations 186-193 describe the calculations for two different annual revenue 

alternatives and six different annual profit alternatives. In a deregulated electricity market, the 

price the generator will receive for electricity will be determined via two main mechanisms: the 

spot market or a power purchase agreement (PPA). While this statement certainly oversimplifies 

the complexities of the U.S. electricity market, it is a useful context for examining the different 

profit scenarios a PT generator may face. In this analysis, the spot market scenario is represented 

by the hourly average real-time price of electricity from the California Independent System 

Operator (CAISO) from 2008 [149]. In this scenario, Equation 186 calculates the annual 

revenue for the power plant based on the hourly average real-time price from CAISO, and 

Equations 188, 190, and 192 calculate the expected pre-tax unsubsidized, post-tax unsubsidized, 

and post-tax subsidized annual profits, respectively. The PPA scenario is represented by a fixed 

price, which is applied to any electricity sold by the plant. This scenario represents the current 

situation for all operating parabolic trough plants and plants under construction/development [3]. 

Equation 187 calculates the annual revenue, and Equations 189, 191, and 193 calculate the 

expected annual profits for this scenario using a nominal fixed price of $200/MWh. Illustrative 

revenue and profit results of for the 6 hr TES configuration with a SM of 2.23 are displayed in 

red in Table 19. The model repeats these calculations for the dry-cooled configurations.
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Table 19 - Expected Annual Revenue and Profit Alternatives
(Bold-faced items were calculated using the equations displayed below)

Parameter Description Unit Nominal

p Price of electricity (hourly) $/MWh varies
Pppa

R

Rppa

P

PpPA

Ptax

Power purchase agreement (PPA) price of electricity 
Annual revenue based on competitive hourly electricity 

pricing

Annual revenue based on a fixed price of electricity set 

through a PPA

Pre-tax, unsubsidized expected annual profit based on 

competitive hourly electricity pricing

Pre-tax, unsubsidized expected annual profit based on a 

fixed price of electricity set through a PPA

$/MWh
$M

$M

$M

$M

$200

$36

$92

-$66

-$9

Post-tax, unsubsidized expected annual profit based on 

competitive hourly electricity pricing

$M -$49

P PPAtax 

P ITC

P PPAITC

Post-tax, unsubsidized expected annual profit based on a 

fixed price of electricity set through a PPA

Post-tax, subsidized expected annual profit based on 

competitive hourly electricity pricing

Post-tax, subsidized expected annual profit based on a fixed 

price of electricity set through a PPA

$M

$M

$M

$8

-$26

$31

*Nominal values were calculated for 6 hr TES with SM = 2.23
R  -  X  [P *  E s o l d ] (186)
R ppa — P ppa  *  E ANNUAL2 (187)
P = R  - LC O E * E An n u a l2 (188)
Pppa ~ R ppa  _ LC O E * EaNNUAL2 (189)
Ptax = R - LC O E tax * E a NNUAL2 (190)
PPPAtax — RPPA * LCOEtax * Ea>jnuAL2 (191)
Pitc ~ R - L C O E itc * EANNUAL2 (192)
Pppaitc — R ppa  - L C O E itc * E a n n u a l2 (193)

4.5 Case Study Economic Results

This section presents the results of the economic model for the three plant configurations 

examined (no storage/backup, TES, and NG) for the base case input values presented in the 

previous sections. Chapter 6 includes a sensitivity analysis that quantifies the sensitivity of 

model results to changes in key input parameters due to uncertainty and variability. Figure 49
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presents the total plant capital cost (in 2009 $billion) for four scenarios for each plant 

configuration: 1) unsubsidized plants with a wet cooling system; 2) unsubsidized plants scenario 

with a dry cooling system; 3) subsidized plants with an investment tax credit (ITC) and a wet 

cooling system; and 4) subsidized plants with the ITC and a dry cooling system. The plant with 

no storage/backup has an unsubsidized plant capital cost of $0.4 billion ($4,000/kW). The 

unsubsidized capital costs for the TES plants with range from $0.5 to $1.2 billion (approximately 

$5,000-$12,000/kW), while the unsubsidized NG costs range from $0.6 to $0.9 billion 

(approximately $6,000-$9,000/kW). Each incremental increase in TES increases the total plant 

capital cost by 3-20% compared to the previous TES capacity. The largest incremental increase 

is observed from two to three hours of TES, and the smallest is observed from 11 to 12 hrs of 

TES. Each incremental increase in NG backup increases the total plant capital cost by 0-16% 

compared to the previous NG capacity. The plants with 5 hrs, 8 hrs, and 12 hrs of NG backup 

show the smallest increase in total plant capital cost from the previous hour at close to 0%.

CQ

$1.4

$1.2
$1.0
$0.8
$0.6
$0.4

$0.2

$-

* *

A A *

A A AA A—*—Efjt
A A A

2 4 6 8 10 12

Equivalent storage capacity (hours)

♦ TES-DC

♦ TES 

a NG-DC 

a IMG

♦ TES with ITC & DC 

TES with ITC

a NG with ITC & DC 

ANGwith ITC

Figure 49 - Subsidized and unsubsidized total plant cost

(DC = dry cooling; ITC = investment tax credit)
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With the ITC subsidy and accelerated depreciation, the plant with no storage/backup has a total 

plant capital cost of $0.3 billion. The TES total plant capital costs range from $0.4 to $0.8 

billion (approximately $3,000-$8,000/kW), while the NG costs range from $0.4 to $0.6 billion 

(approximately $3,000-$6,000/kW). In the subsidized scenarios, the ITC takes 30% off the 

direct capital costs of the plant. As reported in Table 6 in Chapter 2, the most recently operating 

PT plant in the United States, Nevada Solar One with 0 hr TES, had a capital cost of 

$4,108/kWe, nearly identical to the 0 hr TES unsubsidized model result. The reported value 

likely includes the ITC with standard depreciation [150]. The subsidized cost from the model 

($3,087/kW) is about 25% lower than the reported cost for Nevada Solar One. However, the 

model is based on a 100 MW plant, and Nevada Solar One is 64 MW. The model value for 0 hr 

TES also does not incorporate the extra cost of a larger natural gas heater needed for the 2% 

backup capacity Nevada Solar One has. Without knowing more detail about the calculations and 

assumptions behind the reported value for Nevada Solar One, it is impossible to know why there 

is a difference from the model result.

In each model scenario, the 0 hr configuration has the lowest capital cost. There is not much 

difference between the TES and NG cases until 3 hrs of equivalent storage capacity. From 3-12 

hours, the TES costs are consistently 6-31% higher than the NG costs because of the higher cost 

of the storage system relative to the natural gas-fired heater. The total plant costs for each of the 

scenarios with dry cooling (DC) are approximately 1-2% higher than the wet-cooled 

counterparts.
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Figure 50 shows the relative contributions of the major system components to the total plant 

capital costs. For all plant configurations, the solar field is most expensive component, 

contributing 52% of the capital cost of the 0 hr configuration. This drops to 36% of the cost of 

the 12 hr TES plant, as the cost of the storage system increases from 9% at 1 hr TES to 24% at 

12 hr. Comparatively, the natural gas-fired heater contributes less than 1% of the total plant cost 

for all TES capacities and 0.4% - 9% of the cost of the NG configurations. The contribution of 

the power cycle cost to the total decreases linearly with increasing storage capacity since it is a 

fixed cost that becomes overshadowed by the increasing costs of the storage system and solar 

field (for the TES cases only). The relative contributions from indirect capital costs (which 

include engineering, procurement, construction, land, sales tax, and miscellaneous as described 

in Table 17) and contingency costs increase linearly for all equivalent storage capacities since 

they are percentages of the direct capital costs.

$1,400 

$ 1,200

$ 1,000

0 1 2 3 4 5  6 7 8 9  10 11 12

Equivalent storage capacity (hours)

■Contingency

Indirect

■  Storage system

■  HTF heater 

■So lar field

■  Power cycle

Figure 50 - Comparison of main component costs to the total capital cost

(TES on the left and NG on the right)
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As explained in section 4.1, three different levelized annual capital costs (LAC) were calculated 

for each plant configuration in order to represent: 1) the pre-tax, unsubsidized (nominal) cost; 2) 

the post-tax unsubsidized cost; and 3) the post-tax subsidized cost. These results, which have the 

same relative patterns as the total plant capital cost results, are displayed in Figure 51 for both 

the wet- and dry-cooled plant types. The dry-cooled costs are 1-3% higher than the wet-cooled 

counterparts. The post-tax costs are lower overall than the corresponding pre-tax costs due to the 

savings associated with depreciation and loan interest.
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Figure 51 - Levelized annual capital cost

The annual operation and maintenance (O&M) costs for each plant configuration are displayed 

in Figure 52. The plant with no storage/backup has the lowest annual O&M costs at $18M/yr. 

O&M costs increase with increasing TES to $20M/yr with 1 hr TES and up to $24M/yr with 12 

hrs TES. Each incremental increase is 1-7% compared to the next smallest TES capacity. The 

O&M costs for the NG plants range from $21M/yr with 1 hr NG to $38M/yr with 12 hr NG, 

representing incremental increases of 3-17%. These NG O&M costs are 10-58% higher than the
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respective TES costs due to the relatively large annual natural gas purchase. The dry-cooled 

plant configurations save about $1 million/year in O&M costs compared to their wet-cooled 

counterparts because of the reduced annual water purchase.
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Figure 52 - Annual operation and maintenance costs

Figure 53 shows the relative contribution of labor, service contracts, and utilities to the total 

annual O&M costs. Labor costs increase slightly with higher equivalent storage capacities and 

larger solar field areas to maintain. Electricity and natural gas purchases represent the largest 

portions of the annual O&M costs. At 0 hr TES, electricity purchases represent 63% of the total 

annual O&M costs, decreasing to 47% of the 12hr TES O&M costs and to 30% of the 

comparable NG costs. Natural gas purchases are approximately 1% of the total O&M costs for 

the 0 hr TES case and increase to 9% of the 6 hr TES configuration as more natural gas is 

required for storage salt freeze protection. Natural gas purchases for the NG cases range from 

12% at the 1 hr equivalent to 41% at the 12 hr equivalent.
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$40

Figure 53 - Breakdown of annual operation and maintenance costs by component

(TES on the left and NG on the right)

As Equation 180 showed, the ratio of the sum of the levelized annual capital cost (LAC) and the 

annual O&M costs to annual electricity sold gives the levelized costs of electricity (LCOE) 

presented in Figure 54. For each set of results presented, the plant with no storage/backup has 

the lowest LCOE. LCOE increases 4% with 1 hr TES compared to the no storage/backup case, 

and each incremental increase in TES beyond 1 hr TES adds 1-2% to the LCOE to the point 

where the plant with 12 hr TES has a LCOE 26% higher than the plant with no storage/backup 

and 21% higher than the LCOE of the lowest TES capacity. NG backup also increases the 

LCOE compared to the no storage/backup case by 9% with 1 hr NG backup and up to 15% with 

12 hr NG backup. For smaller storage capacities (1-4 hrs of equivalent storage), the 

unsubsidized LCOE for the NG plant is 1-5% higher than the respective TES plant. For larger 

storage capacities (5-12 hrs), the NG LCOE is 2-9% lower than the respective TES plant.
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Figure 54 - Levelized cost of electricity

The combination of ITC and accelerated depreciation causes the LCOE of the NG configurations 

to be 1-6% higher than the respective TES cases since the ITC reduces the capital cost of the 

TES plants but does not change the NG O&M costs. For simplicity, the dry-cooled results are 

not presented in Figure 54, but they are $ll-13/MWh (5-7%) higher than their respective 

unsubsidized counterparts; $9-ll/MWh (4-7%) higher than their respective unsubsidized post

tax counterparts; and $6-7/MWh (4-7%) higher than their subsidized counterparts.

Figure 55 compares the expected annual revenue calculated with a $200/MWh power purchase 

agreement (PPA) to the expected annual revenue calculated with the real-time price of electricity 

from the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) - see Equations 186 and 187. The 

revenue increases with increasing equivalent storage capacity/backup as annual electricity 

generation increases, and the PPA generates about 3 times more revenue than the hourly pricing.
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Figure 55 - Expected annual revenue for two pricing options

Equivalent storage capacity (hours)

Figure 56 presents the expected annual profit for the various incentive and pricing scenarios 

modeled. All of the unsubsidized scenarios result in negative annual profits (i.e., losses), with 

similar patterns across different plant configurations as the LCOE results. The assumed 30% 

ITC is not sufficient to guarantee an annual profit with hourly electricity pricing. However, the 

PPA alone is enough to bring the unsubsidized pre-tax annual profit of the plant with no 

storage/backup into the positive region with a value of $2 million per year. Nearly all of the 

unsubsidized post-tax scenarios with the PPA result in a profit. These range from $1M with 11 

hr TES to $10M with 1 hr TES and from $6M with 12 hr NG to $9M with 5 hr NG. The case 

with no storage/backup (0 hr) has the highest unsubsidized post-tax PPA profit, with $11 M/year.
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Figure 56 - Expected annual profit

The combination of the ITC and PPA results in the highest annual profit for each plant 

configuration. In all other incentive/pricing combinations, the 0 hr case has the highest profit 

(lowest loss) compared with other capacities. With the ITC/PPA combination, the 0 hr case has 

nearly the lowest annual profit at $23M. Annual profit with TES increases from $24M with 1 hr 

to a maximum of $33M with 10 hr (an increase of 8% and 43%, respectively, over 0 hr). The 

profit for the NG backup cases ranges from $22M with 1 hr (decrease of 3% compared to 0 hr) to 

a maximum of $31M with 9 hr (an increase of 35% over 0 hr). Furthermore, all NG profit 

results are 2-11% lower than the comparable PT-TES cases when the ITC/PPA combination is 

modeled. These results indicate that the current federal ITC combined with a reliable PPA may 

provide an incentive for TES over natural gas backup.
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Chapter 5: Environmental Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)

Life cycle analysis (LCA) is a method of assessing the environmental and/or economic impacts 

of a product or process from the “cradle to the grave”. Two main approaches to LCA include 

process and economic input-output (EIO-LCA). A process-based LCA attempts to quantify the 

effects of each process flow associated with the production and disposal of a product or process. 

Limitations to this method include data availability, time, and cost as the analysis attempts to 

include more indirect process flows (further upstream or downstream from direct production). 

EIO-LCA is a relatively quick analysis that uses aggregated sectors of the entire U.S. economy 

to quantify the direct and indirect effects from each economic sector of a specific dollar amount 

output in one sector. The main limitation of this method is that the entire economy is aggregated 

into 428 sectors, which may not accurately reflect the specific industries involved in the 

production of a product. The analysis used in this study is a hybrid LCA, which incorporates 

process-based data where available and supplements with EIO data where necessary.

5.1 Life Cycle Inventory (LCI)

This hybrid environmental LCA compares the greenhouse gas emissions, energy, water and land 

use associated with the production of one megawatt-hour (MWh) of electricity from a parabolic 

trough plant operating with and without storage ((PT-TES and PT-NG, respectively). Figure 57 

displays the system boundary used in this assessment. The boundary includes the supply of raw 

materials and manufacture of key system components (including the solar field, TES system, 

heat transfer fluid (HTF) system, power block and balance of plant (BOP) in order to construct
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the power plant. The operation and maintenance stage of the LCA includes electricity to operate 

pumps and other auxiliary equipment, water for mirror washing and the power cycle cooling 

system, makeup HTF, natural gas for the HTF and storage fluid heaters, and diesel fuel for 

maintenance trucks. Makeup HTF is necessary because over time some of the HTF will 

vaporize, spill, or degrade due to the high operating temperatures. The final stage considered in 

this LCA is dismantling the power plant and disposing of key system components.
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Figure 57 - Environmental Life Cycle Assessment Boundary

The first step in the LCA was to conduct a life cycle inventory (LCI), which is an accounting of 

the material requirements and monetary values that will be used to estimate the environmental 

impacts in the process-based and EIO impact assessments, respectively. For the purposes of this 

report, the LCI has been divided into two stages: 1) power plant construction and 2) power plant 

operation and maintenance. The first stage includes the supply of raw materials and manufacture
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of system components required to construct the power plant (as depicted in Figure 57). A LCI 

was not conducted for the “dismantle and disposal” stage due to time and data constraints, but 

literature values for the environmental impacts associated with this stage are included in impact 

assessment. The following sub-sections describe the LCI estimates for each of these stages.

5.1.1 Power Plant Construction LC I

Table 20 presents the material requirements and monetary values for the main components of the 

case study power plant with six hours of thermal energy storage and a solar multiple of 2.23. 

The solar collector assembly (SCA) material estimates are based on data obtained from Lupfert 

et al. [24], Solel [151], and Kreith et al. [138], and the following assumptions: 1) 10% of the 

SCAs in the solar field are “strong”, designed for high wind loads; 2) steel comprises 40% and 

borosilicate glass comprises 60% of the receiver tube mass; 3) 99% of the mirror mass is due to 

the reflective glass, and the rest is split evenly between the ceramic fasteners and silicone 

adhesive; and 4) each SCA element requires twenty-one 80-lb bags of concrete for the 

foundation (based on an estimate of one and a half 2ft x 2ft x 2ft posts per element and online 

concrete calculators [152],[153]. These data were used to calculate the material requirements for 

one collector, and these requirements were multiplied by the number of collectors needed for the 

optimized solar field (12,610 collectors for 1,061 SCAs in the case study plant presented in 

Table 20).
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Table 20 - Material Requirements and Monetary Values for Power Plant Construction Life 
Cycle Inventory* (nominal values for 6hr TES, SM = 2.23)

Component Material Unit Total Life Cycle 

Quantity

Total per 

MWh

Solar Collector Assembly
Eurotrough 150m Concentrator 
structure

Galvanized steel kg 14,000,000 1.0

Flabeg mirrors Low-iron float glass kg 9,300,000 0.67
Fasteners Ceramic kg 47,000 0.0034
Adhesives Silicone kg 47,000 0.0034
Solel UVAC4 receiver tube Stainless steel kg 410,000 0.030
Solel UVAC4 receiver tube Borosilicate glass kg 620,000 0.045
SCA Foundations Concrete m3 4,500 0.00033
Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF) System
Header piping Carbon steel kg 2,300,000 0.17
Header piping Insulation kg 3,000,000 0.22
HTF Therminol VP-1 kg 2,800,000 0.20
Thermal Energy Storage (TES) System
Tanks Carbon steel kg 2,300,000 0.17
Tanks Insulation kg 1,500,000 0.11
Foundation Concrete m3 6,900 5.0E-04
Storage Fluid Solar Salt kg 57,000,000 4.1
Heat Exchangers EIO-LCA $ 22,000,000 1.6
Pumps EIO-LCA $ 9,400,000 0.68
Power Cycle and Other
Turbine & Generator EIO-LCA $ 62,000,000 4.5
Natural Gas-Fired Heaters for salt EIO-LCA $ 24,000,000 1.7
and HTF
Balance of Plant EIO-LCA $ 41,000,000 3.0
Site Work and Infrastructure EIO-LCA $ 150,000,000 11
*See Appendix E for a complete list o f the specific Simapro databases and processes used to obtain the 
environmental impact factors

Carbon steel and mineral wool insulation were selected as the materials for the HTF header 

piping because they are the materials used by Kelly and Kearney [96], and Simapro has 

databases for these materials. The amount of these materials and the initial amount of HTF were 

calculated based on the layout presented in Figure 28 in Chapter 3 and a series of equations that 

estimate the cross-sectional area of piping segments of varying sizes (see Equations 194-212). 

The “hot” header piping carries hot HTF from the solar field to the power block heat exchangers, 

and the “cold” header piping carries cold HTF from the power block heat exchangers to the solar
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field. The header piping closest to the power block must have a larger diameter than the header 

piping at the far end of the solar field because as the HTF travels through the header piping, it 

branches off into the absorber tubes on either side of the header piping (see Figure 28 in Chapter 

3). Therefore, the amount of steel and insulation needed for each segment of header piping 

varies with the distance of the pipe from the solar field.

N s e g  =  N | o o p s  - f -  4 ;  w h e r e  N s c g  =  n u m b e r  o f  h e a d e r  p i p e  s e g m e n t s  i n  o n e  h a l f  o f  s o l a r  f i e l d  ( 1 9 4 )

l s c g  =  w s c a  +  l b c t w e c n r o w j  w h e r e  l s c g  =  l e n g t h  o f  s e g m e n t  ( 1 9 5 )

d i s e g H ( i )  -  Nscg *  2  *  d , ;  w h e r e  d i s c g H ( i ) =  i n n e r  d i a m e t e r  o f  s e g m e n t  1 o f  h o t  h e a d e r  &  d j  =  i n n e r  d i a m e t e r  ( 1 9 6 )

o f  a b s o r b e r  t u b e

d i s c g H ( i ) =  d i s c g H ( i . | )  -  2  *  d j j  w h e r e  d j S C g H ( i ) =  i n n e r  d i a m e t e r  o f  s e g m e n t  ( i )  o f  h o t  h e a d e r  f o r  i  =  1 t o  Nscg ( 1 9 7 )

d t h s c g H ( i )  =  R t h n  *  d i s c g H ( i > ;  w h e r e  R t h H  =  a v e r a g e  r a t i o  o f  h o t  h e a d e r  w a l l  t h i c k n e s s  t o  i n n e r  d i a m e t e r  ( 1 9 8 )

( = 0 . 0 1 0 8  [ 9 6 ] )

d o s e g H ( i ) =  d i s c g H ( i )  +  d t h s e g H ( i ) ;  w h e r e  d 0 S C g H ( i )  =  o u t e r  d i a m e t e r  o f  s e g m e n t  ( i )  o f  h o t  h e a d e r  ( 1 9 9 )

A s ,c e is c g H ( i )  =  K  *  ( d o s c g H ( i )  ^  2 ) 2  -  7 t  *  ( d i s e g H ( i )  +  2 ) 2 ;  w h e r e  A s tC e i s c g H ( i )  =  c r o s s - s e c t i o n a l  a r e a  o f  s t e e l  i n  ( 2 0 0 )

s e g m e n t  ( i )  o f  h o t  h e a d e r

VstceisegH(i) =  Astee,segH(i) *  l s c g ;  w h e r e  v steeiscgH(i) =  v o l u m e  o f  s t e e l  i n  h o t  h e a d e r  s e g m e n t  ( i )  ( 2 0 1 )

V st e c iH  =  2  *  I ( v s tc C | SCg H ) ;  w h e r e  V s t e c i H  =  t o t a l  v o l u m e  o f  s t e e l  i n  h o t  h e a d e r  ( 2 0 2 )

M s t e e iH  =  P s t c c i  *  V s t c e | H ;  w h e r e  M s te c i H  =  m a s s  o f  s t e e l  i n  h o t  h e a d e r  &  p s te e i  =  d e n s i t y  o f  s t e e l  ( = 7 . 8 6  ( 2 0 3 )

t o n n e s / m 3 )

M s t e c i h e a d c r  =  M s t c d H  +  M s t e e l c ;  w h e r e  M s , c e i h c a d e r  =  t o t a l  m a s s  o f  s t e e l  i n  h e a d e r  p i p i n g  &  M s t e e l c  =  m a s s  o f  ( 2 0 4 )

s t e e l  i n  c o l d  h e a d e r

d t h i n s H ( i )  =  R t h i n s H  *  d t h s e g H ( i ) ;  w h e r e  d t h i n s H ( o  =  t h i c k n e s s  o f  i n s u l a t i o n  i n  h o t  h e a d e r  s e g m e n t  &  R t h i n s H  =  ( 2 0 5 )

a v e r a g e  r a t i o  o f  h o t  h e a d e r  i n s u l a t i o n  t o  p i p e  t h i c k n e s s  ( = 2 2 )

A j n s s e g H ( i )  ~  I t  *  ( ( d 0 s c g H ( i )  ^ " 2  *  d ( h j n s H ( i ) )  +  2 ) 2  -  K  *  ( d o s e g H f i )  -  2 ) 2 ;  w h e r e  A j n s s c g H ( i ) =  c r o s s - s e c t i o n a l  a r e a  o f  ( 2 0 6 )

i n s u l a t i o n  i n  s e g m e n t  ( i )  o f  h o t  h e a d e r

V in s s e g H ( i )  =  A i n s s c g H ( i )  *  l s c g ;  w h e r e  V jn s s e g H ( i )  =  v o l u m e  o f  i n s u l a t i o n  i n  h o t  h e a d e r  s e g m e n t  ( i )  ( 2 0 7 )

V m s H  =  2  *  £ ( v i n s s c g H ) ;  w h e r e  V i n s H  =  t o t a l  v o l u m e  o f  i n s u l a t i o n  i n  h o t  h e a d e r  ( 2 0 8 )

M j n s H  =  P i n s  *  V i n s H ;  w h e r e  M i n s H  =  m a s s  o f  i n s u l a t i o n  i n  h o t  h e a d e r  &  p i n s  =  d e n s i t y  o f  i n s u l a t i o n  ( 2 0 9 )

( = 2 4 0 . 2 8  k g / m 3 )

M i n s h e a d c r  =  M i n s H  +  M i n s C ;  w h e r e  M j n s h e a d c r =  t o t a l  m a s s  o f  i n s u l a t i o n  i n  h e a d e r  p i p i n g  &  M i n s C  =  m a s s  o f  ( 2 1 0 )

i n s u l a t i o n  i n  c o l d  h e a d e r

V H t f =  0 . 5  *  ( L a b s o r b c r  * n *  ( d / 2 ) 2  +  I ( l s e g  * n *  ( d i s c g H ( i )  -  2 ) 2 )  +  E ( l s c g  *  n  *  ( d i s c g c ( i )  -  2 ) 2 ) ) ;  w h e r e  V H t f =  ( 2 1 1 )

t o t a l  v o l u m e  o f  HTF
M Htf =  V Htf *  P H T F m a X ;  w h e r e  p H T F m a x  =  m a x i m u m  d e n s i t y  o f  HTF ( a t  Tmin) &  M Htf =  t o t a l  m a s s  o f  HTF ( 2 1 2 )

Equation 194 calculates the number of header pipe segments in one half of the solar field, and 

Equation 195 calculates the length of each segment as the sum of the SCA width and the distance 

between each row of SCAs. Equation 196 calculates the inner diameter of the first hot header
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segment as twice the product of the absorber tube inner diameter and the number of header 

segments in order to have enough space for all segments to receive HTF from absorber tubes on 

both sides of the header piping. Equation 197 reduces the inner diameter of each subsequent 

segment by twice the inner diameter of the absorber since one less SCA loop will be emptying 

into each subsequent segment. Equation 198 calculates the thickness of the steel wall in each hot 

header segment using the average ratio of wall thickness to inner pipe diameter obtained from 

the NREL piping model [96] as a linear scaling factor. Equation 199 calculates the outer 

diameter of the header pipe as the sum of the inner diameter and steel thickness. Equation 200 

calculates the cross-sectional area of the hot header segment as the difference between the total 

cross-sectional area and the inner cross-sectional area, and Equation 201 calculates the volume of 

steel needed in each hot header segment. Equation 202 calculates the total volume of steel for 

the hot header as twice the sum of the steel in the segments (since the original calculations were 

based on one half of the solar field), and Equation 203 calculates the total mass of the steel for 

the hot header. The model repeats Equations 196 through 203 for the cold header, and Equation 

204 calculates the total steel for all headers.

A similar method is used in Equations 205-210 to calculate the total mass of insulation for the 

header piping, and Equations 211 and 212 calculate the initial total mass of HTF needed for the 

power plant under the assumption that there needs to be enough HTF to at least fill half the space 

in the total absorber space and a quarter of the space in the header piping. This assumption 

results in similar HTF volumes per unit aperture area as those reported in Cohen et al. [95] and 

SAM [137]. This is considered an initial mass because HTF will be lost over time to 

vaporization and degradation and will need to be replaced annually.
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The TES system incorporates two tanks (one for hot fluid and one for cold fluid), and each tank 

requires insulation and a foundation. The quantities of carbon steel, thermal insulation, and 

concrete were obtained from regression analyses on the total costs and unit costs associated with 

varying TES capacities reported in Kelly and Kearney [103]. The data used and equations 

resulting from these regressions are presented in Appendix D. Due to time constraints and lack 

of data, the EIO-LCA method was used to estimate the resource requirements and greenhouse 

gas emissions associated with the manufacture of the TES heat exchangers and pumps, and Table 

20 displays the cost inputs to the EIO-LCA model for these components, which were derived 

from the cost model results described in Chapter 4. Chapter 3 describes how the performance 

model calculates the total mass of the storage fluid (Msaittotai) used in the TES system. Table 20 

also presents the values from the cost model for the power cycle, heaters and site work and 

infrastructure (including the total direct site work costs and the total indirect engineering, 

procurement, management and construction (EPCM) and project, land and miscellaneous (PLM) 

costs discussed in Chapter 4). For the purposes of the EIO-LCA inventory, 60% of the total 

power cycle cost from the economic model was attributed to the turbines and generators, and 

40% was allocated to the balance of plant (cooling towers, pumps, heat exchangers) because that 

is the approximate distribution in the SAM spreadsheet [39].

5.1.2 Operation and Maintenance LC I

In general, the operation and maintenance (O&M) LCI estimates the utilities included in the 

annual O&M cost model described in Chapter 4: auxiliary electricity, water for the power cycle 

cooling system and mirror washing, and natural gas for the FITF and storage fluid heaters. In
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addition, the O&M LCI estimates diesel fuel for the solar field maintenance trucks and the 

amount of HTF required annually to make up for HTF lost through vaporization, spills and 

degradation. Table 21 presents the material requirements and monetary values for the O&M 

LCI for the case study plant with 6 hours of TES and a solar multiple of 2.23. The total annual 

natural gas and water amounts and cost of auxiliary electricity from the economic model were 

multiplied by the plant lifetime of 30 years to obtain the values presented in the table. The total 

lifetime diesel fuel mass was calculated based on the following assumptions: 1) on average, one 

truck will drive the entire length of the collectors (approximately 160,000 m for the case study 

plant) once a day to check for maintenance issues and/or wash mirrors; 2) the truck’s gas mileage 

is 15 miles per gallon on average; and 3) the density of diesel fuel is 0.85 kg/L [154]. The total 

lifetime O&M HTF mass calculation is based on the assumption that approximately 0.5% of the 

initial HTF mass will be lost to vaporization, spills and degradation each year, and new HTF will 

be purchased each year to replace the loss.

Table 21 - Material Requirements and Monetary Values for Operation and Maintenance
Life Cycle Inventory

Item Purpose Unit Total Life 

Cycle Quantity

Total per 

MWh

Electricity Parasitic loads and nighttime HTF 

pumping
$ 340,000,000 25

Water Mirror washing and power cycle 

cooling

thousand

gallons

21,000,000 1.5

Natural Gas HTF and storage fluid heaters MMBtu 9,600,000 0.69

Diesel fuel Maintenance trucks kg 250,000 0.018

Heat transfer 

fluid (HTF)

Makeup for vaporization, spillage 

and degradation
kg 420,000 0.031
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5.2 Environmental Impact Assessment

The water use, greenhouse gas emissions, and energy requirements associated with the life cycle 

stages described above were estimated using the Simapro 7.1 databases where physical 

measurements were available and the EIO-LCA U.S. 2002 (428) Benchmark Model - Producer 

Price [155] where economic data were available. In Simapro, the IPCC GWP 100a method 

estimated the greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) and the Cumulative Energy Demand (CED) 

VI.06 method estimated the energy requirements. Water use was calculated as the sum of the 

following substances in the “Raw” compartment of the database inventory if available: “Water, 

well, in ground”, “Water, river”, and “Water, lake”. If none of these substances were available, 

then water use was obtained from the substance “Water, unspecified natural origin” in the “Raw” 

compartment. The EIO-LCA model reports GHG emissions, total energy, and water use based 

on a specified amount of economic activity. Table 22 presents the environmental factors 

obtained from these sources and the units upon which they are based. Appendix E includes a full 

list of the specific databases used within Simapro and EIO-LCA and the specific processes 

included for each item.
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Table 22 - LCA Environmental Impact Factors
Item Use Unit CED

(MWh/

unit)

GHG (kg

C02eq/
unit)

Water

use

(gallons/

unit)

Construction
Site work & General construction $ 2.3E-03 0.61 5.6
infrastructure
Galvanized steel Solar Collector Assembly 

(SCA)
kg 9.1E-03 2.9 0.1

Low-iron float glass SCA kg 0.041 8.8 7.7
solar mirrors
Ceramic SCA kg 0.012 2.6 3.7
Silicone SCA kg 0.018 2.9 1.6
Stainless steel SCA kg 0.028 6.1 24
Borosilicate glass SCA kg 0.015 3.2 2.1
Concrete SCA, TES foundations m3 0.41 267 152
Therminol VP-1 Initial and makeup HTF kg 0.031 3.0 1.2
Carbon steel TES tanks and HTF header 

piping
kg 6.3E-03 1.1 0.33

Insulation TES tanks and HTF header 
piping

kg 5.1E-03 1.5 2.8

Solar salt TES system kg 1.80E-05 0.0038 0.0094
Salt pumps TES system $ 2.4E-03 0.56 8.5
Heaters and heat HTF and salt heaters and $ 3.1E-03 0.79 9.9
exchangers TES heat exchanger
Turbines and Power Block $ 1.6E-03 0.40 4.7
Generators
Other manufacturing Balance of plant $ 2.5E-03 0.63 7.9
Operation and Maintenance
Diesel* Maintenance vehicles kg 0.07 4.7 0.70
Natural Gas HTF and salt heaters MMBtu 1.2 89 0.0054
Electricity Auxiliary loads $ 7.5E-03 2.3 61
Dismantle and Disposal [127]
Solar Field For plant with wet cooling m2* MWh 5.4E-10 8.7E-07 4.5E-07
Solar Field-DC For plant with dry cooling m2* MWh 5.1E-10 8.4E-07 4.2E-07
HTF System For plant with wet cooling m2* MWh 1.5E-10 5.2E-07 2.5E-07
HTF System-DC For plant with dry cooling m2* MWh 1.4E-10 5.1E-07 2.4E-07
TES System For plant with wet cooling MWhth* MWh 1.2E-06 3.4E-04 6.4E-04
TES System-DC For plant with dry cooling MWhth*MWh 1.2E-06 3.3E-04 6.2E-04
Power Block For plant with wet cooling MW*MWh 7.3E-07 1.3E-03 6.1E-04
Power Block-DC For plant with dry cooling MW*MWh 7.6E-07 7.8E-04 6.1E-04

The diesel and natural gas GHG emission factors include combustion as follows: GHGcombustion ~ C02comblls,ion +  C02eqCH4reiease- 
For diesel: C02combllstion =  (5.83 MMBtu/barrel *  7.46 barrels per metric ton *  73.15 kg C02 emissions per MMBtu)/1000
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(sources o f  data: [156],[157],[158], respectively; and C 02eqcH4reiease ~ (0.0051 g  CH4 emissions per mile [158] * annual miles 
driven *  GWP)/(annual mass o f  diesel *  1000). The annual miles driven are calculated as the product o f  the length o f  the solar 
field piping and 365 days. The GWP refers to the global warming potential o f  methane, which is 25[159], For natural gas: 
C02combusiion = 53.06 kg C 0 2 per MMBtu [  158]; and C 02eqcH4,eiease = GWP *  0.001 kg per MMBtu [158]

Therminol VP-1 is a synthetic fluid and a eutectic mixture of 73.5% diphenyl oxide (also known 

as diphenyl ether and phenyl ether [160]) and 26.5% biphenyl [35]. Unfortunately, Simapro 

does not have a database for Therminol VP-1, diphenyl ether, phenyl ether, or biphenyl. 

Therefore, proxies were selected to represent the manufacture of the two components of 

Therminol VP-1, and Table 22 presents the weighted sum of the impact factors for these proxies. 

Since diphenyl ether is a side product in the production of phenol [161], the Ecoinvent database 

‘Phenol, at plant/RER S’ was selected to represent the life cycle environmental impacts of 

diphenyl ether production. Biphenyl (also called diphenyl, phenylbenzene, 1,l'-biphenyl, or 

limonene) can be produced from coal tar, crude oil, and natural gas by distillation [162]. Since 

the specific production source for Therminol VP-1 in CSP generation is unknown, Table 22 

presents the average of the results from representative Simapro databases for coal tar, crude oil, 

and natural gas. Coal tar is a by-product of the carbonization of coal to make coke [163]; 

therefore, the ETH-ESU 96 database 'Coal Cokes S' was used to represent impacts from coal tar 

production. This database represents coke produced from coal and the byproducts: coal-tar, 

ammonia, light oils, and "coal-gas". The average ratio of tars to coke from Rubchevskii et al 

(0.055825 [164]) was used to allocate impacts to coal tar production alone. The energy content 

of coke was assumed to be 29.6 MJ/kg [165] in order to convert the Simapro results from 

impacts per MJ to impacts per kg.

The portion of biphenyl production environmental impacts attributed to natural gas production 

was calculated as the sum of the impacts from the same Simapro databases as those used for the
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operation and maintenance natural gas: ‘Natural gas, at extraction site NREL/US’; ‘Natural gas, 

processed, at plant NREL /US’; and ‘Natural gas, at consumer/RNA with US electricity’ (U.S. 

LCI Database and Ecoinvent). A density of 0.8 kg/m3 [166] was used to convert the values in 

Simapro to impacts per kg. The portion of biphenyl production environmental impacts attributed 

to crude oil production was calculated as the sum of the impacts from: ‘Crude oil, production 

GB, at long distance transport/kg/RER’ and the average of data from ‘Crude oil production 

onshore S’ and ‘Crude oil, at production onshore/RME S’ (Ecoinvent).

The storage salt thermodynamic properties in the performance model and the unit cost in the 

economic model are based on “solar salt” (see Table 3), which is binary nitrate salt consisting of 

a eutectic mixture of 60% sodium nitrate (NaNOs) and 40% potassium nitrate (KNO3) [37]. It is 

possible to mine these compounds or produce them synthetically, and since approximately 60% 

of the solar salt market share is from mining [127], this LCA assumes the compounds are mined. 

Unfortunately, Simapro does not have a database for mined solar salt, sodium nitrate or 

potassium nitrate. Therefore, proxies were selected to represent the solar salt mining and 

production process in order to obtain the environmental impact factors presented in Table 22. 

Figure 58 represents the mining process of the company SQM, the self-proclaimed leading 

producer of mined nitrate salts in the world. Solar salt is mainly produced from mined caliche 

ore, which is extracted from shallow surfaces using explosives and then crushed and leached 

[167]. Since this is a form of surface mining with explosives [168], a mined proxy that uses a 

similar method was selected for use in Simapro; the database for vermiculite was the closest 

match. Vermiculite is a natural mineral found in Russia, South Africa, China, and Brazil and is 

often used for insulation [169]. The Ecoinvent database ‘vermiculite, at mine/kg/ZA with US
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electricity’ includes “excavation by digger, blasting, transportation within mine”, but it does not 

include crushing. The Ecoinvent database ‘Limestone, crushed, for mill/CH S’ was used to 

represent the environmental impacts of crushing and processing the caliche to form solar salt 

because this database includes the processes: “primary crushing, washing, and transportation by 

conveyor belt” [170]. The salt environmental impact factors presented in Table 22 are the sum 

of the impact factors from these two databases.
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Figure 58 - Mining Processes Used in the Production of Solar Salt [1711

The land use assessment is based on the life cycle land use of only the operational stage of the 

power plant due to time constraints and uncertainty concerning proper allocation of upstream 

land use. In reality, the land use from the operational stage is probably more important to policy

makers than the upstream land use since CSP plants tend to occupy vast stretches of desert land 

that may encroach on threatened or endangered desert species. Therefore, for the purposes of 

this study, the “life cycle land use” (Alc) refers to the values calculated in Equations 181 and 

182, in contrast with the solar field area and total power plant area, which are not scaled by
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lifetime electricity generation. The coefficients in Equations 213 and 214 were obtained from 

the ratio of solar field aperture area to total power plant area used in the Worley Parsons CSP 

studies for the updated SAM version [43],[45].

The environmental impacts from dismantling and disposing of the main plant components at the 

end of the plant lifetime were obtained from Burkhardt et al. [127] and divided by the reference 

total solar field area, gross turbine capacity, and storage capacity (in megawatt-hours thermal 

(MWhth)) reported in the study, resulting in units of impact factor per (reference unit times 

MWh). These values were scaled linearly for use in this study by multiplying the appropriate 

value by the ratio of the nominal unit to the reference literature unit. For example, Burkhardt et 

al. report the value for the GHG emissions from the dismantle and disposal stage of a parabolic 

trough plant with a 1,990 MWht TES system to be 0.68 kgC02eq/MWh. For the purposes of this 

study, this value was multiplied by the ratio of the nominal storage capacity to the reference 

capacity of 1,990 MWht to estimate the TES system dismantle and disposal GHG emissions for 

various storage capacities.

5.4 Nominal Results from Environmental Analysis

As described above, the environmental analysis includes five sets of calculations: 1) Cumulative 

Energy Demand (CED); 2) life cycle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions; 3) life cycle water; 4) 

life cycle land use (on-site only); and 5) carbon price for PT to be competitive with a new coal-

Alc -[4 .1  * A] : [EANNUAL2 * tb]
A lc d c  = [3.9 * A ]  -  [EAnnual2dc * tb]; for plant with dry cooling

(213)
(214)
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fired power plant. The nominal results for each of these analyses are presented in the following 

sub-sections.

5.4.1 Cumulative Energy Demand

Figure 59 presents the nominal results for the cumulative energy demand calculation for storage 

and no storage with and without dry cooling. The CED increases from a value of 0.5 MWh per 

MWh with no storage/backup to a maximum value of 6.5 MWh per MWh with 12 hrs NG (13 

fold increase). The CED for each dry-cooled case is 5-9% higher than the respective wet-cooled 

case for all plant configurations because the dry-cooled systems generate less electricity over the 

plant lifetime than the wet-cooled systems since the power cycle is less efficient. The CED for 

the NG cases increases steadily from 1.8 times the TES case at 1 hr to 6.7 times at 12 hr. This is 

due primarily to the increase in annual natural gas consumption with increasing equivalent 

storage capacity. On the other hand, the CED for the plants with storage increases from 1.1 

MWh/MWh at 1 hr storage (twice the no storage/backup value) to 1.2 MWh/MWh at 2 hr TES 

and then decreases steadily to 0.9 MWh/MWh with 12 hr TES. The different trend for the TES 

plants can be explained by the fact that annual natural gas use for HTF freeze protection does not 

vary significantly across TES capacities, so with larger storage capacities, the larger amount of 

annual electricity generation balances out any small increase in natural gas consumption to result 

in a net decrease per MWh electricity generated after 2 hr TES.
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Equivalent storage capacity (hours) 

Figure 59 - Total cumulative energy demand

Intuitively, a CED value of 6.5 MWh/MWh seems high because it implies that six times as much 

energy output is required as primary energy input to get generate one MWh of electricity. Upon 

closer inspection, it was revealed that using the Simapro database to calculate the upstream 

impacts from natural gas extraction, processing, and transportation and also self-calculating the 

combustion impacts may have led to double-counting the natural gas environmental impacts. 

The following Ecoinvent databases were used originally to calculate the upstream impacts of 

natural gas extraction, processing and transportation from refinery to distribution site, 

respectively: “Natural gas, at extraction site NREL /US (U.S. LCI Database with Ecoinvent 

Supplement)”; “Natural gas, processed, at plant NREL /US (U.S. LCI Database with Ecoinvent 

Supplement)”; and “Natural gas, at consumer/RNA with US electricity U (Ecoinvent)”. In the 

inventory for the first two databases, there is an input of 1.03 and 1.08 mJ raw natural gas per m3 

natural gas output, respectively. The energy content associated with these amounts of natural gas 

is roughly equal to the CED output reported in the Ecoinvent databases, and since no other 

energy input is listed in the inventory, it can be tentatively concluded that the primary energy



content of the fuel is counted in the CED reported by the database. Therefore, only the 

combustion stage will be considered for the remaining results concerning CED and greenhouse 

gas emissions from natural gas. Figure 60 displays the revised lifecycle CED results when the 

upstream natural gas production impacts are eliminated. Now, the results range from 0.4 to 1.8 

MWh/MWh, a much more reasonable range given that any considerable amount of natural gas 

will increase the CED to greater than one due to the fact that the heater will not be able to 

harness 100% of the primary energy content in the fuel.
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Figure 60 - Total cumulative energy demand (revised to exclude natural gas extraction/processing)

Figure 61 shows the contribution of each stage of the life cycle assessment to the total CED for 

each equivalent storage capacity for the wet-cooled designs only. The operation stage 

contributes the most to the total due the annual natural gas consumption, and this trend is even 

more prominent in the NG backup cases. CED from dismantle and disposal is negligible 

compared to the other two stages.
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Figure 61 - Relative contribution of life cycle stage to total CED

(TES on the left and NG backup on the right)

Figure 62 shows the relative contribution of the manufacture and construction of each main plant 

component to the total manufacture/construction portion of the CED. The solar field is the single 

largest contributor to the manufacture/construction CED, decreasing from 48% of the total with 

no storage/backup to 34% with 12 hr storage. This decrease occurs as the share from the TES 

system increases from 0% with no storage/backup to 14% with 11 hr TES, and the contribution 

from the HTF system (including from the natural gas-fired heater) increases from 5% with no 

storage/backup to 14% with 12 hr TES. The contribution from the power block and balance of 

plant decreases with increasing TES capacity as the total contribution from these two stays 

constant but the net annual electricity generation from each plant increases. The site work and 

infrastructure contribution increases with increasing total plant capital cost. The NG cases 

follow similar trends with respect to power block, balance of plant, site work and infrastructure, 

but the solar field contribution first decreases to 40% with 1 hr NG; increases to 43% with 9 hr 

NG; and decreases again to 42% with 12 hi' NG. Meanwhile, the HTF contribution increases
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steadily to 25% at 12 hr NG as a larger natural gas-fired heater is needed to match the larger 

storage capacity.
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Figure 62 - Relative contribution of key plant components to manufacture/construction total CED

(TES on the left and NG backup on the right)

Figure 63 is similar to Figure 62 except it shows in more detail how the CED of individual 

materials contributes to the total manufacture/construction CED. The manufacture of the mirrors 

makes up the largest single material contribution to the total at 25-35% depending on th 

equivalent storage capacity. The CED impacts from the ceramic fasteners, silicon adhesives, 

boroglass receiver envelopes, stainless steel receiver tubes, concrete foundations, carbon steel 

and insulation for the storage tanks and header piping, TES heat exchanger and pumps, and 

nitrate salt each make up between close to 0% and 6% of the total manufacture/constuction 

CED. The natural gas-fired heater contributes between 1% of the total with no storage/backup to 

a maximum of 16% with 1 hr NG. The contribution from the power bloack and balance of plant 

each decrease from about 15% with no storage/backup to 6% with 12 hr NG. The contribution
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from site work and infrastructure is significant at 18%-29% of the total manufacture/construction 

stage. Since the CED values for this component were obtained from the EIO-LCA method, it 

may be worthwhile in the future to calculate the direct effects from the process-based method in 

the future for comparison.
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Figure 63 - Relative contribution of key materials/components to manufacture/construction total CED

(TES on the left and NG backup on the right)

Figure 64 displays the relative contribution of each key component of the operation stage to the 

total operational stage CED. With no storage/backup, the indirect CED from electricity for 

auxiliary loads, especially nighttime HTF pumping, makes up 88% of the operational total, while 

natural gas for on-site FITF freeze protection is 12%, and diesel fuel for solar field maintenance 

trucks and makeup HTF are close to 0% each. Electricity remains the largest single contributor 

to operational stage CED for all of the successive TES capacities, decreasing to 50% of the total 

with 12 hr TES, while natural gas increases to 49% of the total at this capacity. For the NG plant
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configuration, natural gas quickly overtakes electricity as the single largest contributor to the 

operational stage CED, increasing from 58% of the total at 1 hr NG to 90% at 12 hr NG. Similar 

to the TES cases, HTF makeup and diesel fuel remain close to 0% of the total operational stage 

CED for the NG cases.
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Figure 64 - Relative contribution of key components to operational stage CED total

(TES on the left and NG backup on the right)

5.4.2 Life Cycle Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Figure 65 displays the total life cycle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions for each plant 

configuration with wet cooling and dry cooling. These results exclude the upstream emissions 

from natural gas extraction and processing in order to avoid the potential double-count described 

in relation to CED previously. Life cycle GHG emissions increase from 120 kgC02eq/MWh 

with no storage/backup to a maximum of 130 kgC02eq/MWh with 2 hr TES (16% increase) and 

decrease again to a minimum of 110 kgC02eq/MWh with 12 hr TES (6% decrease from no
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storage/backup). With NG backup, the GHG emissions increase steadily from 170 

kgC02eq/MWh, with 1 hr NG (47% increase from no storage/backup and 27% increase from 1 hr 

TES) to a maximum of 330 kgCC^eq/MWh with 12 hr TES equivalent (about 3 times the no 

storage/backup and 12 hr TES values). Figure 65 displays the same basic trends as Figure 60 

since GHG emissions are directly related to fossil fuel use, and the bulk of CED is comprised of 

primary energy from fossil fuels. The GHG results for the plants with TES and no 

storage/backup are within the range of 17-185 kgCCheq/MWh reported in the literature and 

summarizes in section 2.5.
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Figure 65 - Life cycle greenhouse gas emissions

No literature values were found to compare the parabolic trough cases with NG backup.

However, Table 23 lists the mid-point life cycle GHG emission values reported by Jaramillo et

al. [172] for several leading fossil fuel electricity generation technologies. At a range of 170-330

kgC02eq/MWh, the parabolic trough cases with NG backup have greater life cycle GHG

emissions than the literature value for NGCC with CCS, and similar GHG emissions to IGCC

with CCS and PC with CCS. NGCC life cycle emissions without CCS are only 20-40% higher
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than parabolic trough with 7-12 hours of NG backup. There is a lot of uncertainty associated 

with comparing LCA results from two different studies due to the myriad assumptions, 

boundaries, and data sources that can be used. Therefore, this is a rough comparison to put the 

NG cases in context with other electricity generation technologies.

Table 23 - Life Cycle GHG Emissions for Fossil Fuel-Fired Electricity Generation [172J

Electricity generation technology Life cycle 
GHG 

emissions 
(kg

C02eq/MWh)

Pulverized coal (PC) 1,000

Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) 900

Natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) 400
PC with carbon capture and sequestration 
(CCS)

180

IGCC with CCS 140

NGCC with CCS 90

Figure 66 displays the relative contribution of each life cycle stage to the total GHG emissions 

for the wet-cooled cases presented in Figure 65. The results for the dry-cooled cases were 

similar but slightly higher in each stage. The trends shown in this figure are similar to those 

displayed in Figure 61 due to the link between primary fossil energy use and GHG emissions. 

Again, the operational stage is the largest contributor to life cycle GHG emissions for all three 

plant configurations at all storage/backup capacities.
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Figure 66- Relative contribution of life cycle stage to total GHG emissions

(TES on the left and NG backup on the right)

Figure 67 displays the relative contribution of the key plant components (including the heat 

transfer fluid system, thermal energy storage system, site work and infrastructure, balance of 

plant, power block, and solar field) to the life cycle GHG emissions from the 

manufacture/construction stage. These results include similar trends as seen in Figure 62 due to 

the relationship between primary fossil fuel energy use and GHG emissions.
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Figure 67 - Relative contribution of key plant components to manufacture/construct total GHG emissions

(TES on the left and NG backup on the right)

Figure 68 displays the relative contribution of the key materials in each of the components from 

Figure 67 to the life cycle GHG emissions from the manufacture/construction stage. These 

results include similar trends as seen in Figure 63 due to the relationship between primary fossil 

fuel energy use and GHG emissions.
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Figure 68 - Relative contribution of key materials/components to manufacture/construction total GHG 

emissions (TES on the left and  N G  backup on the right)

Figure 69 displays the relative contribution of the following components to the life cycle GHG 

emissions from the operational stage of the wet-cooled designs: makeup heat transfer fluid, 

diesel fuel for maintenance trucks, electricity for auxiliary loads, and natural gas for HTF freeze 

protection and backup. These results include similar trends as seen in Figure 64 due to the 

relationship between primary fossil fuel energy use and GHG emissions. Indirect GHG 

emissions from auxiliary electricity make up the largest portion of operational stage GHG 

emissions for the no storage/backup plant configuration and all of the TES cases, and GHG 

emissions from on-site natural gas use comprise the largest percentage of operational stage 

emissions for the NG cases.
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(TES on the left and NG backup on the right)

5.4.3 Life Cycle Water Use

Figure 70 presents the results of the life cycle water use calculations, which range from a 

maximum of about 3,900 gallons per MWh with wet cooling and no storage/backup to a 

minimum of approximately 1,600 gallons/MWh with 12 hours of NG backup and dry cooling. 

In contrast to the CED and GHG emissions results, which were distinguished by backup system, 

the water use results differ markedly when comparing cooling types and are relatively similar 

when comparing backup systems. All of the wet-cooled life cycle water use results are between 

1.4 and 1.8 times the life cycle water use results of the respective dry-cooled cases; whereas, the 

TES/NG results vary +/- 1% from each other for the wet-cooled cases and up to 3% for the dry- 

cooled cases. When wet cooling is used, the life cycle water use for the NG cases is slightly



larger than for the TES cases until 7 hrs of equivalent storage capacity, when the TES cases 

begin to have slightly larger life cycle water values than the NG cases. When dry cooling is 

used, the same trend is observed, but the switch happens at 5 hr equivalent TES capacity instead 

of 7 hr.
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Figure 70 - Life cycle water use

Figure 71 displays the relative contribution of each stage to the life cycle water use of the wet- 

cooled cases, and the operational stage is the largest single contributor for all cases. The 

manufacture/construction stage comprises 3-6% of the total for cases with TES and 3-5% for 

cases with NG backup. The dismantle/disposal stage contributes less than 1% to the total for all 

cases.
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Figure 71 - Relative contribution of each life cycle stage to total water use in plants with wet cooling

(TES on the left and NG backup on the right)

Figure 72 shows the same basic trends for the dry-cooled cases; although the relative percentage 

contribution from manufacture/construction is slightly increased compared to the wet-cooled 

cases simply because of the lower operational stage values.
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Figure 72 - Relative contribution of each life cycle stage to total water use in plants with dry cooling

(TES on the left and NG backup on the right)

Figure 73 presents the relative contrubution to the manufacture/construction stage of the life 

cycle water use for the wet-cooled cases from the following key plant components: HTF system, 

TES system, site work and infrastructure, balance of plant, power block, and solar field. The 

manufacture/construction stage trends and values were similar for the dry-cooled cases but 

slightly higher due to the decreased efficiency of the power cycle and slightly lower annual 

electricity generation. The single largest contributor to the manufacture/construction life cycle 

water use is site work and infrastructure with 33% of the total at no storage/backup and 

increasing to 47% of the total with 12 hr TES. With the NG backup cases, this contribution is 

less dramatic as it decreases to 26% with 1 hr NG backup and then gradually rises to 43% with 

12 hr NG backup. Similar to the CED and GHG emissions results, site work and infrastructure 

results for life cycle water use were derived from EIO-LCA, specifically from the US 2002 (428) 

Producer Price model for “Construction, Other non-residential”. Given the significant 

contribution of this category to manufacture/construction life cycle water use, it may be
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worthwhile in the future to investigate site work and infrastructure from a process-based life 

cycle approach for comparison. The solar field and HTF system (which includes the natural gas- 

fired heater) contribute up to 5% each to the total manufacture/construction stage life cycle water 

use for all cases that use TES. The contribution from the solar field is minimal for the NG cases 

as well, but the HTF system contributes a maximum of 32% with 1 hr NG to a minimum of 22% 

with 12 hr NG. The TES system is a significant contributor to the TES results with 18% at 1 hr 

TES increasing to 26% with 12 hr TES. The power cycle and balance of plant contributions 

decrease steadily across equivalent storage capacities as the annual electricity generation relative 

to the power block capacity increases.

Figure 73 - Relative contribution of key plant components to manufacture/construction stage total water use

(TES on the left and NG backup on the right)

Figure 74 presents the same results as Figure 73 organized by contribution from material rather 

than main system component. This figure shows site work and infrastructure still to be the 

largest single contributor, followed closely by the natural gas-fired heater for the NG cases and
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then power block/ balance of plant for all of the cases. The TES heat exchanger is the next 

biggest contributor for the TES cases.
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Figure 74 - Relative contribution of key materials/components to manufacture/construct total water use

(TES on the left and NG backup on the right)

Figure 75 shows the relative contribution of makeup FITF, diesel fuel, natural gas, electricity, 

and steam cycle makeup/mirror washing to the operational stage total life cycle water use for the 

wet-cooled cases. Only indirect electricity and on-site steam cycle/mirror washing make 

meaningful contributions to this stage, with electricity comprising 62% of the total with no 

storage/backup and decreasing to 46% with 12 hr TES/NG backup. Only about 5% of the water 

use for steam cycle makeup/mirror washing is actually for mirror washing; therefore, roughly 

38% of the operational stage life cycle water use is from on-site steam cycle makeup with no 

storage/backup, increasing to up to 54% of the total with 12 hr TES/NG backup. The electricity 

values were calculated from EIO-LCA and adapted to the average California electricity mix. It 

may be more accurate to determine the exact electricity mix in the region of a specific PT power
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plant location and calculate the real water use per MWh of electricity supplied by each generator. 

The water use for steam cycle makeup and mirror washing was calculated by the thermodynamic 

model.
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Figure 75 - Relative contribution of key components to operation stage water use (wet cooling)

(TES on the left and NG backup on the right)

Figure 76 shows the relative contribution of makeup HTF, diesel fuel, natural gas, electricity, 

and steam cycle makeup/mirror washing to the operational stage total life cycle water use for the 

dry-cooled cases. Dry cooling reduces the steam cycle contribution to a minimum of 4% with no 

storage/backup up to a maximum of 7% with 12 hr TES/NG backup. The electricity contribution 

increases to 92-96% of the total operational water use, and the rest of the contributions remain 

negligible.
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Figure 76 - Relative contribution of key components to operation stage water use (dry cooling)

(TES on the left and NG backup on the right)

5.4.4 Life Cycle Land Use

Figure 77 displays the life cycle land use results (which only incorporate the land use associated 

with the actual footprint of the power plant as described previously). Life cycle land use 

decreases from 2.7 ft2/MWh with no storage to 2.6 ft2/MWh with 1 hr TES (4% decrease) and 

increases to a maximum of 2.9 ft2/MWh with 12 hr TES (12% increase from minimum at 1 hr 

TES). The NG cases follow a similar trend, with a minimum of 2.7 ft2/MWh with 1 hr backup 

and a maximum of 3.3 ft2/MWh with 12 hr backup (22% increase from minimum at 1 hr NG). 

The life cycle land use for the NG cases is higher overall than for the TES cases because the 

plants with NG backup require a slightly larger solar field area to match the TES annual and 

hourly electricity generation. The dry-cooled cases vary less than 1% from the respective wet- 

cooled cases.
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Figure 77 - Life cycle land use

5.4.6 Summary of Nominal Environmental Results

To summarize the results of the environmental analysis, adding TES can slightly reduce life 

cycle GHG emissions and land use compared to no storage/backup. However, the relative 

differences between the two plant configurations are so small that given the model uncertainty 

examined in Chapter 6, it is probably more accurate to say that TES and no TES/backup have 

similar GHG and land use values. CED and on-site water use is similar for TES and no 

TES/backup as well. TES and NG backup lower life cycle water use compared to no 

TES/backup. The NG backup cases have significantly higher CED and life cycle GHG 

emissions than the TES and no TES/backup configurations. The TES and NG cases have similar 

life cycle water use values, which decrease steadily with increasing storage capacity/NG backup. 

The dry-cooled cases have similar CED, life cycle GHG emissions, and land use to the wet- 

cooled cases and dramatically lower life cycle and on-site water use than the wet-cooled cases.
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Chapter 6: Sensitivity Analysis

The model developed in this study is a representation of a complex power plant, and the 

accuracy of the model in representing a real power plant is dependent on the uncertainty and 

variability in key parameters. In order to understand how robust the model is for comparing 

systems with different storage/backup configurations, a series of analyses were conducted to 

examine the sensitivity of key results to main input parameters. Table 24 presents a range of 

values for each parameter tested in the sensitivity analyses. It also displays the nominal values 

used in the Chapter 3-5 analyses, and the reference table or section in the report that describes 

the parameter in more detail.

Table 24 - Input Parameter Values for Sensitivity Analysis
Symbol Input Parameter Unit of Lower Nominal Upper Reference in

Measurement Bound Value Bound Report
DNRhourly Hourly direct normal radiation Wh/m2 varies Daggett, CA varies Chapter 3
Tambhourly Hourly ambient temperature °C varies Daggett, CA varies Chapter 3
ITIhtf Design mass flow rate kg/s 600 1,206 2,000 Table 13
^HTFmax factor

Maximum HTF mass flow rate 
factor None 0.4 2 3 Section 3.5

mHTFminfactor
Minimum HTF mass flow rate 
factor None 0.07 0.1 0.2 Table 14

THTFmin Minimum HTF temperature °C 50 50 290 Section 3.5
F  allcost Factor to adjust all cost inputs None 0.7 1 1.3 Chapter 6
Cauxunit Unit cost of auxiliary power $/MWh $122 $135 $159 Table 18
CNGunit Unit cost of natural gas $/MMBtu $3.69 $5.92 $9.02 Table 18
CffiOunit Unit cost of water $/gallon $0.0010 $0.0014 $0.0018 Table 18
tb Book life years 20 30 40 Table 17
F  debt Debt fraction None 0 0.4 0.8 Table 17
F  cquityP Preferred equity fraction None 0.00 0.08 0.16 Table 17
FcquityC Common equity fraction None 0.12 0.52 0.92 Table 17
kL Loan rate/ cost of debt None 0.06 0.08 0.10 Table 17
k cp Cost of preferred equity None 0.04 0.0534 0.07 Table 17
kec Cost of common equity None 0.06 0.0874 0.11 Table 17
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The hourly direct normal radiation (DNR) and ambient temperature input values that were used 

to generate the nominal results presented in Chapters 3-5 are from the Typical Meteorological 

Year (TMY3) data file for Daggett, CA. Three data files for other locations in the southwest 

United States were used as inputs for the sensitivity analysis. Since these are hourly values, the 

relative lower and upper bound changes for each hour of the simulation, which is why these 

values are presented as “N/A” in Table 24. The next four inputs listed in the table concern the 

mass flow rate and the minimum temperature of the heat transfer fluid (HTF). As described in 

Chapter 3, the design mass flow rate was calculated though a series of iterations through 

thermodynamic mass and energy balance equations designed to represent a power plant cycle 

that has the same HTF state 5 enthalpy output as input. However, during real power plant 

operation, the state 5 output does not have to be the same as the input; in fact, it will likely be 

different, and it can be desirable for it to be different if that means more electricity generation for 

the plant. Therefore, the design mass flow rate, along with the minimum and maximum factors 

used to define the constraints described in section 3.5, was varied across a wide range. The 

minimum operating temperature of the HTF is defined by the Therminol VP-1 manufacturer; yet 

the power plant operator need not let the HTF reach the specified minimum. If the HTF 

temperature is maintained above a higher threshold, less DNR will be required to raise the 

temperature of the inlet HTF to the outlet design value. However, a higher minimum HTF 

temperature requires more freeze protection in the form of natural gas. The effect of this tradeoff 

on model results is examined by varying the minimum value up to 290°C.

Most of the input parameters for the economic model are based on the Solar Advisor Model, 

which is based on the WorleyParsons cost estimation study for a parabolic trough power plant
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with 6.3 hours of storage. In that study, WorleyParsons acknowledge that they report costs with 

+/-30% uncertainty. This uncertainty is incorporated in the sensitivity analysis by varying all 

cost inputs across this range using Fa|lcost- The unit utility costs are subject to uncertainty with 

respect to market price, especially natural gas and electricity. Water prices may also see 

increases in the desert in the future as water scarcity issues become more prevalent. The natural 

gas and electricity unit price sensitivity bounds were selected as the lower and upper bounds 

from the Energy Information Administration data for the United States and California, 

respectively, between 1998 and 2008. The water cost bounds were selected to represent a +/- 

30% range.

The financial parameters are subject to a large amount of uncertainty concerning market 

volatility, perceived project risk by potential lenders, and the financial assets of the project 

developer. The equity fractions are dependent on the debt fraction, so the range reported in the 

table for common equity fraction represents the relative remaining fraction after debt is varied 

and preferred equity is held at the nominal value.

6.1 Effect of Weather Data on Key Results

Weather data may be the single most important source of uncertainty and variability in solar 

power plant modeling because DNR greatly influences electricity generation and solar field 

sizing, and thermal losses are highly dependent on ambient temperature. In general, it is best to 

site CSP projects in areas with at least 6 kWh/m2/day of DNR, and Daggett, CA is reported to be 

in the range of 7.5-8 kWh/m2/day [173]. TMY3 data for three other geographic regions in the 

southwest United States with average DNR values in the range of 7-8 kWh/m2/day were selected
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to represent alternative hourly weather profiles, and model results were obtained for each 

weather dataset for the 6 hr TES case. For each dataset, the solar field area was selected to 

minimize the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) in order to be consistent with the nominal 

model results. Table 25 presents illustrative performance, economic, and environmental results 

of this analysis. As a reminder, the solar multiple is a coefficient used to make the total solar 

field area larger than the base solar field area for the purpose of the two different solar field area 

selection procedures (minimize LCOE for the TES and no storage/backup cases; and minimize 

the difference in annual electricity generation between TES and NG for the NG cases).

Table 25 - Illustrative Results with Different Weather Input Data
Results Daggett,

CA
Edwards 
AFB, CA

Imperial 
county, CA

Flagstaff,
AZ

Solar multiple 2.23 2.30 2.29 2.15
Solar field area (acres) 214 221 220 207
Capacity factor 48% 45% 49% 41%
Unsubsidized, pre-tax levelized cost of 
electricity ($/M W h)

$220 $241 $218 $250

Annual profit ($M) -$66 -$71 -$66 -$69
Life cycle greenhouse gas emissions 
(kg C02eq/M W h)

120 138 130 148

Operational water use (gallons/MWh) 1,497 1,502 1,493 1,493

Distance from Daggett, CA (miles) 0 100 200 350

* Results are for 6 hr TES with SM optimizedfor lowest LCOE; relatively optimum values are displayed in red

The alternative weather files generate solar field areas 4% lower and up to 3% larger; capacity 

factors 13% lower and up to 3% higher; levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) values 1% lower 

and up to 14% higher; annual profit values 7% lower and up to 1% higher; and greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emission values up to 24% higher compared to the nominal case of Daggett, CA. The 

operational water use varies by less than 1%. The Flagstaff weather file results in the smallest
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solar field area and capacity factor and largest LCOE and GHG emissions. The Imperial County 

weather file results in the largest annual capacity factor and lowest LCOE.

The cumulative probability distribution functions (CDFs) for DNR and dry bulb temperature 

offer some insight into these trends. Figure 78 shows that Imperial County has higher DNR 

values than the other three locations for the majority of the daytime hours, and Figure 79 shows 

that it has the highest overall ambient temperatures (less thermal losses in the solar field). These 

circumstances combine to explain the high capacity factor and low LCOE relative to the other 

three locations. However, Imperial County has a slightly lower annual profit than Daggett, CA, 

which has higher maximum DNR values. This may mean that the Daggett case is able to 

generate more electricity during higher electricity price hours. Although Flagstaff has the 

highest maximum DNR values, it has lower DNR values for most of the daytime hours, and 

Figure 79 shows that Flagstaff has the lowest ambient temperatures of the four case studies, 

which leads to higher thermal losses. The increase in GHG emissions with the Imperial County 

data compared to Daggett is likely due to hourly variations in the natural gas requirement for 

freeze protection.
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Figure 78 - Cumulative probability distribution function (CDF) of direct normal radiation (DNR)
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Figure 79 - Cumulative probability distribution function (CDF) of dry bulb temperature

This analysis indicates that the model results are sensitive to weather data variations, and future 

analyses should incorporate a range of weather input data for each hour to better represent the 

uncertainty associated with predicting future weather patterns and variability associated with 

hourly weather changes.

6.2 Sensitivity of LCOE to Performance Model Inputs

Figure 80 shows how changes in the performance input values from Table 24 affect the 

unsubsidized, pre-tax levelized cost of electricity calculation for the 6 hr TES case with a solar 

multiple of 2.23. In general, decreases in input values relative to the nominal values results in a 

lower LCOE, and increases show the opposite trend. The minimum HTF temperature has little 

effect on the LCOE, and even the maximum HTF mass flow rate factor requires a nearly 30% 

increase in order to achieve a 10% increase in LCOE. Although the variations in LCOE are 

small relative to the variations in the input parameter values, the fact that LCOE decreases
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unilaterally with decreases in mass flow rate parameters indicates that mass flow rate should be 

varied along with the solar multiple in the LCOE optimization.
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Figure 80 - Effect of changes in performance inputs on LCOE for 6hr TES, SM = 2.23

Figure 81 shows the effect of changes in performance inputs on unsubsidized, pre-tax LCOE for 

6 hr NG with a solar multiple of 2.46. In this case, the maximum mass flow rate factor has less 

of an effect on the LCOE relative to the 6 hr TES case because the operational modes that use 

storage are more often limited by the max factor than the other modes. Consistent with the TES 

case, a smaller mass flow rate lowers the LCOE. A larger minimum HTF temperature lowers the 

LCOE as well. This is most likely because the cost of the natural gas has more of an influence 

on NG LCOE than on TES LCOE, and the quantity of natural gas is affected by the minimum 

HTF temperature.
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Figure 81 - Effect of changes in performance inputs on LCOE for 6 hr NG, SM = 2.46

Figure 82 shows the effect of performance input variation on unsubsidized, pre-tax LCOE for the 

case with no storage/backup (only enough NG backup for freeze protection), with a solar 

multiple of 1.43. In this case, the design HTF mass flow rate has been selected properly to 

minimize LCOE, but a lower minimum mass flow rate could lower the LCOE. Still, the results 

are not very sensitive to changes in these parameters as a nearly 20% decrease in minimum mass 

flow rate causes about a 5% decrease in LCOE. The maximum mass flow rate factor has very 

little influence on the results.
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Figure 82 - Effect of changes in performance model inputs on LCOE for 0 hr TES, SM = 1.43

Since these performance parameters are not independent of each other in the model calculations, 

the two parameters that showed the most influence to model results in the preceding figures were 

varied simultaneously. Figure 83 shows the results of this analysis for the 6 hr TES case with a 

SM of 2.23. The combination of a design mass flow rate of 600 kg/s (50% less than the original 

design) and a maximum mass flow rate factor of 1.6 (20% lower than the original) results in a 

LCOE of $194/MWh, 12% lower than the nominal result presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 83 - Effect on unsubsidized, pre-tax LCOE of varying two HTF mass flow rate parameters at the same

time for 6 hr TES, SM = 2.23

Figure 84 shows the same analysis with the no storage/backup case, in this case, the original 

parameter values were nearly on target, as the original maximum mass flow rate factor of 2, 

along with a design mass flow rate of 1,200 kg/s (0.5% less than the nominal value) results in a 

LCOE of $193.00/MWh, less than 1% lower than the nominal result ($193.17).
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Figure 84 - Effect on unsubsidized, pre-tax LCOE of varying two HTF mass flow rate parameters at the same

time for no storage/backup, SM = 1.43

Figure 85 shows the results of this analysis for the 6 hr NG case. In this case, the combination of 

a design mass flow rate of 800 kg/s (34% less than the original design) and a maximum mass 

flow rate factor of 1.8 (10% lower than the original) results in a LCOE of $202/MWh, 6% lower 

than the nominal result.
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Figure 85 - Effect on unsubsidized, pre-tax LCOE of varying two HTF mass flow rate parameters at the same

time for 6 hr NG, SM = 2.46
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In the nominal set of results, the 6 hr NG LCOE was $4/MWh (2%) less than the respective TES 

LCOE. These results show the NG value to be $8/MWh (4%) higher than the TES value. 

However, in the original case, the NG solar field area was selected to minimize the difference in 

annual electricity generation between the two plants. If  the TES parameters change, then the NG 

area needs to be re-sized to match the annual electricity generation again. Figure 86 shows the 

results of this process.
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Figure 86 - Selecting a new solar multiple for 6 hr NG based on performance model sensitivity results

(max HTF flow rate factor =  1.6)

The combination of a solar multiple of 2 instead of 2.46, and a design mass flow rate of 2,000 

kg/s results in the smallest difference in electricity generation between the 6 hr NG case and the

6 hr TES case with a 1.6 max HTF flow rate factor and 600 kg/s design mass flow rate. This 

combination for NG results in a LCOE of $210/MWh, 3% lower than the 6 hr NG nominal result 

but 8% higher than the new 6 hr TES result.
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The results of the sensitivity analysis on performance model input values indicates that it is 

critical to vary the HTF design mass flow rate parameters along with the solar multiple in order 

to achieve the lowest LCOE for each storage capacity configuration. Moreover, this process not 

only changes the results of the individual plant configuration, but also changes the relative NG 

results. In other words, varying the mass flow rate parameters simultaneously resulted in a lower 

LCOE for 6 hr TES than for 6 hr NG where previously (in Chapter 4) NG had the lower value. 

The maximum variation in LCOE from the performance model sensitivity analysis was 12% 

with 6 hr TES.

6.3 Sensitivity of LCOE to Economic Model Inputs

Figure 87 shows the effect of variations in economic input values on unsubsidized, pre-tax 

LCOE for the nominal 6 hr TES case. Not surprisingly, the results are most sensitive to varying 

all of the costs inputs at the same time. A 20% decrease/increase in all costs simultaneously 

results in a 30% decrease/increase in LCOE. Out of the individual variations, the LCOE result is 

most sensitive to book value (i.e. plant lifetime). Decreasing the book value has a larger effect 

on the LCOE than increasing it; a 30% decrease in book value results in a 10% increase in 

LCOE, but a 30% increase in book value results in only a 5% decrease in LCOE. Based on the 

experience with the Solar Electric Generating Stations (SEGS), it is unlikely that a book value of 

less than the nominal value of 30 years would reflect the true project lifetime in any case. It is 

more likely that a larger book life may be more appropriate.
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Figure 87 - Effect of changes in economic model inputs on LCOE for 6 hr TES, SM = 2.23

The next largest influence on unsubsidized, pre-tax LCOE is the cost of common equity because 

in the nominal case, the equity portion was 60%. This is followed closely by the cost of debt. 

The cost of preferred equity does not influence the results much at all because it is such a small 

portion of the financing. In terms of utility costs, the electricity cost has the largest influence on 

LCOE and then water price and natural gas price, but the salt price has more influence than 

either water or natural gas. Except for the case of varying all costs simultaneously, none of these 

input values change the LCOE more than 10% on their own when varied up to 30%.

The no storage/backup results look almost identical to Figure 87, with the following exceptions:

1) the water price has slightly more influence on results than the natural gas price; and 2) each 

variable has slightly less of an effect on LCOE compared to the same variable in the 6 hr TES 

case, except for the electricity price, which has about twice the effect on the no storage/backup 

case as on the 6 hr TES case. Similarly, the 6 hr NG case showed nearly identical results as well, 

with the following exceptions: 1) the natural gas price takes the place of the salt price as the 6th
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most important economic factor since it has about five times the effect on LCOE for 6 hr NG as 

for 6 hr TES; and 2) the electricity price is slightly more influential for NG than for TES.

6.4 Sensitivity of LCA results to Changes in Inputs

Chapter 5 showed that the majority of life cycle greenhouse gas emissions for all plant 

configurations modeled in this analysis can be attributed to the operation stage, and specifically, 

to electricity and natural gas use. In addition, many of the life cycle emissions from the 

manufacture/construction stage resulted from the economic input-output (EIO) LCA method. 

Since the electricity and natural gas use are calculated by the performance model, and the EIO- 

LCA values depend on economic inputs, the effect of the same parameters discussed in the 

previous sections of this chapter were analyzed on life cycle greenhouse gas emissions. Figure 

88 displays the results of this analysis, in which the maximum HTF mass flow rate factor has an 

interesting effect on life cycle GHG emissions. When the factor is decreased by 30%, it causes 

less than a 5% decrease in GHG emissions. However, when it increased beyond about 8%, the 

effect becomes more significant, and less than a 13% increase in the factor causes a 30% 

increase in LCOE. This effect is due to a sharp increase in natural gas use for storage salt freeze 

protection beyond a certain threshold. When the max factor is allowed to keep increasing, it 

allows the storage system modes to calculate a larger mass flow rate for the storage salt. Since 

the calculation of the heat required for freeze protection depends directly on the salt mass flow 

rate, if this increase happens during periods of low ambient temperature, the natural gas input for 

salt freeze protection will increase. For the same reason, the design mass flow rate has a similar 

effect on life cycle GHG emissions.
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Figure 88 - Effect of changes in key input values on life cycle greenhouse gas emissions for 6hr TES, SM =

2.23

Varying all of the cost inputs at the same time has the next largest effect on GHG emissions 

because of the large effect of EIO-LCA values on manufacture/construct emissions, and because 

a large portion of the operational stage GHG emissions comes from the cost of electricity input 

to the EIO-LCA. The minimum HTF temperature is important to GHG emissions because it 

dictates the amount of natural gas that is used. If the minimum is increased, it will require 

limitations on the power cycle to maintain a higher HTF outlet temperature from the heat 

exchangers, but if a higher temperature is maintained overall, there will be less of a need for 

natural gas freeze protection at night. Finally, the book like has an effect on the GHG results 

because it determines how much electricity will be generated over the life cycle of the plant 

being modeled.

Figure 89 shows the effects on life cycle GHG emissions for 6 hr NG. Overall, variations in all 

of the inputs have less of an effect on the life cycle GHG emissions of the NG backup 

configuration because the emissions are largely dictated by the natural gas combustion for the
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HTF heater, which is not affected much by these variables. The maximum HTF mass flow rate 

factor affects the NG backup GHG results much less compared to TES because the NG 

configuration does not use salt freeze protection, and the operational modes that are limited by 

the maximum HTF mass flow factor do not use freeze protection for the HTF. Therefore, the 

factor does not affect natural gas combustion to the same degree with NG as it does with TES. 

The cost inputs have less of an effect on GHG emissions because in contrast to the TES 

configuration, the dominant contributor to NG backup GHG emissions is natural gas combustion, 

not electricity, and the natural gas emissions factor does not depend on economic values.
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Figure 89 - Effect of changes in key input values on life cycle greenhouse gas emissions for 6 hr NG, SM =

2.46

Figure 90 shows the effect of changes in input values on operational water use for the 6 hr TES 

configuration. Overall, the changes have little effect on operational water use, with a maximum 

effect of increasing by about 5% with a 20% decrease in the maximum HTF mass flow rate 

factor. The minimum HTF mass flow rate has almost no effect on operational water use because 

it is mainly only a concern during shutdown modes, which do not use water.
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Figure 90 - Effect of changes in key input values on operational water use for 6 hr TES, SM = 2.23

6.5 Effect of Different Objective Functions on Solar Field Area Selection
As shown in Chapters 3 and 4, the solar field area has a significant effect on plant performance 

and cost. For this reason, it has been important in this analysis to select the solar field area that 

minimizes cost for each storage configuration. However, specifying a different objective 

function for this process may change the solar field area and, hence, all other model results. 

Table 26 shows how the solar multiple and solar field area change when a different objective 

function is specified for the 6 hr TES case across a solar multiple range of 0.8 to 4.5. The 

highest solar multiple in the range gives the highest capacity factor. The nominal objective 

function (unsubsidized, pre-tax LCOE) requires the same solar multiple as the same LCOE with 

dry cooling and both post-tax LCOEs. The subsidized LCOEs (with ITC and accelerated 

depreciation) require a slightly larger solar field area to reach the minimum and even slightly 

larger for the dry cooling subsidized LCOE. All of the profit values that use hourly electricity 

pricing are maximized with the smallest solar multiple, but the values that use the power 

purchase agreement require solar multiples of 2.08, 2.33, and 2.71 for the unsubsidized pre-tax,
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post-tax, and subsidized post-tax annual profits, respectively. These results highlight how 

important it is to select the proper solar multiple (and design HTF mass flow rate) for each 

unique objective function.

Table 26 - Solar Field Area Selection Pursuant to Different Objective Functions
Objective function Solar multiple/ solar field area (acres) that optimizes 

the objective function:

0.8/
77

2.08/ 2.23/ 
200 214

2.33/
224

2.35/
226

2.71/
260

4.5/
432

Capacity factor X
Unsubsidized pre-tax LCOE (nominal) X
Unsubsidized pre-tax LCOE with dry cooling X
Unsubsidized post-tax LCOE X
Unsubsidized post-tax LCOE with dry cooling X
Subsidized post-tax LCOE X
Subsidized post-tax LCOE with dry cooling X
Unsubsidized pre-tax annual profit X
Unsubsidized pre-tax annual profit with dry cooling X
Unsubsidized post-tax annual profit X
Unsubsidized post-tax annual profit with dry cooling X
Subsidized post-tax annual profit X
Subsidized post-tax annual profit with dry cooling X
Unsubsidized pre-tax annual profit with PPA X
Unsubsidized pre-tax annual profit with PPA and 
dry cooling X
Unsubsidized post-tax annual profit with PPA X
Unsubsidized post-tax annual profit with PPA and 
dry cooling X
Subsidized post-tax annual profit with PPA X
Subsidized post-tax annual profit with PPA and dry 
cooling X

6.6 Insights from Sensitivity Analysis

The preceding investigations show that decreasing the value of the following parameters will 

decrease the LCOE for the nominal 6 hr TES configuration: design HTF mass flow rate, 

maximum HTF mass flow rate, minimum HTF mass flow rate, all cost inputs, loan rate, and cost
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of equity. Increasing the following parameter values will decrease LCOE as well: book life, debt 

fraction and preferred equity fraction. Similar trends were observed in the comparable NG 

configuration with the addition that increasing the minimum HTF temperature will decrease 

LCOE. The effects of performance parameters can be improved through further optimization 

procedures, and it is unlikely that all costs will vary simultaneously. However, approximate 

lower and upper bounds on the LCOE of the 6 hr TES configuration can be estimated by varying 

the utility costs within the bounds presented in Table 24 and the remaining parameters +/-30%. 

When this is done in conjunction with the new HTF mass flow rate parameters presented in this 

chapter, the approximate LCOE range for 6 hr TES becomes $144-243/MWh, or 35% lower to 

10% higher than the nominal result from the previous chapters. In the future, a co-optimization 

of all HTF mass flow rate parameters and solar multiple will be performed, and a range of 

weather input data will be used for each hourly input in order to obtain more accurate results.
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Chapter 7: Environmental-Economic Tradeoffs

The overarching research question for this study is, “should renewable energy policies be doing 

more to encourage thermal energy storage (TES) for concentrated solar power (CSP)?” This is a 

broad question that entails examining many factors that could affect the answer. The previous 

chapters have identified the key factors that affect this decision as mainly economic (cost and 

profit) and environmental (energy demand, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, water use, and 

land use) and have quantified the effect of different storage configurations on these factors. This 

chapter combines the data from these separate analyses into a decision-making framework in 

order to form an answer to the overarching research question. In this study, it is assumed that the 

decision-maker is a policy-maker who is trying to decide if future renewable energy policies in 

the region should include provisions for encouraging in new CSP plants. First, the decision will 

be examined in the context of basic tradeoffs between one factor and another. Then, the 

combined effect of key factors will be investigated through a multi-attribute utility analysis. 

Lastly, the decision will be examined in the context of implementing a price on greenhouse gas 

emissions. The next chapter will summarize these findings in the context of the sensitivity 

analysis that was presented in Chapter 6, and will make recommendations to policy-makers.

7.1 Simple Comparisons
The most obvious tradeoff in any decision that involves power generation in a carbon- 

constrained world is economic factors versus GHG emissions. Figure 91 displays the ratio of life 

cycle greenhouse gas emissions to levelized cost of electricity in order to compare the GHG 

emissions per dollar spent on each technology. The plant with no storage/backup has a ratio of
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0.6 kg C02eq/$, and this ratio increases by 9% with 1 hr TES. Adding two more hours of TES 

decreases the ratio by 1% compared to the no storage/backup case, and 12 hrs of TES produces 

26% less GHG emissions per dollar spent on the technology than no storage/backup. One hour 

of NG backup capacity increases the ratio by 35% compared to no storage/backup, and 12 hr NG 

has a ratio 150% higher than the no storage/backup configuration. Each NG case generates 23- 

240% more GHG emissions per dollar spent on the technology than the respective TES case, and 

the difference increases with increasing storage/backup capacity.
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Figure 91 - A comparison of GHG emissions and ievelized cost of electricity

To put the results in Figure 91 in context, Table 27 compares the ratio of GHG emissions to 

LCOE for five fossil fuel electricity generation technologies and five parabolic trough 

configurations. The GHG emissions for the fossil fuel technologies were obtained from 

Jaramillo et al. [172], and the LCOE values for the fossil fuel electricity generation technologies 

were obtained from Lazard [113]. There is a large amount of uncertainty associated with
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comparing LCA and LCOE results from different studies due to the many different assumptions 

included in the calculations. The results for the parabolic trough configurations presented in the 

table were derived from the engineering-economic model and LCA described in Chapters 3-5 

with the same financial assumptions as outlined in Lazard to make the economic results more 

comparable. However, there are still large areas of uncertainty in the comparison. For example, 

Lazard uses different power plant sizes for different electricity generation technologies and does 

not report the source of capital and O&M cost figures. Jaramillo et al. use some different 

databases for the LCA and different methods for some portions of the analysis than those used in 

this study. Therefore, the comparison in Table 27 is still a rough one overall.

Table 27 - Comparison of GHG emissions to LCOE for PT and Fossil Fuel Electricity Technologies13

Electricity generation technology Life cycle GHG 
emissions 

(kgC02eq/MWh)

LCOE
($2008/MWh)

ratio
(kgC02eq/$)

Pulverized coal (PC) 1,000 74 31
Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) 900 104 19
Natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) 400 73 12
PC with carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) 180 135 3
IGCC with CCS 140 134 2
NGCC with CCS 90 100 2
no storage/backup 124 257 0.5
6 hr TES 133 305 0.4
12 hr TES 122 342 0.4
6 hr NG 284 288 1.0
12 hr NG 344 296 1.2

Nevertheless, Table 27 shows that all of the parabolic trough configurations generate less GHG 

emissions per dollar spent on the technology than any of the fossil fuel-generated technologies. 

However, the 6 hr and 12 hr NG cases have similar ratios to IGCC-CCS and NGCC-CCS. If a

13 Parabolic trough values presented in italics were calculated using the engineering-economic model and life cycle 
assessment adapted to reflect the economic assumptions in Lazard [113] Lazard, "Levelized cost of energy
analysis - version 2.0 ", ed, June 2008.. The GHG emissions from fossil fuel electricity generation technologies 
were obtained from Jaramillo et al., and the LCOE values for fossil fuel technologies are from Lazard.
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policy-maker is primarily interested in the tradeoff of GHG emissions and cost of electricity, it 

may make sense to select TES over NG backup with a trough plant, but it may not be worthwhile 

to select TES over no storage/backup based on this tradeoff alone.

Another tradeoff to consider in this context is the amount of GHG emissions generated per dollar 

earned. This can be accomplished by dividing the total life cycle GHG emissions (per MWh) by 

the average profit per MWh. Figure 92 presents this ratio for each plant configuration using the 

subsidized post-tax expected annual profit with a $200/MWh power purchase agreement. In this 

scenario, the plant with no storage/backup generates the least amount of GHG emissions per 

dollar profit, and all of the NG configurations generate more GHG emissions per dollar than the 

respective TES configurations. The configuration with seven hours of TES has the lowest ratio 

of the plants that have a backup system. However, the ratio for 6 hr TES is only 3% greater than 

the ratio for 7 hr TES, and the ratio for 8 hr TES is only 1% greater than the ratio for 7 hr TES. 

Moreover, the ratio for 7 hr TES is only 3% lower than 1 hr TES. Given these marginal changes 

in the ratio and the uncertainty in model calculations described in Chapter 6, 7 hr TES should not 

be encouraged over 1 hr TES based on this tradeoff alone.
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Figure 92 - Comparison of GHG emissions with profit
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Figure 93 shows the ratio of on-site operational water use (steam cycle/mirror washing) to 

average profit (as defined above) across the range of equivalent storage capacities. Naturally, the 

plants with wet cooling use much more water per dollar than the plants with dry cooling. The 

plants with NG backup use slightly more water per dollar profit than the TES cases, and this 

pattern repeats for the dry-cooled cases; although it is difficult to see with the large difference 

between wet and dry cooling displayed on the same graph. In each cooling case, the plant with 

no storage/backup uses the least amount of water per dollar, and the ratio increases with storage 

capacity/NG backup.
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Figure 93 - Comparison of steam cycle water use and average profit

CSP plants are usually located in desert areas, which may contain endangered species 

populations. Therefore, it is important to minimize land use as much as possible. Figure 94 

shows the ratio of total land use to average profit for each equivalent storage capacity. The plant 

with no storage/backup uses the least amount of land per dollar profit, and the ratio increases
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with increasing storage capacity. The NG backup plants use slightly more land per dollar than 

the TES plants, and the dry-cooled designs use slightly more than the respective wet-cooled 

designs. However, for each storage capacity, the relative land use per dollar for each of the four 

options is similar.

CSP does require a lot of land and as Figure 94 and Figure 77 in Chapter 5 show, in most cases 

more backup capacity equates to more land use. However, since the current motivation behind 

solar power development is GHG emissions reductions, it is useful to look at the tradeoff 

between GHG emissions and land use. Figure 95 shows that the plant with no storage/backup 

emits about 40 kgC02eq per ft2 of land. The plant with 2 hours of TES emits 20% more GHGs 

per unit land than the no storage/backup case, and the ratio decreases to a minimum of 37 

kgC02eq/ft2 with 12 hr TES (11% less than no storage/backup). The NG cases generate 25-170% 

more GHG emissions per square foot compared to the respective TES cases. The NG plants 

have higher ratios mostly because of the high GHG emissions associated with the natural gas 

backup system, but also because the solar field area for the NG plants with higher backup 

capacities is slightly larger than for the TES cases.
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Figure 94 - Comparison of total life cycle land use to average profit
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Figure 95 - Comparison of GHG emissions and total land use

These simple comparisons inform the policy-maker that encouraging storage in CSP plants is a 

good idea if GHG emissions and cost of electricity are the main priorities since a 12 hr TES 

system can reduce the GHG emissions per dollar spent by 26% compared to no storage. 

However, if profit or land are more important than cost, then TES should not be encouraged 

because the ratio of GHG emissions to these values is either higher with TES than with no 

TES/backup or the difference is so minimal to be rendered inconsequential given model 

uncertainties. If land use or water use are priorities compared with profit, no storage/backup is 

preferable. In all cases, TES is preferable to NG, and wet-cooling is preferable to dry cooling 

(except for where operational water use is considered). However, these comparisons do not 

provide information regarding the interaction of these tradeoffs or how to choose among the 

options when there is more than one priority to be considered.

7.2 Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
As explained in section 2.6, multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is a tool that allows 

decision-makers to incorporate a diverse set of criteria in the evaluation of a set of alternative
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choices. In this study, the main evaluation criteria include annual electricity generation, 

levelized cost of electricity, life cycle GHG emissions, steam cycle/mirror washing water use, 

and total land use; and the alternative choices include all of the plant configurations modeled in 

this study. The MCDA conducted here involves calculating a total utility score (U) for each 

alternative choice using Equation 215, in which E = annual electricity generation; C = levelized 

cost of electricity; G = life cycle GHG emissions; W = steam cycle/mirror washing water use; L 

= life cycle land use; and the coefficient a-e are weights (between 0 and 1) representing the 

preference for each attribute. Equation 216 calculates the individual utility score for each 

attribute, and the preference weights can be used to examine the decision under different 

preferences. For example, Equation 216 calculates the utility (Ux) of the LCOE for the 6 hr TES 

case as ($220- $193) ($256 - $193) since the optimal value for this attribute in the range of

calculated nominal values is the lowest LCOE, which is the LCOE of 0 hr TES. For all attributes 

other than annual electricity generation, the optimal value is the lowest value in the range of 

calculated values.

U = aUg + bUc + cUg + dUw + cUl (215)
u x (Vnominai— optimal) ~ (^high Viow)j where V = value (2 16)

Figure 96 displays the results of the MCDA when equal relative preferences (a-e each equal 0.2) 

are applies to the utility function. If these preferences reflect the true preferences of the policy

maker and constituents, and if the utility function is indeed reflected by Equation 215 and not 

more complex, then the storage configurations with dry cooling nearly dominate all other 

alternatives with the highest utility scores. However, the relative difference between each TES- 

DC utility score and the one before/after it is very small (1-3%). Moreover, the difference
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between each TES-DC score and the score of the plant with no storage/backup is also small (1- 

5%). Given the uncertainty associated with the model, it is probably more accurate to say that no 

storage/backup with dry cooling and all TES capacities with dry cooling have equal preference 

when equal weights are applied to the utility function. Dry cooling is clearly preferred over wet 

cooling, and if backup is desired on its own merits, TES-DC is preferred over all other backup 

systems. The NG cases with wet cooling have the lowest utility scores overall.
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Figure 96 - MCDA results with equal preferences

In this type of analysis, the specific preferences of the decision-maker are highly influential on 

the results. While quantifying the specific preferences of renewable energy policy-makers in the 

southwestern United States is beyond the scope of this analysis, a few scenarios can be examined 

to give a sense of the range of variation in MCDA results based on differing preference weights. 

Figure 97 displays the results when a set of “environmental” weights is used. In this scenario, 

90% of the preference is represented equally by the environmental attributes (GHG emissions, 

water and land use), and the other 10% is split between annual electricity generation and LCOE. 

This scenario is designed to represent a decision-maker who is most concerned with the
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environmental impact of the decision, but also cares about cost and performance to a lesser 

degree. Not surprisingly, TES-DC is still at the top since the “equal preference” scenario 

included 60% combined preference for environmental attributes, but it still shows a relatively flat 

curve. No storage/backup is more or less equivalent to all TES-DC capacities, and the higher 

capacities are increasingly less desirable. NG scores are even lower relative to the TES cases 

than in the equal-weight scenario. NG-DC is still the least preferred option.
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Figure 97 - MCDA results with "environmental" preferences

Figure 98 shows how the results change when “economic” preferences are applied. In this 

scenario, the weights are distributed as follows: a = 0.1; b = 0.8; c = 0.04; d = 0.02; e = 0.04. 

Eighty percent of the preference is allocated to the LCOE, and 10% to annual electricity 

generation. The remaining 10% is allocated to the environmental attributes with GHG emissions 

and land receiving slightly more of the preference than water use since the former may prove to 

be important financially in the future if carbon legislation is passed, and the latter affects the cost 

of land purchased. With water prices so low, very little economic preference is allocated to the 

water use attribute. In this scenario, no storage/backup has the highest utility score by far, and
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utility decreases with increasing storage/backup capacity. The plant with 1 hr TES and wet 

cooling is preferable to 1 hr NG. At storage capacities of 2-4 hours, TES and NG are relatively 

equivalent, and beyond 4 hours, NG is clearly preferable to TES. A similar pattern is observed 

when comparing the dry-cooled options, and in certain cases NG with dry cooling is slightly 

preferable to TES with wet cooling.
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Figure 98 - MCDA results with "economic" preferences

Lastly, Figure 99 displays the MCDA results when plant performance is the priority. In this 

scenario, annual electricity generation receives 80% of the preference weight; 10% is allocated to 

LCOE; and the remaining 10% is divided among the environmental attributes in the same way as 

in the “economic” preference scenario. No storage/backup has the lowest utility score in this 

scenario, and utility increases with increasing storage capacity/backup. There is a clear 

hierarchy with TES with wet cooling as the most preferable option for each storage case and NG 

with dry cooling as the least preferable. However, the TES utility values are only 3-11% higher 

than the NG backup utility values for each respective storage/backup capacity. The utility of 

each wet-cooled case is 8-26% higher than each dry-cooled counterpart.
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Figure 99 - MCDA results with "performance" preferences

In general, the results of the MCDA indicate that unless the decision-maker cares primarily about 

the performance of the power plant (how many MWh it generates annually) no storage/backup 

should be selected over any of the storage/backup configurations. If the decision-maker 

acknowledges that some backup is necessary, thermal energy storage should be encourage over 

natural gas backup and dry cooling should be encouraged over wet cooling unless the decision

maker has very strong economic preferences. In the case of strong economic preferences, if 

some type of backup system is needed, TES should be encourage at very small capacities, and 

NG backup should be encouraged at larger capacities.

Chapter 6 examined the sensitivity of the nominal results used in the MCDA to changes in input 

parameters, and concluded that if the performance model includes heat transfer fluid (HTF) mass 

flow rate parameters in the LCOE optimization process, a lower LCOE will be obtained for the 0 

hr TES/NG, 6 hr TES, and 6 hr NG cases. In addition, this improved optimization process may
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lower the LCOE of 6 hr TES relative to 0 hr TES/NG, and will cause the LCOE of 6 hr TES to 

be lower than 6 hr NG even when the solar field area of 6 hr NG decreases. These sensitivity 

analysis results suggest that re-running all of the nominal results with improved LCOE 

optimization could change the conclusion of the MCDA to advocate for TES over no TES.

7.3 Carbon Price

Many economists agree that an effective way to encourage widespread GHG reductions is to put 

a price on carbon either through a tax or a tradable permitting system. This action would in 

effect “fix” the market failure associated with the fact that climate change consequences (a set of 

externalities) are not currently valued in the cost of GHG-emitting processes. The purpose of 

this study is neither to argue the benefits or drawbacks of such a system, nor to propose a 

specific “carbon price”. However, given that such a system may be implemented in the U.S. in 

the future, this report includes a calculation of the carbon price that would be necessary for the 

nominal CSP power plant configurations analyzed here to compete with a new coal-fired power 

plant with no CO2 controls or capture system. Table 28 presents the parameters used in Equation 

217 to estimate the carbon price. The LCOE value and operational CO2 emissions for the coal- 

fired power plant were calculated using the Integrated Environmental Control Model (IECM) 

v6.2.4 [174], developed by researchers at Carnegie Mellon University. Appendix F includes 

details about the specific input values used in the IECM to calculate the LCOE of a new coal- 

fired power plant that could be comparable in size and financing to a new PT plant. The life 

cycle GHG emissions value for the coal-fired power plant were estimated by combining the 

upstream emissions from Jaramillo et al [172] and the operational emissions from the IECM
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calculation. The nominal values for the 6 hr TES plant with a SM of 2.23 are displayed in red in 

Table 28.

Table 28 - Carbon Price Parameters

Parameter Description Unit Nominal
Value

LCOEc Coal-fired LCOE $/MWh $69 [174]

LCOEpt LCOE of parabolic trough plant $/MWh $220

GHGc Life-cycle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from tonnes C02eq/ 0.97

a coal-fired power plant MWh [172],[174]

GHGpt Life-cycle GHG emissions from parabolic trough 

power plant

tonnes C02eq / 
MWh

0.12

PC02 Carbon price required for PT plant to be 
competitive with coal plant

$/tonne C02eq $180

Pco2 = (LCOEpt - LCOEc) -  (GHGC - GHGPT) (217)

Figure 100 displays the carbon price required for each of the nominal cases analyzed in this 

study to be competitive with a new coal-fired power plant. The prices range from a minimum of 

nearly $ 150/tonne CC>2eq with no storage/backup to a maximum of about $200/tonne CC^eq with 

12 hr TES and $240/tonne CC>2eq with 12 hr NG backup. The cases with natural gas backup 

require a higher carbon price than the respective cases with TES because the increase in GHG 

emissions associated with the additional natural gas needed to match the electricity generation 

from the respective TES case outweighs any increase in LCOE compared to NG backup. An 

even higher carbon price would be required for each configuration if the parabolic trough plants 

were being compared to a modem natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) power plant providing 

baseload electricity. Since the CO2 emission rate from such a plant is about half that of a coal- 

fired plant [174], the resulting carbon prices would be roughly twice the values shown here for a 

comparable LCOE using NGCC.
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Figure 100 - Required carbon price for PT plant to be competitive with a new coal-fired power plant

The carbon price calculation does not include any incentives for the solar plant because it is 

assumed that if a carbon price were in effect, current incentives would be phased out over time. 

The carbon prices shown here are subject to the same uncertainty discussed in Chapter 6, and are 

likely to be lower if the solar LCOE is optimized using the HTF mass flow rate parameters in 

conjunction with the solar field area. Carbon prices of $150-240/tonne CC>2eq are high compared 

to the $20-80/tonne C02eq range suggested by the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change 

as the global price by 2030 needed to stabilize carbon at around 550 parts per million (ppm) by 

2100 [15]. Furthermore, given the history of inaction by the U.S. federal government regarding 

setting any national carbon price at all, it is unrealistic to expect carbon prices to be set at the 

range reported here as necessary for parabolic trough CSP to compete with coal-fired electricity 

generation.
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Chapter 8: Policy Recommendations and Conclusions

The overarching research question that guides this study is: should renewable energy policies be 

doing more to encourage thermal energy storage (TES) for concentrated solar power (CSP)? 

Chapter 1 outlined a series of economic and environmental questions related to this topic that 

were examined through the creation of an engineering-economic model of a parabolic trough 

CSP power plant operating with molten salt TES and a comparable model of a PT plant that uses 

a natural gas (NG) backup system in place of the TES system. An environmental life cycle 

assessment of the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, water and land use was also conducted, and 

a decision analysis examined the combined effect of the environmental and economic results on 

the decision to incorporate TES in a PT plant. The following conclusions address how the 

results of the preceding investigations can be used in conjunction with the sensitivity analysis 

discussed in Chapter 6 to answer the original research questions in turn. Following these 

conclusions, a series of policy recommendations are presented.

8.1 Economic Conclusions

The first economic question was, “can TES reduce the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) from 

a CSP plant”? Chapter 4 demonstrated that when the nominal engineering-economic input 

parameters are used in conjunction with minimizing the LCOE by varying the solar field area, 

TES does not reduce the LCOE compared to no TES/backup because the incremental increase in 

the cost of the TES system and solar field area associated with a larger storage capacity 

outweighs the incremental increase in electricity generation. The LCOE of a plant with TES is
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roughly equal to that of a plant with an equivalent amount of natural gas backup for TES 

capacities of 1-6 hours and 4-9% higher than the LCOE of plants with NG backup capacities of 

7-12 hours. Incorporating taxes and current federal incentives causes the TES and NG LCOE to 

be nearly equal for all capacities and maintains the no storage/backup configuration as the lowest 

cost option. However, the sensitivity analysis in Chapter 6 demonstrated that through an 

optimization process that incorporates heat transfer fluid (HTF) mass flow rate design 

parameters, a lower LCOE can be obtained for the base cases. For the case studies examined in 

the sensitivity analysis, this procedure had the effect of lowering the LCOE of the 6 hr TES case 

to nearly equal that of the 0 hr TES case, while causing the 6 hr NG case to have a larger LCOE 

than the 6 hr TES case. If this process were applied to all of the original cases, it is possible that 

the unsubsidized LCOE of parabolic trough plants with TES could be equivalent to (or perhaps 

somewhat less than) that of plants with no TES/NG backup. However, the current analysis 

indicates that TES does not substantially reduce the LCOE of a CSP plant based on current 

technology and plant costs.

The second and third economic research questions were, “can TES increase the profitability of a 

CSP plant”, and “how do different electricity pricing structures affect the profitability of TES 

with CSP?” Chapter 4 demonstrated that when the nominal input parameters are used in the 

engineering-economic model, and the unsubsidized pre-tax LCOE is considered along with 

historical real-time hourly electricity pricing, TES decreases the profitability of a PT plant 

relative to a plant with no backup system. Relative to a plant with a comparable amount of 

natural gas backup, TES results in nearly the same annual profit (or loss as the case is here). 

This trend is maintained when taxes and incentives are incorporated into the LCOE. However,
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when a fixed price of $200/MWh is used in place of variable electricity pricing along with the 

federal investment tax credit incentive, TES does increase the profitability of the power plant up 

to 43% above the 0 hr TES case and 2-11% higher than the equivalent PT-NG case. If the LCOE 

optimization improvements suggested in Chapter 6 are implemented, it is expected that these 

increases would become larger as LCOE decreases. Chapter 6 also notes that these profit results 

are based on systems that were optimized for the lowest LCOE. Future investigations should re

run the nominal results with the improved optimization procedures and with profit as the 

objective function. Table 26 indicates that a smaller solar field area will increase profit at least 

for the 6 hr TES case when variable electricity pricing is employed, and a larger solar field area 

will increase profit when fixed electricity pricing and incentives are included.

The fourth economic research question was, “if TES is economically preferred over other 

options, how does increasing storage capacity change the results”? In the nominal cases, 

increasing storage capacity beyond zero increases the unsubsidized and subsidized LCOE; 

decreases the unsubsidized and subsidized profit with variable electricity pricing, and increases 

the subsidized profit with a power purchase agreement of $200/MWh up to 10 hours of storage.

The next economic research question was, “do current U.S. renewable energy incentives 

encourage or discourage TES from an economic standpoint?” When cost is used as the 

comparative criterion, the federal investment tax credit (ITC) and accelerated depreciation do 

very little to encourage TES over no storage/backup. These incentives decrease the difference in 

LCOE between a plant with TES capacities from 1 to 12 hours and one with no storage/backup, 

but they do not make TES cheaper than no storage/backup. When profit is the comparative
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criterion, the federal incentives do encourage TES but only in conjunction with a fixed electricity

price.

The last economic research question was, “are there other incentive structures that may 

encourage TES more effectively?” Given that the combination of the federal ITC and the fixed 

electricity price is the only scenario that encouraged TES in the nominal results, it is possible 

that a feed-in tariff (FIT), which guarantees a specific price per MWh of electricity generated, 

could encourage TES in a more straightforward manner. However, the FIT would have to be 

guaranteed at the fixed price or decrease over a predictable schedule in order for it to be 

considered dependable enough to encourage new investment.

8.2 Environmental Conclusions

The first environmental question posed in Chapter 1 was, “how does TES affect the life cycle 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of a CSP plant?” Chapter 5 shows that adding storage initially 

increases GHG emissions from a parabolic trough CSP plant, but it can decrease life cycle GHG 

emissions by up to 7% when more than 3 hours of storage are added. Moreover, TES decreases 

life cycle GHG emissions significantly (approximately 30-210%) compared to using a natural 

gas-fired heater to provide the same amount of backup during the same time periods.

The next environmental question was, “how does TES affect the life cycle and operational water 

use of a CSP plant?” Chapter 5 showed that using TES can decrease life cycle water use from 

rivers, lakes and groundwater by 5-23% compared to using no storage/backup. NG and TES 

plants have similar life cycle water use. Using dry cooling in conjunction with TES can reduce
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life cycle water use even more (30-45%) compared to the wet-cooling alternative, depending on 

the storage capacity. In desert areas, the on-site operational water use for steam cycle makeup 

and mirror washing may be more important than the life cycle water use. Increasing TES 

capacity/NG backup beyond zero increases this value by 2-7%.

The third environmental question was, “how does TES affect the land use associated with a CSP 

plant?” The “life cycle assessment” of land use presented in Chapter 5 included only the 

operational stage of the life cycle but examined the land use compared to the life cycle electricity 

generated by the power plant. This assessment showed that using TES can decrease the life 

cycle land use associated with a parabolic trough power plant very slightly when 1-2 hours of 

storage are considered along with the nominal model inputs. Beyond this amount, more storage 

means more land use per MWh. Plants that use natural gas backup use slightly more land than 

the comparable storage configuration. The sensitivity analysis in Chapter 6, however, suggests 

that if a multi-variable LCOE optimization that includes the HTF mass flow rate parameters is 

performed, the land use for the NG backup cases is likely to decrease (as was shown in the case 

study with the 6 hr NG configuration). Further analysis is needed to explore the potential for 

more storage to result in less land use across various storage/NG backup capacity options.

The last environmental research question presented in Chapter 1 was, “how does this 

environmental profile change with varying storage capacities?” The nominal results show that 

increasing storage capacity beyond 1 hour increases life cycle GHG emissions initially, and then 

decreases emissions beyond 2 hours of storage. Increasing storage capacity beyond 1 hour 

decreases life cycle water use but increases steam cycle makeup and mirror washing water use.
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It also decreases life cycle land use initially but then increases land use for more than 2 hours of 

storage.

8.3 Policy Conclusions and Recommendations

The economic and environmental issues discussed above led to a set of policy questions that 

consider both aspects of TES deployment. First, is there any environmental benefit to 

incorporating TES with CSP compared to the economic cost? The nominal results presented in 

Chapter 5 show that there is a clear environmental benefit to incorporating TES with CSP in 

terms of decreased life cycle GHG emissions. Although TES increases the unsubsidized cost of 

electricity compared to no storage/backup and compared to most of the NG configurations, the 

analysis in Chapter 7 suggests that using TES generates less life cycle GHG emissions per dollar 

spent compared to no storage/backup, or compared to any of the NG configurations. In fact, 12 

hours of TES can reduce GHG emissions per dollar spent by 26% compared to no 

storage/backup.

The next policy question was, “how might renewable energy policy be adapted to better reflect 

these environmental-economic tradeoffs?” The multi-criteria decision analysis in Chapter 7 

examined this question from the perspective of the renewable energy policy-maker who is 

considering whether to include provisions in future policy that encourage TES with new CSP 

plants. The answer to this question is highly dependent on how important each criterion is to the 

policy-maker and the constituents. If the most important consideration is life cycle GHG 

emissions versus cost, then policy-makers may want to encourage TES over no storage/backup 

since TES may reduce GHG emissions relative to cost by up to 26%. TES also should be
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encouraged over NG backup in this case. When there are more complex preferences with equal 

concern for life cycle GHG emissions, on-site water use, land use, electricity generation, and 

plant cost, it is not clear whether TES should be encouraged over no storage/backup. In this 

case, the utility (weighted preference) of no storage/backup and all TES capacities is relatively 

the same for all options. If  other reasons for implementing backup (i.e., factors related to 

operation of the power grid) emerge as additional attributes, TES would be encouraged over NG 

backup. In all cases, the analysis shows that dry cooling should be encouraged over wet cooling.

If decisions are based primarily on economic criteria, then no storage/backup should be 

encouraged. If some type of backup system is needed for other reasons, the economic 

preferences alone do not give a strong answer to whether that backup system should be TES or 

NG. Alternatively, if the most important decision criterion is plant performance, then a backup 

system should be encouraged along with wet cooling. However, there is no strong evidence to 

indicate whether that backup system should be TES or NG backup.

For the CSP case studies examined here, the carbon price required for CSP to be competitive 

with new coal-fired power plants (whose characteristics are defined in Appendix F) ranges 

between $150 and $240 per ton of C02eq avoided depending on the choice of backup system. It 

is unlikely that any near-term federal legislation will include carbon prices high enough to 

provide this level of economic incentive for new CSP power plants. Therefore, other incentives 

would be needed to guarantee the profitability of CSP plants. As mentioned previously, the 

combination of current federal tax incentives together with a fixed electricity selling price 

provides a small incentive for thermal energy storage over no storage/backup. If policy-makers
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want to continue to encourage the use and development of storage technology, it would be 

worthwhile to examine the economic, environmental, and social costs and benefits of feed-in 

tariffs since this approach could have the same effect as current federal incentives and fixed 

electricity pricing, but in a more straightforward and transparent way.

The conclusions and recommendations above are based on the nominal results and sensitivity 

analysis presented in this thesis. The following research activities are also recommended to 

extend the robustness of this analysis:

1) Develop a probability distribution of hourly weather inputs that represents areas in the 

southwest United States with >6.0 kWh/m2/day direct normal radiation. This distribution 

could be used to further quantify the range of economic and environmental effects 

associated with the larger U.S. solar resource. It could also help quantify the realistic 

potential for CSP in southwestern states.

2) Perform a multi-variable optimization on each configuration examined in this study as 

described in Chapter 6.

3) Examine how dispatching storage at different times during the day affects the results.

4) Examine and compare how the environmental and economic implications of power plant 

systems on the other end of the solar-fossil hybrid spectrum (described in Chapter 2) 

compare to the plant configurations examined here (i.e., Integrated Solar Combined 

Cycle).

5) Examine how the use of unconventional natural gas (i.e., shale gas) affects the economic 

and (especially) environmental implications of the power plant configurations examined 

in this study.
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APPENDIX A - Rankine Cycle Simplification
The original performance model code included a series of thermodynamic calculations in a 

program called Cantera [1], which set all of the steam cycle states. When these calculations were 

incorporated into the performance model, the entire engineering-economic simulation for one 

storage capacity and solar field size took about 15 minutes to run. Given that at least a hundred 

simulations needed to be performed for each storage capacity and each equivalent configuration 

in the case with natural gas backup, this run-time needed to be decreased. Since a relatively 

small range of temperatures and enthalpies are possible with the heat transfer oil, this range was 

simulated with the original Cantera-based code across the whole range in 1°C increments, and 

the resulting power output and key enthalpies were recorded. Then curves were fit to the data to 

develop simplified equations that could be used in the engineering-economic model to calculate 

necessary performance parameters at a fraction of the speed of the original Cantera-based model. 

The following figures present these data, trendlines, and equations used in the revised 

engineering-economic model.
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Appendix B - Model Adaptations for Dry Cooling
Due to time constraints it was not feasible to create additional thermodynamic models for the 

dry-cooled parabolic trough plant with thermal energy storage (PT-TES) and the PT plant with 

natural gas backup in place of TES (PT-NG). Instead, the results and methodology of four 

studies that compare wet- and dry-cooled PT systems [ 1 ],[2],[3],[4] were evaluated in order to 

obtain equations that could be used to adjust the wet-cooled results to simulate a dry-cooled 

system. This investigation yielded the conclusion that there are five key areas of adjustment to 

consider:

1. The Effect of Ambient Temperature on Net Output

According to Kelly [1], the ambient dry bulb temperature has a significant effect on the net 

power output of a PT plant with dry cooling and a very slight effect on a similar plant with wet 

cooling. Kelly used GateCycle and Excelergy to develop seven models of an 80 MW trough 

power plant with different cooling systems. Six of the models use a dry cooling system with 

different initial temperature differencials (ITD), and the seventh model represents a traditional 

wet cooling system. Kelly calculated the turbine output and fan power for each of the models for 

a range of dry bulb temperatures from 4 to 54°C and incorporated into Excelergy equations of 

these two parameters as a function of dry bulb temperature. Although Kelly notes that the 

equation that relates dry bulb temperature to net output is a fourth order polynomial fit of the 

GateCycle calculations, he does not reveal the coefficients for this equation in the paper. An 

independent analysis of the Kelly results was conducted to re-create this equation for use in the 

dry cooling model for this study. Figure 1 displays a plot of the dry bulb temperature versus the
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ratio of the net output from Kelly’s dry-cooled model at an ITD of 39°F (the most cost-effective 

ITD modeled in the study) to the net output of Kelly’s wet-cooled model. The fourth order 

polynomial fit to this plot is also displayed along with the equation and the R2 value.
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Figure 1 - Ratio of Dry- to Wet-Cooled Output as a Function of Dry Bulb Temperature

Kelly notes that these results required the air-cooled condenser pressure to increase from 0.3 to

0.5 bar in the GateCycle simulations when the dry bulb temperature increased from 42 to 54°C,

but in reality system operators would maintain the condenser pressure at 0.3 bar in order to avoid

“excessive aerodynamic loads on the last stage blades”. Therefore, he conducted a series of

additional GateCycle calculations at dry bulb temperatures greater than 42°C with the condenser

pressure limited to 0.3 bar. Although Kelly’s paper does not include the raw data for these

“more realistic” simulations, a study by the Department of Energy (DOE) [2], which relies

heavily on the Kelly study, includes a full data set of similar results. The DOE data are

displayed in Figure 1 along with a polynomial curve fit, equation and R2 value. The fourth order

and third order polynomial equations were compared, and the third order results were more

consistent with the raw data from the DOE study in the full temperature range, so I selected it for

my dry cooling model. Since Figure 1 yielded a similar plot as that presented in the Kelly study,
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and the DOE study contained a much larger dataset than the Kelly study, the DOE curve fit was 

chosen for use in the engineering-economic model for this study. This equation adjusts hourly 

net output of the plant with a dry cooling system relative to the hourly net output of the plant 

with a wet cooling system.

2. The Effect of Fan Power on Parasitic Energy Losses

Kelly and the DOE also provide information on the relationship between parasitic energy losses 

from a wet- versus dry-cooled system. Kelly reports that the dry-cooled system with the 39°F 

ITD used 6,860 MWh of fan energy, compared with 4,124 MWh for the wet-cooled system - an 

increase of about 66%. The DOE study results show that the dry-cooled fan energy increased by 

83% compared to the wet-cooled fan energy; however, they note that the feedwater pump energy 

demand was 32% lower for the dry-cooled system than the wet-cooled system (12,977 MWh 

compared to 19,157 MWh), resulting in a net increase in parasitic energy loss from the dry- 

cooling system of about 5% compared to the wet-cooling system. Since Kelly gives no 

information on the relative pump energies, the increase factor obtained from the DOE study was 

selected for use in the engineering-economic model for this study.

3. The Effect of Cooling Option on Plant Water Consumption

The DOE study and a dry-cooling study conducted by WorleyParsons for the Beacon Solar 

Energy Project [3] provide detailed information on water use in a PT plant with wet- versus dry- 

cooling. The DOE study shows that dry-cooling reduces overall water consumption by 90% 

(from 800 to 78 gallons/MWh); whereas the WorleyParsons study shows this value to be 95% 

(from 1,600 to 79 gallons/MWh). The average of these values was selected for the nominal 

results in the dry cooling model for this study.
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The WorleyParsons study provides a detailed breakdown of capital costs for both types of 

systems examined in the investigation. Table 1 lists these costs along with the ITD associated 

with each dry-cooled design and an increase factor, which is the ratio of the capital cost of the 

dry-cooled design to the reference wet-cooled design.

4. The Effect of Cooling Option on Capital and O&M Costs

Table 1 - Cooling System Costs [3]
Initial Temperature 
Differential (°F)

Capital Cost ($M) Increase factor
Reference wet-cooled design $33 N/A

35 $58 1.75

40 $51 1.56

45 $46 1.41

Figure 2 displays the relationship between the ITD and the increase factor using a trendline and 

power equation. This equation was used to calculate the increase factor for the ITD represented 

by the model used in this study, which is 30°F. The increase factor calculated from this equation 

is 2.
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Figure 2 - Relationship between ITD and increase factor

The wet cooling system capital costs for the model used in this study were derived from power 

block costs in the SAM cost spreadsheet [5], which are listed in Table 2. The costs that are 

directly related to the cooling system are highlighted in yellow and add to $9,541,000, or about 

9% of the total power block costs.

Table 2 - Power Cycle Capital Costs [5]
ITEM TOTAL

Steam Turbine Generator Island $34,344,000

Solar Steam Generator Equipment $6,022,000

Blowdown System $198,000

Cooling Systems $5,246,000

Condensate System $866,000

Feedwater System $5,071,000

Auxiliary Cooling Water System $1,177,000

Steam Piping, Insulation, Valves, & Fittings $4,894,000

Fuel Gas Handling & Metering System $438,000

Water Treatment System $2,054,000

Power Distribution Systems $16,363,000

Back-up Power Systems $492,000

Instrumentation & Controls System $3,386,000
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Fire Protection System 

Foundations & Support Structures 

Buildings

BOP Mechanical Systems 

BOP Electrical Systems 

Total

$3,955,000

$6,425,000

$3,220,000

$5,275,000

$5,938,000

$105,364,000

Kelly indicates that the non-water operation and maintenance (O&M) costs associated with both 

systems is about equal, except for the process of water treatment, which is about 40% cheaper for 

the dry cooling system. Therefore, the service contract O&M costs were adjusted for water 

treatment in the engineering-economic model to reflect this ratio, and the volume of water in the 

utilities O&M cost section was adjusted to reflect dry cooling.

5. The Effect of Cooling Option on Land Requirements

A dry-cooled system results in a lower net plant output than a wet-cooled system, which means 

that the solar multiple may need to be adjusted to minimize the levelized cost of electricity 

(LCOE). In addition, there is a trade-off in total land change compared to a wet-cooled system 

where the dry-cooled system requires more land area for the air-cooled condenser but less land 

area for the evaporation pond. WorleyParsons [4] indicate that this tradeoff results in a net total 

land area increase for the dry-cooled plant compared to the wet-cooled plant. However, they 

incorporate an increase in solar field area in their calculations; whereas, the model used in this 

study is arranged to vary solar field area to minimize LCOE. Therefore, the relative increase in 

total land area compared with solar field area for both systems is the main concern for this study. 

Table 3 summarizes WorleyParsons results along with an independent calculation of a total land 

multiplier for each plant. The dry-cooled system actually uses less total land compared with the
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solar field area than the wet system. These multipliers are used in the environmental assessment 

for this study.

Table 3 - Land Area Comparison Wet vs Dry Cooling (adapted from [4]
Wet Dry

Solar field aperture area (m2) 987,540 1,062,750

Total land area (m2) 4,046,873 4,143,980

Multiplier 4.1 3.9
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APPENDIX C - Heater Costs

The costs for the natural gas-fired heaters used for heat transfer fluid (HTF) and storage salt 

freeze protection and for backup to match thermal energy storage capacity were obtained from a 

regression analysis of the data presented in Loh and Lyons [1]. Table 1 presents the original data 

from the report, and the cost values updated to $2009 values using the CPI inflation calculator 

[2]. Figure 1 displays the trendline, equation and R2 value that resulted from the regression 

analysis.

Table 1 - Heater Cost Data
Heat Duty 

(MMBtu/hour)
Purchased
Equipment

Cost
Installed

Cost
($1998)

Installed 
Cost ($2009)

2 $124,600 $96,300 $126,748
10 $263,100 $355,100 $467,375
25 $399,000 $518,600 $682,570
50 $625,400 $771,100 $1,014,905

100 $1,081,500 $1,272,800 $1,675,231
200 $1,868,900 $2,641,500 $3,476,684
300 $2,573,100 $3,534,400 $4,651,899
400 $3,228,000 $4,354,800 $5,731,692
500 $3,848,400 $5,126,000 $6,746,728
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Figure 1 - Regression of heater cost data
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APPENDIX D - TES Component Calculations for Life Cycle 
Inventory

The quantities of carbon steel, thermal insulation, and concrete calculated for the life cycle 

inventory were obtained from regression analyses on the total costs and unit costs associated 

with varying TES capacities reported in Kelly and Kearney [1], Table 1 presents the data from 

that study and the material quantities in bold-faced type that were calculated by dividing the total 

cost of each component by the unit cost of the material. Figures 1-3 display the equations 

obtained by fitting a line to the data for the relationship between storage capacity and material 

quantity. These equations are used in the Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) portion of this analysis.

Table 1 - TES Material Costs and Calculated Quantities
Hours of Storage: 2 4 6 9 12

Storage capacity (MWht) 268 536 804 1,206 1,609
Total cost of cold tank ($1,000) $747 $1,427 $2,097 $3,091 $4,193
Total cost of hot tank ($1,000) $796 $1,526 $2,244 $3,311 $4,488
Tank unit cost ($/kg) $4.40 $4.40 $4.40 $4.40 $4.40
Quantity of carbon steel for cold tank (kg) 169,773 324,318 476,591 702,500 952,955

Quantity of carbon steel for hot tank (kg) 180,909 346,818 510,000 752,500 1,020,000

Total cost of thermal insulation for old tank 
($1,000) $239 $376 $495 $659 $990
Total cost of thermal insulation for hot tank 
($1,000) $281 $442 $583 $776 $1,166
Insulation unit cost ($/m2) $160 $160 $160 $160 $160
Quantity of insulation for cold tank (m2) 1,494 2,350 3,094 4,119 6,188

Quantity of insulation for hot tank (m2) 1,756 2,763 3,644 4,850 7,288

Total cost of foundation for cold tank ($1,000) $390 $635 $858 $1,171 $1,716
Total cost of foundation for hot tank ($1,000) $443 $734 $1,002 $1,382 $2,004
Foundation unit cost ($/m3) $599 $599 $599 $599 $599
Quantity of concrete for cold tank 

foundation (m3)
651 1,060 1,432 1,955 2,865

Quantity of concrete for hot tank 

foundation (m3)
740 1,225 1,673 2,307 3,346
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Appendix E -  List of Databases and Processes for 
Environmental Impact Factors

Item Database name Processes
included

Construction
Site work & 
infrastructure

EIO-LCA US 2002 (428) Producer Price model for Construction, Other 
non-residential

production

Galvanized
steel

Galvanized steel sheet, at plant NREL /RNA resource extraction, 
refining and 
production

Low-iron float 
glass solar 
mirrors

Sum of data from Solar collector glass tube, with silver mirror, at 
plant/DE with US electricity U and Solar glass, low-iron, at regional 
storage/RER with US electricity U (Ecoinvent)

resource extraction, 
refining and 
production

Ceramic Sanitary ceramics, at regional storage/CH with US electricity U 
(Ecoinvent)

production, 
transport of raw 
materials

Silicone Silicone product, at plant/RER with US electricity U (Ecoinvent) production
Stainless steel Steel high alloy ETH S (ETH-ESU 96 System) resource extraction, 

refining and 
production

Borosilicate
glass

Sum of data from Glass tube, borosilicate, at plant/DE with US 
electricity U and Flat glass, uncoated, at plant/RER with US electricity 
U (Ecoinvent)

resource extraction, 
refining and 
production

Concrete Concrete, normal, at plant/CH S (Ecoinvent) production
Therminol
VP-1

Allocated based on chemical composition, which includes 73.5% 
diphenyl oxide [Phenol, at plant/RER S (Ecoinvent)] and 26.5% 
biphenyl [average of: Coal Cokes S (ETH-ESU 96 System process); 
sum of data from Natural gas, at extraction site NREL /US (U.S. LCI 
Database with Ecoinvent Supplement); Natural gas, processed, at plant 
NREL /US (U.S. LCI Database with Ecoinvent Supplement); and 
Natural gas, at consumer/RNA with US electricity U (Ecoinvent); and 
sum of data from crude oil, production GB, at long distance 
transport/kg/RER and average of data from Crude oil production 
onshore S and Crude oil, at production onshore/RME S (Ecoinvent)]

resource extraction, 
refining and 
production

Carbon steel average of C15I and C35I (IDEMAT 2001) mining, 
concentration, 
processing, 
transportation to 
Rotterdam

Insulation Mineral wool ETH S (ETH-ESU 96 System) resource extraction, 
refining and 
production
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Solar salt Sum of data from Vermiculite, at mine/ZA S and Limestone, crushed, 
for mill/CH S (Ecoinvent)

resource extraction, 
refining and 
production

Salt pumps EIO-LCA US 2002 (428) Producer Price model for Sector #333911: 
Pump and pumping equipment manufacturing

production

Heaters and 
heat exchangers

EIO-LCA US 2002 (428) Producer Price model for Sector #332410: 
Power boiler and heat exchanger manufacturing

production

Turbines and 
Generators

EIO-LCA US 2002 (428) Producer Price model for Sector #333611: 
Turbine and turbine generator set units manufacturing

production

Other
manufacturing

EIO-LCA US 2002 (428) Producer Price model for Sector #33329A: 
Other industrial machinery manufacturing

production

Operation and Maintenance
Diesel sum of data from: average of data from Crude oil production onshore S 

and Crude oil, at production onshore/RME S; crude oil, production GB, 
at long distance transport/kg/RER; Diesel, at refmery/CH S; Diesel, at 
regional storage/CH S (Ecoinvent)

raw material 
extraction, crude 
oil production, 
diesel production, 
transportation to 
pumping station, 
combustion 
(calculated)

Natural Gas 

Electricity

Sum of data from Natural gas, at extraction site NREL /US (U.S. LCI 
Database with Ecoinvent Supplement); Natural gas, processed, at plant 
NREL /US (U.S. LCI Database with Ecoinvent Supplement); and 
Natural gas, at consumer/RNA with US electricity U (Ecoinvent)
adapted the values from the EIO-LCA US 2002 (428) Producer Price 
model for Sector #221100: Power generation and supply to represent 
the average California electricity mix [1]

Resource
extraction, refining, 
production, and 
combustion 
(calculated) 
production

Dismantle and Disposal
Solar Field 

Solar Field-DC 

HTF System

Divided value from Burkhardt et al. [2] by the solar field area used in 
their analysis
Divided value from Burkhardt et al. [2] by the solar field area used in 
their analysis
Divided value from Burkhardt et al. [2] by the solar field area used in 
their analysis

dismantle and 
disposal
dismantle and 
disposal
dismantle and 
disposal

HTF System- 
DC
TES System

Divided value from Burkhardt et al. [2] by the solar field area used in 
their analysis
Divided value from Burkhardt et al. [2] by the solar field area used in 
their analysis

dismantle and 
disposal
dismantle and 
disposal

TES System- 
DC

Divided value from Burkhardt et al. [2] by the solar field area used in 
their analysis

dismantle and 
disposal

Power Block Divided value from Burkhardt et al. [2] by the solar field area used in 
their analysis

dismantle and 
disposal

Power Block- 
DC

Divided value from Burkhardt et al. [2] by the solar field area used in 
their analysis

dismantle and 
disposal
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APPENDIX F - IECM Inputs
This Appendix describes the inputs used in the Integrated Environmental Control Model [1] to simulate 

a new coal-fired power plant that is comparable with the nominal CSP plant configurations examined in 

this study for the purpose of calculating a carbon price. Table 1 presented the inputs used in the first 

graphical user interface (GUI) “Configure Plant”.

Table 1 - Inputs to "Configure Overall Plant” Screen
Fuel Type Coal

Nox Control In-Furnace Controls, Hot-side SCR

Particulates Fabric Filter

S02 Control Wet FGD

Mercury Carbon Injection

C02 capture None

Cooling System Wet Cooling Tower

Wastewater Chemical Treatment

Flyash Disposal No Mixing

The next GUI, “Set Parameters” includes several pages of input data. Table 2 presents the inputs to 

these pages that differed from the default values and the specific page in which they were entered.

Table 2 - Input parameters to "Set Parameters” pages
Parameter Value Units Location

Type of dollars constant dollars Overall Plant - 4. Financing

Plant of project 
book life

30 years
Overall Plant - 4. Financing

Real bond interest 
rate

8 %
Overall Plant - 4. Financing

Real preferred 
stock return

5.34 %
Overall Plant - 4. Financing

Real common 
stock return

8.74 %
Overall Plant - 4. Financing

Percent debt 40 % Overall Plant - 4. Financing

Percent equity 8 % Overall Plant - 4. Financing
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(preferred stock)

Percent equity 
(common stock)

52 %
Overall Plant - 4. Financing

Federal tax rate 0 % Overall Plant - 4. Financing

State tax rate 0 % Overall Plant - 4. Financing

Property tax rate 0 % Overall Plant - 4. Financing

Investment tax 
credit

0 %
Overall Plant - 4. Financing

Natural Gas Cost 5.92 $/mscf
Overall Plant - 5. O&M
costs

Water cost 1.4 $/kgal
Overall Plant - 5. O&M 
costs

Current fuel
Wyoming powder 

river basin
N/A

Fuel - 1. Properties

Gross electrical 
output

110 MW
Base Plant - 1. Performance

Unit type Supercritical N/A Base Plant - 1. Performance
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